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Small-Diameter Coaxial-Cable Developments

A. F. G. ALLAN, a.m.i.e.e.T
U.D.C. 621.315.312

The advantages that can be gained by the use of transistor 
amplifiers accommodated in manholes or jointing chambers have 
led to a rapid development of coaxial pairs of much smaller 
size than the 0-375 in. diameter tubes of the past. A description 
is given of the determination of the performance-specification 
requirements for a new standard small-diameter coaxial cable 
and of the various constructional methods that have been 

evolved.

INTRODUCTION

NEARLY 5,000 sheath-■miles of coaxial cable are 
now -n service in the United Kingdom, the 
majority of this milage incorporating coaxial 
pairs of 0375 in. diameter.1 Recentty, howeverr a num

ber of routes have been installed in which cables con
taining coaxial pairs of a much smaHer diameter 
(0-174 in. diameter) have been employed. The two types 
of coaxial cable are compared in Fig. 1

(a) Typical 375-type Coaxial Cable

(b) Typical 174-type Coaxial Cable
FIG. l-COMPARISON OF 375-TYPE AND 174-TYPE COAXXAL CABLES

Earlier articles2’3 have discussed the reasons for the 
present trend towards small-diameter coaxial cables

TMain Tines Development and Maintenance Branch, 
E.-in-C.’s Office.

equipped with transistor amplifiers accommodated in 
underground jointing chambers, and have given some 
indication of the form of cable provided for the early 
schemes. Experience with these first expeirmerna] 
cables, confirming some suspected limitations and 
drmonsiratmg others, rendered redesign rsscnttal, and 
in producing a performance spccification for a new stan
dard cable it also became necessary to take into con
sideration internationa] agreements on the characteristics 
and utilization of smaH-diameter coaxial cables.

The British cable industry has, so far, developed four 
separate designs of coaxial pair, all of which comply with 
the British Post Office specification, and a description is 
given of each type.

t",

EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEMS AND C(OAXI A.-PAIR DESIGN

Cable attenuation, amplifier maximum gains, and 
amplifier spacings are all interdependent and are 
governed by the maximum circuit capacity of the system 
that it is intended to operate. The first simaR-diameter 
coaxial-cable schemes were designed by two separate 
cable and equipment manufaccuring organizations,2’“and 
both designs were based on the requirement, generaHy 
accepted at that time, for systems to provide somewhat 
similar facilities to the 24-oircuit carrier network but 
with an increased capac^y, per pair of tubes, of 60, 120, 
or possibly 300, circuits, i.e. one to five supergroups.

It was envisaged that cables with a number of pairs 
of tubes would be provided along a main route, indi
vidual pairs of tubes bdng intercepted at intervals to 
provide shortrr-dittancr traffic routes of one, two, or 
more supergroups capadty, without the nrcesstty for 
providing supergroup derivation equipmrnis5 As a result 
of these considerations it was determined that a cable 
with an attenuation of some 10-6 db/mile at 1 Mc/s, with 
amplifiers of 27 db maximum gain and spaced at 
4,000 yd intervals, would provide the most economic 
arrangement.

Coaxial-Par Design
The attenuation of a coaxial pair is dependent, pri

marily, upon the dimensions of the conductors, and 
minimum attenuation is achieved when the ratio of the 
internal diameter of the outer conductor to the external 
diameter of the inner conductor is 3-6 : 1-0. Devia
tions from this ratio as far as 3-0 : 1-0 in one direction 
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and 4-4 : 1-0 in the other, however, increase the attenua
tion by little more than 1 per cent.

The characteristic impedance of a coaxial pair, with 
the optimum conductor-diameter ratio of 3-6 : 10 and, 
for practical purposes, 100 per cent air dielectric, is 
75 ohms over a wide range of frequencies. If the dielec
tric is not air, the impedance will vary according to the 
material used and, of course, the frequency at which it 
is measured. With dielectrics such as solid polythene, 
which is commonly employed in high-frequency (h.f.) 
flexible cables, the impedance is of the order of 50 ohms 
at 1 Mc/s.

In the first type of small-diameter coaxial cable pro
duced (coded Cable, Coaxial, 163 A) the overaH 
diameters of the conductors were considerably smaller 
than for 0-375 in. (375-type) cables, and the ratio of outer 
to inner conductor diameters was exactly 3-6 : 1-0 
(0-163 in. : 0-0453 in.), res.uting in an attenuation within 
the 10-6 + 0-3 db/mile specified at 1 Mc/s. The insulating 
medium between inner and outer conductors, however, 
was neither air nor soid material but a foam of expanded 
polythene, an enlarged cross-section of which is shown 
in Fig. 2. This coaxial par, therefore, had a designed

FIG. 2—ENLARGED CROSS-SECTION OF EXPANDED POLYTHENE
FOAM INSULANT

characteristic impedance of 66ohms at 1Mc/s, and 
whilst it is possible to design all assoccated equipment 
to have a 66-ohm impedance, it is advantageous for such 
equipment to have the 75-ohm impedance common to all 
other standard coaxial systems and test gear in use in the 
network.

The second type of cable produced (Cable, Coaxial, 
163B) retained the 0-163 in. internal diameter of the outer 
conductor and the foamed-polythene insulant, but the 
diameter of the inner conductor was reduced to 0-0379 
in. Although this change meant a conductor diameter 
ratio of 4-3 : 1--), the attenuation change was not suffi
cient to exceed the specced limits, but the characteristic 
impedance at 1 Mc/s became 75 ohms. Fig. 3 illustrates 
the conssruction of the 163A-type and 163B-type pairs, 
and, with the exception of the foamed-polythene insulant 
in place of polythene disks, the method of consttuccion 
follows that employed for large-diameter coaxial pairs.

Overall Cable Design
Whilst a reduction in overall cests would have been 

achieved by the utilization of a smafi-diameter coaxial 
cable of traditional paper-insulated lead-sheathed form,

D C - A

A—nnner conductor 004153 in. diameter (163A-type) or 00)379 in. diameter 
(163B-type)

B —Expauded polytheue-foam insulant
C —Outer conductors: longitudinal copper tape rolled to form tube 01163 in. 

inner diameter and 0-007 in. thick
D—Two steel tapes, 0'004 in. thick, overlapped

FIG. 3--CONSTRUCTION OF 163A-TYPE AND 163B-TYPE COAXIAL 
PAIRS

the rising interest in plastics as materials for cable con
struction suggested that even greater cost reductions 
might be achieved by dispensing with a lead sheath and 
separate anti-corrosion protection and by using only a 
simple polythene sheath. Both the 163A-type and163B- 
type cables employed this method of construction, and, 
in addition, coloured plastic tapes were used to lap the 
coaxial pairs instead of the usual numbered paper tapes; 
all interstice pairs were also polythene insulated.

The problems that such a completely new construc
tional method might present had been carefully con
sidered, but proof that such problems would actuafiy 
exist, or that other unknown difficulties might not also 
arise could only be gained by instaHing cables of this 
type.

Difficulties in fault location, similar to those ex
perienced on all-polythene audio cables, were only too 
real. Furthermore, joint failures, water permeation and 
peneeration, and lack of screening against external h.f. 
transmissions threw some doubt on the efficiency of all
polythene conssruction for this type of cable. Neverthe
less, it must be recorded that a number of short-distance 
television links have been provided on both 163A-type 
and 163B-type cables in London and elsewhere, and, so 
far, there is no evidence of unrJliablliy.

C.C.I.T.T. RECOMMENDATIONS
Whilst in the United Kingdom effort had been directed 

towards the development of smafi-diameter coaxial pairs 
with an attenuation of just over 10db/mile at 1 Mc/s 
for use with line systems of up to 300 circuits capaccty, 
in other countries a somewhat different approach had 
been made. In France, for instance, a cable had been 
designed“ and laid that contained coaxd pairs with an 
attenuation of only 8-5 db/mile at 1 Mc/s and which were 
equipped with amplifiers of 35 db maximum gain. For 
300-circuit working the amplifier sparing was to be 
5-8 km, but a longer view had been taken that, ultimateey, 
amplifiers would be spaced at 3 km intervals for systems 
transmitting up to 4Mc/s (960 circuits). With such 
4Mc/s systems as the posssble extension of utilization, 
the smaller British 163A-type and KLilBtype cables 
would no longer be an economic design.

Alter consideration by the C.C.I.T.T.,*  the higher- 
capacity standard was recommended for generaa adop
tion, and it was decided that new work in the United 
Kingdom should comply. This derision was of great 

*C.C.I.T.T.—Lttirmational Telegraph and Telephone Con
sultative Committee.
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importance to the cable manufacturers for, though faced 
with the problem of completely redesigning the small
diameter coaxial pair, a speedy solution was esssntial.

Early in 1961 the Post Office requested the British 
cable industry to consider the design and production of 
a small-dfameter cable to meet the new recommenda
tions. A performance specification covering all the elec
trical requirements (the C.C.LT.T, had not, at that time, 
dealt with all the points that need to be specched in a 
comprehensive document) was prepared by the Post 
Office and it is gratifying to record that subsequent 
C.C.I.T.T, deliberations have not made necessary any 
significant amendments to the original British specifi- 
caiiot.

For this redesigned small-dfameier coaxial cable the 
use of polythene is confined to the coaxial-pair dielec
tric and the anti-corrosion protection; the remainder of 
the cable is of convent-ionaa paper-insulation and lead 
sheath form.

DETERMINATION OF SPECIFICATION LIMITS FOR A SMALL - 
DIAMETER COAXIAL PAIR

Attenuation.
The new recommendation for attenuation at 1 Mc/s 

was to be 8-5 db/mile, but some deviation must be 
allowed in practice. To arrive at a figure for the maxi
mum posssble variations in the attenuation/frequency 
characteristic some thought has to be given to the method 
of operation; cables can no longer be designed indepen
dently of the line systems with which they will be asso
ciated.

Equipment design determined that the variation of 
attenuation at 1 Mc/s should not exceed l db in an 
amplifier se:iion, or 0•4db/nile, The specifi(cltion 
limits were set:, accordingly, at 8-5 ±O-Z db/mile at that 
frequency.

Having fixed the 1 Mc/s point, and having specified 
the thickness and diameters of the conductors, there is 
very little that can be done to affect the attenuation at 
other frequencies. Nevertheless, some check has to be 
made to ensure that no unforeseen factors influence the 
attenuation/frequency characieeiftic—pie-emphasis net
works and line equalizers have to be designed to match 
a known chal•aaieeistic—and the attenuation at frequen
cies above and below 1 Mc/s has, therefore, to be spec- 
fied. The requirements for the new type of cable are 
shown in Table 1.

4 Mc/s telephony systems and television transmissions. 
It was thought that the new cable should be made 
capable of utilization for all possible requirements fore
seen at an early stage in development.

An interesting design aspect, in connexion with atten
uation, arose as the result of speccfying an outer-conduc
tor thickness of 0-007 in. with a manufactoring tolerance 
of ±--0003 in. Another administration demonstrated 
that at frequencies below 200 kc/s differences of attenu
ation between similar lengths of coaxial pair might be 
reduced by utilizing an outer conductor with a thickness 
of 0-008 in. Whilst this is true, it is equaffy true that an 
even better resuut would be achieved by using outer 
conductors of 0-009 in. or even 0-010 in. thickness 
(Fig. 4), as is used for the larger 0-375 in. pair, but it

x=Limits of manufacturing tolerances
FIG. 4—RELATION OF ATTENUATION TO THICKNESS OF OUTER 

CONDUCTOR

has to be remembered that each additionaa 0-001 in. of 
copper adds about 15 per cent to the cost of the outer 
conductor The advantage to be gained did not appear 
to justify the extra cost, and the specched ouier-conduc- 
tor thickness remains at 0-007 in. ’

Impedance
As with attenuation, once a value is specced for im- 

pedance at one particular frequency, and the design has 
been such that this value has been achieved, there is 
little that can affect the values obtained at other fre
quencies. It is, however very important to the main-

TABLE 1
Attenuation of Cable at Speccfic Frequencies

Frequency 
(Mc/s) 0-06 010 10 1-4 1-5-4-5 4-5-7-5

Attenuation 
(db/mile)

2-4
± 0-1

2-9
± 0-1

8-5
± 0-2

100 
± 0-2

To be within 2 
per cent of the 
attenuation cal

culated from
A = x\/ f 

(Note)

To be within 3 
per cent of the 
attenuation cal

culated from
A = xW ? 

(Note)

Note: A = attenuation (db/mjle), x = attenuation (db/mile) at 1 Mc/s, and 
= frequency in Mc/s. '

lit will be seen that the specification covers a range 
from 0-06-7-5 Mc/s, although the original requirement 
was for a range only up to 1-5 Mc/s. In the future, how
ever, the pairs will undoubtedly be required to carry 

tenance staff that deviation from the nominal values shaU 
not be great. When replacing faulty lengths of cable 
little difference can be allowed between the impedance 
of the replacement length and that of the cable into 
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which it is being connected. Abrupt impedance changes 
produce signal reflections at the jointing point, and the 
magnitudes of these reflections must be controlled if 
transmission, particularly of television signals, is to 
remain unaffected.

To achieve absolute certainty that there would be no 
reflections worse than those specified, the impedance of 
each cable length would need to be controlled to within 
0-15 ohm of the nominal, but this would assume that at 
every replacement a cable of, say, 75-15 ohms impe
dance was being joined to one with an impedance of 
74-85 ohms. In practice, the chances of this happening 
—a cable length of maximum impedance being joined to 
one of minimum impedance—are relatively remote, so 
that it is permissible to relax the limits to some extent, 
and for the new cable the impedance limits at lMc/s 
were set at 75 ±0-5 ohms, a standard which is by no 
means simple to achieve in manufacture, an 0-001 in. 
change in diameter of the inner conductor altering 
the impedance by more than 1-0 ohm.

To ensure regularity of impedance throughout a co
axial pair and thus avoid major signal reflections, the 
C.C.LT.T. recommended, some years ago, standards for 
pulse reflections for coaxial pairs intended to carry 
television transmissions. ■ These requirements were in
corporated in OH Post Office specifieations for 375-type 
cables, irrespective of whether the pairs were to be used 
for telephony or television links, for the utilization can 
be changed at any time. It was not expected that the 
163A-type and 163B-type could achieve such high 
standards, and the speciffeations limits for these cables 
were considerably relaxed.

As far as the new smaU-diameter coaxial pair was con
cerned it was decided that every effort should be made 
from the outset to produce a cable capable of meeting 
the original C.C.LT.T. pulse-reflection standards, and 
the speciffeation therefore requires that no impedance 
irregularity shall give rise to a reflected signal the levee of 
which exceeds the limit of 54 db below the levee of the 
transmitted signal at the point of application of the sig
nal. Due allowance is made for attenuation of the test
ing pulse to and from the reflection point.

Far-End Crosdalk
The C.C.I.T.T. agreed a length of 280 km (175 miles) 

for the reference system, and recommended that the far- 
end system-to-system signal-to-crosstalk ratio should not 
be less than 58 db, hall: of which should be allowed to 
the line equipment and terminal equipment and half to 
the cable itsef. Thus, for a theoretical unamplified cable 
175 miles long, the far-end signal-to-crosstalk ratio 
should be 61db or better.

As the far-end crosstalk contribution from each ampli
fier section, being always in phase with the transmitted 
signal, is directly additive (on a voltage basis) it is pos
sible to calculate the allowable limits for an amplifier 
section of any length or, indeed, for any individua length 
of cable. The formula applied, in its complete form, is 
as follows: far-end signal-to-erosstalk ratio should not 
be less than

17561 + 20Klog10 -:75 _ m db, 

where x is the length (in miles) of the cable section being 
measured, and K and m are constants.

K is a factor which depends upon the method of con

nexion of the amplifiers. If all amplifiers are connected 
normally K = 1 but if phase inversion is employed (see 
Fig. 5) the value of K will be less than unity and, in a

SYSTEM l

“ pr—5—1\ । -—D \ i^—t \ 1^— 
' a» {(2; I (c) i ! (d! ! (e)i g CO

K K K K K K K X
=D^=B D x D D-—< -

SYSTEM 2

Crosstalk in sections (a), (c) and (e) in phase
Crosstalk in sections (b), (d) and (f also in phase but cancelling crosstalk 

from sections (a), (c) and (e)
FIG. 5—PHASE-INVERSION CONNEXIONS

theoretically perfect example where a system employing 
phase inversion consisted of an even number of amplifier 
sections each of equal length and each contributing a 
precisely similar amount of crosstab, K would be nega
tive. There is no intention of using phase-inversion in 
British systems, unless -t is made necessary by special 
circumstances, and, therefore, K has been taken as equal 
to unity. .

The constant m is to allow for the fact that it is prob
ably unnecessary to insist that the far-end crosssalk in 
each amplifier section shafl not exceed the limit called 
for, i.e. 61 +20logm-x2db. If some sections are slightly 
worse, others will be, in all probabiilty, far better. To 
covee this random variation, the Post Office speciffea- 
tion has allowed 5 db for m.

The final specification states that the system-to-system 
far-end signal-to-erosstalk ratio in amplifier sections 

175shaH not be less than 56 + 201og1(l — db throughout
the range 60 kc/s - 7-5 Mc/s, where x is the length of the 
amplifier section in miles.

Examining a single amplifier section, Fig. 6 and Table

SYSTELI.

SYSTEM 2

.STANDARD AMPLIFIER sEGTIGT.
P 0F s,300YD (3-58 MILES) ^7

D SIGNAL—»—D_

NOTE I N \ NOTEZ

' CROSSTALK '
\ ■ \

Nones:
1. Signal output leveis: at 0-06 Mc/s, —220-0 dbr; at 1 Mc/s, -17 dbr; 
at 14 Mc/s, — 12-5 dbr.
2. Signal input leveis: at 0-06 Mc/s, ~29 dbr; at 1 Mc/s, —47 dbr; 
at 1-4 Mc/s —-488-5 dbr.

FIG. 6—FAR-END CROSSTALK IN STANDARD AMPLIFIER SECTION

2 indicate the various signal and erosstalk levels that 
may be expected. The signal-to-crosstalk ratio of 89-6 db 
is the minimum allowable and, in practice, the ratio 
usuaHy exceeds 94 db even at the lowest fr-equency of 
60kc/s. At higher frequencies, of course, crosssalk 
attenuation increases rapidly, a normal property of 
coaxial structures.

For music circuits (in the carrier band) the overafl 
175-mile system signal-to-crosstalk ratio limit of 61 db 
is not considered satisfactory, and a figure of 77 db (i.e. 
some 16 db better) has been specified as the minimum 
acceptable. However, it is improbable that any British 
inland system will approach the C.C.LT.T. reference 
length of 175 miles and, in fact, from the praetieal signal- 
to-crosstalk ratio figures already measured (as shown 
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in Table 2), provided music channels are located above 
300 kc/s (i.e. supergroup 2 or above), the 77 db signal- 
to-crosstalk ratio should be achieved.

TABLE 2
Theoretical and Practical Signal and Far-End Crosstalk Ratios 

in Standard Amplifier Sectton

Frequency 
(Mc/33

Amplifier
Section 

Loss (db)

Required 
Far-End 
Signal-to- 
Crosstalk 

Ratio (db) as 
Determined 
by Formula*

Typical 
Measured 
Far-End 
S^a^d- 
Crosssalo 
Ratio (db)

0-06 8-6 89-6 95-0
10 30-4 89-6 140-0
1-4 36-0 89-6 >140-0

* 56 + 20 log“j 175/x db, where x is length of sectton in miles.

Near-End Crosstalk.
The determination of near-end crosstalk limits follows 

somewhat similar considerations, but as the contributions 
from the various crosstalk paths may or may not be in 
phase, near-end crosstalk does not become directly addi
tive (on a voltage basis) from one amplifier section to 
the next.

It is not possible to deduce how the contributions 
from each amplifier section will add, and a compromise 
between complete addition from one section to the next 
(voltage or “in-phase” addition) and complete cancel
lation from one section to the next (completely “out-of
phase” addition) has been adopted. The compromise 
is the assumption that near-end crosstalk is additive 
from section to section on a power basis.

To achieve results similar to those for far-end cross
talk, near-end crosstalk at the amplifier inputs at the end 
of the system must not exceed a levd of 61 db below the 
levd of the signal at that point. The limit for each 
amplifier section is calculated from the expression: 
near-end signaa-to-crosstalk ratio should not be less than 

17561 + lOlogu— db, 
a \

where x is the length of the section in miles. An arbitrary 
3 db is added to the expression above to account for 
random “rolls” in the near-end crosstalk/frequency 
characteristic.

In practice, near-end crosstalk attenuation 1 more 
simply measured than the signal-to-crosstalk ratio, and 

therefore it is necessary to asceerain a formula which is 
applicable to this method of testing. For a standard 
6,300 yd amplifier section the considerations that apply 
are shown in Fig. 7 and Table 3.

SYSTEM!

I sumac AMPLIFIER CECTOH
P 0F 6300YD(5-58MILES)

J________SIGGAL——
" \~

LOTTI \ \ x \
‘ \ \ ■

SYSTEM 2

1 crotssaio I
/q 1

, l 1 I
5 / P

uOTT 2 — SIGNAL totui
Notes:

1. Signal output leves: at 0-06 Mc/s, -20 dbr; at 1 Mc/s, ~17 dbr; 
at 1-4 Mc/s, -12-5 dbr.
2. Signal input levels: at 0-06 Mc/s, -29 dbr; at 1 Mc/s, -47 dbr;
at 1-4 Mc/s, -48-5 dbr.

FIG. 7 —NEAR-END CROSSTALK 1N STANDARD AMPLIFIER SECTION

The formula spedfied for near-end crosssalk attenua
tion—that it should be not less than 89 + 24 V' f db 
over the range 0-06-7-5 Mc/s, where f is the frequency 
of test in Mc/s—was originally derived from a study of 
the results obtained with both the 375-type coaxial cables 
and with the earlier 163-type small-diameter coaxial 
cables. lit was felt that figures somewhat better than 
those obtained with 163-type cable should be achieved, 
but that it would be possible to obtain results similar to 
those obtained with 375-type cables was thought to be a 
little ambitious.

The simple formula 89+24 \/ f meets the require
ments of the C.C.FT.T. recommendations except that it 
does not relate crosstalk attenuation to the lengtti of the 
section under test, but field-test results have been so good 
that any slight discrepancy has little significance.

A. C. Ionization
A.C. ionization is a completely new requirement to be 

include! in a Post Office inland-cable tpectfitation. It 
has been known for some considerable time that inter
mittent discharges in coaxial cables and associated 
equipment carrying relatively high a.c. voltages cause in
terference with television-signal transmissions.

Test apparatus is available that makes it possible to 
test components or cable pairs in order to determine 
the maximum a.c. voltage that can be applied without 
causing discharges, and the test equipment is sufficiently 
sensitive to detect discharges of magnitudes well below 
those at which interference will be caused. Whilst it is 

Theoretical and Practical Signal and Near-End Crosstalk Ratios and Attenuation in Standard 
Amplifier Section

TABLE 3

Frequency 
(Mc/5)

Amphifier- 
Section Loss 

(db)

Requ ired 
NeanEnd 
Signahto
Crosstalk 
Ratio (db) 

as Determined 
by FormuU1

Minimum
Crosstab 

Attenuation 
~ . (db) ,
Determined 
by Formila* 
aodSectiTT

Loss

Minimum 
Crosstalk 

Attenuation 
(db) from 
Post Office 
Formulaf

Typical 
Measured 
Crosstaak 

Attenuation 
(db) ■

0-06 8-6 80-9 89-5 95-0 1150
1-0 30-4 80-9 111-3 113-0 160-0
1-4 36-0 80-9 115-9 117-0 160-0

*61 + 10 logl0 175/x + 3 db, where x is length of section in miles. 
T 89 + 24 V/f, where/ is frequency in Mc/s,
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dessrable that interference-free television transmissions 
shall be ensured, the check that no ionization discharges 
wHl occur at the a.c. voltages applied is of even more 
fundamental importance, for discharges of any kind may 
ultimately lead to complete breakdown.

To apply this test to the new smah-diameter coaxial 
pair might appear to be superfluous for, at present, it is 
not envisaged that in normaa use high a.c. voltages will 
be connected to thiese pairs. The high-voltage a.c. test, 
however, can reveaa manufacturing imperfections that 
might remain undetected by any other means, even in
cluding high-voltage d.c. checks.

Owing to the reduced distance between the conductors 
in the new type of coaxial pair, the specification calls for 
overafi insulation between inner and outer conductors 
throughout the length of the pair and also through any 
joints. This overall insulation can mask various imper
fections, e.g. whiskers or slivers of copper protruding 
from the conductors, and may itself include air voids 
which may break down under ele:triral stress. Further
more, damage may occur, e.g. crushing or distortion 
of the coaxial pairs over very short distances, which it is 
impossible to detect by other tests.

The specification calls for complete absence of a.c. 
ionization up to 500 volts a.c., and this test is applied 
to all coaxial pairs in all lengths manufactured and also 
in all jointed amplifier-sections.

Other Requirements
In addition to the requirements already described, 

conductor-resistance, insulation-resistance and d.c. high- 
voltage tests are specffed.

PHYSICAL DESIGNS FOR THE NEW SMALL-DIAMETER 
COAXIAL PAIR

Within 6 months of the original request to the cable 
manufacturers, sample lengths of 4-pair cable were 
submitted for type testing. The internal diameter of the 
outer conductors of the coaxial pairs had been fixed at 
0174 in. in all instances, but the externaa diameters of 
the inner conductors varied slightly to allow for the 
differing forms of the dielectric. As mentioned earlier, 
this is necessary to adjust the impedance value to meet 
the specification requirement of 75 ohms at 1 Mc/s. In 
general the inner-conductor diameter is approximately 
0-0456 in., giving an outer-to-inner diameter ratio of 
3-74 : 1--).

Four manufacturers followed somewhat different 
methods of construction, as indicated in Fig. 8, and a 
description of the final form of each follows.

The “Worm”-Type Par
The inner conductor is supported in position at the 

centre of the outer conductor by a “worming” of smaff- 
bore polythene tubing. This spiral-worm principle is 
not unknown in coaxial-pair structures, having been 
utilized in some of the early large-diameter pairs. Over
all insulation between inner and outer conductors is pro
vided by a lapping of high-denssty polythene tape outside 
the worming.

A novel form of construction for the outer conductor 
is introduced in that the edges of the tube formed from 
rolling a flat copper tape do not merely butt together 
along the length of the tube but are argon-arc welded 
to form a solid tube. Two steel tapes are helically

A—nnner conductor 0'047 in. diameter
B —Poyythene worming C—Polythene tape

D—Outer conductor 0174 in. imemal diameter, 0’007 in. thick (argon-arc- 
welded tube formed from longitudinal copper tape)

E—Two steel tapes 0’004 in. thick, with opposite lays

(a) Worm-Type Coaxial Pair

A—nnner conductor 0047 in. diameter
B—Polythene tube and disks for support of inner conductor

C—Outer conductor: longitudinal copper tape 0-007 in. thick rolled to form 
tube of 0*174 in. internal diameter

D—Two steel tapes 0-004 in. thick with opposite lays

(b) Bamboo-Type Coaxial Pair

A—Inner conductor 00465 in. diameter 
B—Poyythene disks extruded on to inner conductor 

C—Thin polythene tape
D —Outer conductor: longitudinal copper tape 0007 in. thick rolled to form a 

lube 0174 in. internal diameter
E —Two steel tapes 00)04 in. thick with opposite lays

(c) Disk-Type Coaxial Pair

A—nnner conductor 0*0465 in. diameter
B—Poyythene tube pinched at intervals to support inner conductor

C—Outer conductor: longitudinal copper tape 0-007 in. thick, rolled to form 
a tube of 0174 in. internal diameter

D —Two steel tapes with opposite lays

(d) Balloon-Type Pair

FIG. 8 —CONSTRUCTION OF 174A-TYPES OF COAXIAL PAIR

wrapped around the outer conductor to provide electro
magnetic screening, one tape having amopposite “lay” 
to the other. The angle at which the two steel tapes cross 
each other is important, and tape widths and thicknesses 
are chosen to enable a 90° crossover to be achieved.
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The effects of different crossover angles on crosstalk 
attenuation at low frequencies are illustrated in Fig. 9.

A numbered paper tape completes each coaxial unit.

Type C is the same as B except that the gap between the windings of the inner 
tape is reduced to 0-3 mm.

(a) Crosstalk Attenuation/Frequency Characteristics

110 Types of Steel-Tape Lapping Referred to in (a)

FIG. 9—COMPARISON OF EFFECTS OF DIFFERENT METHODS OF 
APPLYING OUTER STEEL TAPES

The "Bamboo”-Type Pair
So far as the outer conductor is concerned, the 

bamboo-type coaxi! par does not differ in construction 
from the standard 375-type or the 163-type; the copper 
tape is rolled longitudinally to form a tube, with the edges 
of the tape butteh together. The provision of overall 
insulation and support of the inner conductor in its cen
tral position within the tube is, however, achieved in a 
very ingenious manner; the processes involved are shown 
in Fig. 10. Two crossed steel tapes and a numbered 
paper tape complete the coaxial unit.

The “Disk”-Type Pair
For the third version, standard 375-type pair practice

was followed with individual polythene disks maintain-

(n) Stage 1 Polythene Extruston—Two Hall-Tubes Complete with Half-Disks

(b) Stage 2: Extrusion Divided on Centre Line and Two Halves Placed on 
Inner Conductor

(c) Stage 3: Two Halves of Tube Welded Together and Excess Wings Cut Away

(d) Stage 4: Conttruction Completed; Inner Conductor contained in Centre of 
Inner Tube

FIG. lO-METHOD OF CONSTRUCTION OF BAMBOO-TYPE COAXIAL 
PAIR

ing the inner conductor at the centre of the outer-con
ductor tube. To provide overall insulation, a high- 
density polythene tape is lapped over the disks. Two 
crossed steel tapes and a numbered paper tape complete 
the unit.

The ‘'Balloon”-Type Pair
The balloon-type version is a replica of the French 

design, in which the inner conductor is maintained within 
the outer conductor, and overall insulation provided by 
a ample polythene tube pinched at intervals to grip 
the inner conductor. Crossed steel tapes and a numbered 
paper tape are lapped over the outer conductor.

Constructio^t of Complete Cable
Where smaH-tube coaxial pairs are to be included in 

a composite cable, i.e. one having audio layer pairs in 
addition to the coaxia! and interstice pairs, suitable pre
cautions have to be taken to ensure that the insulation 
between the coaxial core of the cable and the layer pairs 
is sufficient to withstand any high differences of potential. 
It must be remembered that the outer conductors of the 
coaxial pairs will not be earthed other than at the ex - 
treme ends of the h.f. system, whereas layer pairs may be 
intercepted at numerous points along the length of the 
cable and may be connected to many different points. 
Breakdown between layer pairs and the tubes might 
cause damage to the transistors in the amplifiers on the 
hf route. Sufficient paper lappings are therefore 
wrapped around the coaxial core to ensure that no break
down occurs when a potential of 1,000 volts d.c. is 
applied between the coaxiid and interstice conductors (aff
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connected together) and the layer pairs (all connected 
together).

A lead sheath and polythene protection has been speci
fied, as mentioned earlier.

TEST PROCEDURES
Spe^aa care has been taken in the methods adopted 

to prove the characteristics of the new cables—all ver
sions bring coded for the present as Cables, Coaxial, 
l74A—as the field of possible use in the future appears 
to be quite wide. At first a 200 yd length of each type 
was subjected to a comprehensive 3-day program of type 
tests. Once the sample proved safisfactory, both elec
trically and physicafiy (and all versions did not pass the 
tests on the first occasion), the manufacturer was given 
a contract for a short route (1-2 miles) in normal duct 
conditions in London. These short routes are used as 
required, for television outside-broadcast transmission, 
but there are periods when the pairs are not in service 
an_ opportunity is taken of these idle periods to make 
various tests.

The London routes have enabled an assessment to be 
made of the qualities of each type of cable for full traffic 
use in conditions likely to be met with in any part of the 
national network. They have also permitted the jointing 
and termination methods to be evaluated. It is of in
terest that coaxial-conductor jointing is now being carried

TABLE 4
Factory Measurements of Impedance at l Mc/s

Production 
Run

Niimb?“ Impedance (ohms) at 1 Mc/s
of 

Samples Mean Standard 
Deviation Range

A 41 75-19 0-23 74•--75•7

B 418 75-0 0-15 74-«975-4

C 72 74-94 0-3 74-5-T5-7

D 77 74-98 0-2 74'4-75-5

TABLE 5
Factory Measurements of Reflected Signals

Production
Run

Number 
of

Samples

Worst (Corrected) Echo (dbr)

Mean Standard 
Deviation Range

A 36 59-1 3-3 510-67'0

B 418 54-0 3-4 49-0-64-0
C 45 -7-4 1'9- 54 0-66-0

D 77 60-3 2-4 --■0-64-0

out using brazing techniques, and no soldered joints are 
made except at terminations.

QUALITY OF PRODUCTION
Many lengths of the new cable have already been 

manufactured for the first of the longer-distance routes 
to be planned, and in some instances the cable is already 
installed and jointed. An examination of factory test 
results indicates that the British cable industry is pro
ducing a cable of very high quality; Tables 4, 5 and 6

TABLE 6
Factory Measurements of Capacitance

Producticn Run
Number of
Samples

Capacitance (aF/mile)

Mean Standard
Deviation Range

A 20 00)79 00)0047 0'0745-0'0410

B 209 00)744 0′0002 0'0779-0′079-

C 3- 00)402 00)0053 0-0794-0′0416

D 77 00)747 00)002- 0-0781-0-0794

give figures for three of the more important characteris
tics measured at the factory on four production runs.

CONCLUSION
There is now little doubt that more and more use 

will be made of smafi-diameter coaxial cables in the 
future. The instafiation of some 60-70 inland trunk 
routes is already planned for the next few years, some 
of these routes being equipped for 300-ccrcuit working 
and others for the wider 4 Mc/s band (960 circuits). A 
large number of 174-type coaxial pairs will also be pro
vided in the Posit Office radio towers in London and 
Birmingham for equipment-interconnexion purposes, 
transmitting frequencies up to 70 Mc/s, and experiments 
will be commencing soon in the high-frequency pulse- 
code-moduiation techniques at frequencies of the order 
of 150-300 Mc/s.
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Improvements in the 15cwt Class of Engineering Vehicle
A. I. CAMPBELLT

U.D.C. 629.114.4

Many manufacturers of commercial vehicles market a range 
of mass-produced variants of a basic light van so as to give the 
customer the option of having additional facilities or features 
at reasonable cost. The British Motor Corporation J2 range 
of vehicles is in this category and has been exploited to provide 
15 cwt Post Oflice engineering vehicles of improved suitability 

and, in some instances, reduced cost.

INTRODUCTION

AMONG the 370 engineering vehicles of 10 cwt to 
1-ton capaccty in service in 1932, a substantial 
proportion were of 15 cwt capacity. These 15 cwt 
vehicles were equipped with a range of three types of 

coach-built body, one, illustrated in Fig. 1 being ex
pressly designed for subscribers’ apparatus installation 
duties, another for cable-jointing and the third for stores- 
carrying. Such early designs, with their restricted fields 
of use, did not meet the increasing demand for more

FIG. 1—1932 15 CWT VEHICLE DESIGNED FOR SUBSCRIBERS’ 
APPARATUS INSTALLATION DUTIES

flexibility within the locaa fleets and were ultimately 
superseded in the mid 19303 along with some 10cwt 
and 1-ton types, by a smaller range of more versatile 
designs of Hton capacky.

It was not until 1960 that the first of a new family of 
15 cwt vehicles was introduced into the engineering fleet. 
The modern 15 cwt designs contrast sharply with their 
predecessors, being conversions of mass-produced light 
commercial vehicles, and equipped to ensure that they 
can be utilized for a number of different duties. A total 
of 1,100 of the new 15 cwt engineering vehicles is already 
in service, with the expecation that the number will al
most certainly exceed 2,100 in the next two or three 
years, as superseded 10 cwt vehicles are replaced. 
Obviously, the high total capita! cost of such a large 
section of the engineering fleet makes it essential that 
the conversions of the basic commercca! vehicles should 
be as nconomical as is practicable. On the other hand, 
the facilities offered by the vehicles must be adequate to 

exploit to the maximum the sphere of use of this rela
tively light and economical type of vehicle. Hence, a 
correct balance between these main considerations is 
essential, and the initial balance must be rechecked peri
odically in the light both of developments in commercial 
vehicles and in telecommunications field-work.

1960 15 CWT STANDARD VEHICLES

The 15 cwt Utility Vehicle
The immediate predecessor of the 1960 15 cwt Utility 

vehicle was one of Dewt capaccty. While the 10cwt 
Utility vehicle1 fully justified its adoption in 1953 by 
meeting, with maximum economy, the transport needs 
of many light 2-man working parties, it became reaidily 
apparent after a few years use that its capabilities fell 
just short of the requirements of many more such work
ing parties. However, it was not until 1959 that a suit
able 15 cwt standard commercíal van (the British Motor 
Corporation (B.M.C.) J2 van) became available as the 
basis for an improved light utility vehicle. Its subse
quent adaptation as a Post Office 15cwt engineering 
Utility vehicle is described in an earlier article;2 it was 
introduced into regular service in 1960 to serve as a 
replacement for the 10 cwt Utility vehicle and for use 
on many of the lighter duties which had hitherto required 
l-ton Utility vehicles.

The new Utility vehicle had its shortcomings, some of 
which were apparent from the outset; others came to 
light after a number of vans had seen some 12 months 
regular service. Indeed, it did not really have as much 
appeal to the staff using it as was at first hoped. Never
theless, it undoubtedly made a valuable contribution 
towards equipping the Utility fleet with vehicks of a 
lighter type than had previously been used and this 
resulted in savings in motor-transport costs.

One of the main attractions of the 15 cwt van, its 
commodious body compartment (9 ft long, 5 ft 7 in. 
wide, 5 ft 1 in. high), also proved, ironically enough, to 
be a factor contributing to some difficulties and criti
cisms; Fig. 2 illustrates this long body compartment com
plete with rack fittings. It will be appreciated that, 
although the rack units are arranged to the best advan
tage, it is necessary to clamber into the body and move 
up the central gangway to gain access to the forward end 
of the body storage-space. Although this difficulty has 
been eased by an extra 3% in. of head room given by a 
speccal translucent fibre-glass roof in place of the stan
dard metal roof, insufficient head room is still a prev
alent staff complaint; the need to stow large items in 
the gangway space, thus restricting or obstructing free 
access, also inevitably aggravates the effect of insufficient 
head room.

The external ladder rack, designed to accommodate a 
long 2-section extension ladder (Ladder, Extension, 
No. 1, 14 ft long when closed) is centrally mounted on

fExternal Plant and Protection Branch, E.-in-C.’s Office.
‘Slater, G. H. A New 10 cwt Utility Vehicle. P.O.E.E.J., 

Vol. 46, p. 86, July 1953.
2Thomas, A. W., and Collings, E. R. Four New Engineerrng 

Vehicles. P.O.E.E.J., Vol. 53, p. 257, Jan. 1961.
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FIG. 2—INTERIOR OF I960 1 CWT UTILITY VEHICLE

the roof to maintain the balance of the vehicle. Con- 
sejuentty, it is necessary to resort to a mechanical 
securing clamp, remotely controlled from the rear of the 
rack, to secure the forward end of the ladder which can
not be reached by a man standing on the ground. Also, 
the relatively high ladder-rack position necessitates a 
special loading and unloading technique. But perhaps the 
most disappointing feature was that it was impracticable 
to provide safely for the carriage of a short 3-seciton 
extension ladder on the externa! ladder rack. Such an ex - 
tension ladder has to be carried within the off-side 
internaa racking, sometimes occupying space that could 
otherwise be used instead of gangway space so 
enabling the latter to be kept clear.

The internal rack units are of light-a-loy construction 
and are divided up by fixed partitioning into graduated 
compartments. A more flexible arrangement of the stan
dard internal fittings «s sometimes thought desirable by 
users of the vehicle although the nature and degree of 
this flexibility cannot readiy be defined.

While the adaptation of the B.M.C. J2 van produced 
a much cheaper vehicle than the larger coach-buiit l-ton 
or 25 cwt Utility vehicles, it was still, nevertheless, 
expensive «n comparison with other conversions of com
mercial vans for engineering purposes. Analysis of the 
conversion costs showed the man expense to be the 
provision of the fibre-glass roof and the ladder rack. 
Another relatively expensive departure from the com
mercial standard was the substitution of a double-leaf 
door of fibre-glass in place of the standard single rear 
door. The object of this was to reduce the space required 
to open the rear door and so improve the suitability of 
the vehicle for working in places where parking space is 
limited.
The 15cwt Stores-Caarying Vehicle

The 15 cwt stores-carrying vehicle is equipped with the 

same type of body as the Utility version except that the 
ladder rack and ■internal rack units are not provided, 
and a single narrow near-side door is added to the body 
section; the side door, a standard commercial extra, 
greatly enhances the usefulness of the vehicle when 
delivering to premises in localities subject to parking 
congestion. The vehicle as initially issued had a clear 
body-space because it was considered that the mapr use 
for the vehicle would be to cater for the light general
purpose element of the work of centralized pools of 
stores-caarying vehicles and for other duties for which 
no fittings are required. Nevertheless, the vehicle is 
also very suited to apparatus-delivery work for which 
simple storage racking is usually desirable. Such require
ments for racking are met by the locaa installation of 
suitable light racking, as and when required, using 
modern patent, light, slotted-angle, metal-work. Occa
sionally the vehicle is used for electric-light-and-power 
installation work, or by a foreman jointer supervising a 
group of jointer's equipped with tool-cart trailers; the 
ability to tow or transport small mechanical aids goes 
a long way towards making such a group self-contained.

THE BASIS FOR FURTHER IMPROVEMENT

Routine attention to developments in the commercial
vehicle field enabled most of the previously mentioned 
shortcomings of the 15 cwt Utility vehicles to be elimin
ated and substantial savings in capital costs to be made. 
By utilizing double side doors on the near-side, which 
became available commercially as an optional extra, 
easy access is given to the front of the body secion and 
this almost eliminates the need to clamber into the body. 
This in turn means that it is posstble to dispense with the 
speciarly heightened roof, to simplify the relatively com
plicated external ladder rack and to dispense with the 
speccal double-leaf rear door. It was estimated that the 
cost of the 15 cwt Utility vehicle could be reduced by 
over 11 per cent in this way and the stores-carrying 
version by half that amount. A further advantage is 
the improvement in convenience when working in loca
tions where parking is difficult.

1963 15 CWT STANDARD VEHICLES

The 15cwt Utility Vehicle
Fig. 3 iflustrates the improved 15 cwt Utility vehicle, 

the B.M.C. J2 van with double-leaf side door and a 
simple ladder rack on the roof; the illustration shows 
the generous span of the double-leaf side door, the leaves 
of which can be swung fully back against the side of the 
vehicle to minimize possible obstruction of the footpath. 
In adopting the double-leaf side door it is necessary to 
resort to hinged cab doors in place of the original 
siding doors and to accept the attendant accident risk 
of an incautiously opened cab door. The large single 
rear door is restrained at 90 degrees from the closed 
position to prevent it swinging out into the traffic stream 
by accident; it can be propped open in this position by 
means of a simple stay.

Taking advantage of the unbalanced internal-rack 
layout inherent in the near-side loading arrangement, the 
ladder rack has been off-set to the near-s-de of the 
roof, so that even a man of modest stature can reach a 
securing strap at the front, rear or centre of the ladder 
rack by standing in one of the doorways. This degree 
of accessibilliy, together with a ladder-rack height some
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4 in. lower than on the previous model, allows the use 
of the simple horizontal type of ladder carrier already 
commonly used on Minor vans. A 2-section exten
sion ladder of 14 ft closed length, or a simdl 3-section 
alloy extension ladder can be accommodated on the 
external ladder rack; these ladders can be loaded and 
unloaded manually in a straightforward manner. How- 

is considered that, for the smaHer man, this manoeuvre is 
sufficiently awkward to avoid resorting to it if possible.

Within the body section simple partitioned racking is 
arranged round the sides and utilized in such a way as to 
keep to a minimum the need for a man to climb into the 
body. Fig. 4 shows, from the near-side, the internaa racking 
loaded with the equipment and stores for a smaH working

FIG. 3—1963 1 CWT UTILITY VEHICLE

ever, it is intended that the short 3-sntion ladders should 
be carried on the ladder rack on the roof only if the load 
or equipment carried inside the body prevents the ladder 
bdng placed on an internal sheK provided for the pur
pose; a smaH ladder tends to be sometiting of a “dead 
weight” when being loaded on to the roof rack, and it

FIG. 4—SIDE VIEW OF INTERIOR OF 1 CWT UTILITY VEHICLE

party engaged on subscribers’ apparatus installation and 
light overhead-conssruction work. Fig. 5 shows the lay
out from the rear. Thiese illustrations depict the mitiai 
experimental racking, which utilizes 1 in. dotted-angle 
metal work for the framing members. In the interests 
of flexibility the same system of rack construction has 
been specified for the initia contract, but the continued 
provision of this type of racking will depend on the 
degree of use made of its flexibility in service, balanced 
against the increase in cost compared with more 
orthodox construction. The shelves slope backwards to 
hinder the dislodging of equipment and stores when the 
vehicle is in motion. A 1| in. fence rail is formed by the 
upturned front slotted-angle cross-member.

An internal ladder-sheet above the otf-side rack unit 
can be used for the carriage of a small 3-secion ladder 
(up to a length of 8 ft 6 in. when closed), sash line being 
used to secure the ladder 'in postion. Sheet-type ladder 
stowage has been chosen largely to avoid wear and tear 
on the ladder; the securing ropes are required as much 
to prevent the stiles of an aluminium ladder fretting on 
the ladder rungs as to prevent the ladder being dislodged 
in transit. Also, a sheet lends itself to supplementary or 
alternative uses, e.g. the carriage of a step-ladder, hose 
sections or other long items. The height of this ladder 
shelf and the configuration of the racking underneath is 
arranged to allow the secions of a large jointing tent 
to be tucked under the leading edge, with the curved 
parts fully below the forward end of the sheK.

In general, the partitioning of racks into compartments 
has been graduated so that the largest compartments 
are in the otf-side racking, space for digging tools being 
available below the off-side rack. The near-side com-
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FIG. 5—REAR VIEW OF INTERIOR OF 15 CWT UTILITY VEHICLE

a further two hooks at the forward end of the near-side 
rack unit.

The vehicle is fitted with a towing hitch and can tow, 
over normal road gradients, a fully-laden tool-cart trailer 
or other trailer up to a gross trailed load of 12 cwt. An 
auxiliary fitment for use with the towing hitch is a small 
mounting plate for a 3 in. vice; Fig. 5 shows this vice in 
position. The remaining features and facilites are iden
tical with those on the earlier mode and follow orthodox 
practice.

The 15 cwt Stores-Carrying Vehicle
The new 15 cwt stores-carrying vehicle consists of the 

same basic commercial B.M.C. J2 van with double side 
doors as its Utility counterpart, the only addition to the 
commercial van being a towing hitch, standard Post 
Office security arrangements and the normal Post Office 
miscellaneous additions to the cab equipment. As with 
its predecessor, any rack-unit required will be provided 
1 ocaffy.

The 15cwt Personnel Carrier
Circumstances such as difficulty in obtaining lodgings, 

poor public-transport facilites and other staff welfare 
problems sometimes give rise to a situation in which, for 
an appreciable period, a number of Utility vehicles daily 
traverse almost identical routes to locations relatively 
close together within the area of a particular major pro
ject some distance from the headquarters of the staff 
concerned. Depending on the number of vehicles, the 
number of staff and the distances involved, it is some
times more economical to operate the Utility vehicles 
from a temporary out-station headquarters within the ex
change area or areas concerned and to provide a per
sonnel-carrying vehicle for the common portion of the

partments are of mixed sizes, and the smallest compart
ments are in the forward racking. However, this nominaa 
setting of partitions can readily be rearranged if re
quired, and it is intended that they should be subdivided 
as necessary by the local addition of extra partitioning. 
The top of the smaff forward rack forms a tray that can 
be used to set out smaU tools, while the clear space below 
this rack will accommodate a jointer’s tool box. A num
ber of key rack joints are gusseted, however, and should 
not therefore be disturbed when changes to the par
titioning are made.

A propane-gas cylinder can be carried on either side 
of the rear door, the space on the off-side being for the 
standby cylinder and that on the near-side for the work
ing cylinder. Each cylinder is secured by a strong 
webbing strap and, because commercial propane is 
heavier than air, is set over gas-drainage holes in the 
floor. Above the working cylinder is sheet accommoda
tion for the gas stove and torch, with saddles above for 
the supply hoses. In this way the gas-plumbing equip
ment is stowed in a manno- conducive to its safe use.

Above the off-side rack a slotted-angle member, run - 
ning the length of the cant rail, carries a number of wire 
hooks. These hooks are intended for carrying coils of 
wire and cable; to prevent damage to wire due to move
ment in transit, the hooks will be of a special shape in the 
standard production vehicles and not the simple hooks 
depicted in Fig. 4. Protective clothing can be hung on FIG. 6.—INTERIOR OF 1 CWT PERSONNEL CARRIER
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daily journey to and from the normal headquarters. 
When the incidence of the need for personnel-carrying 
was smaH, the hiring of a suitable passenger-carrying 
vehicle sufficed, but Regional needs grew to such an 
extent that, by 1958, there were some 23 personnel
carrying vehicles in the engineering fleet. These per
sonnel carriers were conversions of a 25 cwt Seddon 
ctorrs-carrying van having a fibre-glass body and a 2-2- 
-itre diesel engine; the conversion consisted of fitting 
fixed side-windows, longitudinal tip-up seats along each 
side of the body, and ventilators. Unfortunately the 14- 
seat Seddon personnel carrier was not popular with staff 
because of the lack of comfort; it was a relatively ex
pensive vehicle, and was, perhaps, sightly larger than 
necessary. A cheaper and more satisfactory alternative 
was found in the B.M.C. Minibus.

The Minibus is another of the B.M.C. family of 12 
vehicles, being a mass-produced adaptation of the baric 
J2 van shefi; windows are fitted along the full length of 
both sides of the body, the rear-most being openable for 
ventilation. It is available in alternative internal layouts; 
that shown in Fig. 6 was adopted, without any speciaa 
modification, for engineering service. For such service 
the seating capaccty is 12 men inclusive of the driver. 
It will be seen from Fig. 6 that the rear seating is 
arranged in four sections, each of which can be tipped up 
and secured against the side of the vehicle by a strap, 

the seat props being folded back and heed in spring clips. 
Such a seating arrangement enables the vehicle to be used 
for light stores-canying work between prrsonnel-carry- 
ing journeys, and it has been used very effectively as the 
mobile base for a large group of exchange-conversion 
fitters carrying out a highly concentrated strert-by-strrrt 
program. Internaa lighting and roof ventilators com
plete the fittings of the lined body interior, which is 
trimmed with a plastic material.

The justification for resorting to prrsonne-lCarrying 
depends on particular circumstances, and, therefore, the 
requirements for personnel-carriers also depend on the 
incidence of such circumstances. Hence, the dual
purpose nature of the vehicle enables it to be more fully 
employed at times when it is not being wholly utilized 
for pa-senger-carrying. Twenty-six of the 15 cwt per
sonnel carriers are already in service and there are plans 
for a further number to be provided, which will raise the 
total to an average of at least one per Telephone Area.

CONCLUSIONS

Without question the new 15 cwt vehicles can give 
mater-al savings in capital cost compared with their 
immediate prrdrcrssors. Their improved facilities in
crease the posribiilty of 15 cwt vehicles supplanting 
larger types on an even wider range of duties.

Book Reviews
“Electrical Instruments and Measurements.” 2nd Edition.

W. Alexander, M.Sc.(Eng)., Ph.D., M.I.E.E. Cleaver- 
Hume Press, Ltd. 350 pp. 113 ill. 25s.

This is the second edition of book No. 5 in the Cleaver- 
Hume elrcirical series of text books. It covers the funda
mentals of the subject and its study requires only an 
elementary knowledge of mathematics. The principles, 
conVruction and methods of operation of the various types 
of a.c. and d.c. ammeters, voltmeters and wattmeters, 
together with methods of extending their ranges, occupy 
the first four chapters. Brief descriptions are given in the 
next two chapters of the copper oxide rectifier for instru
ment use, clip-on ammeters, recording instruments and 
multii-•angr test sets. These are followed by explanations of 
the principles of power-factor meters and frequency meters, 
methods of measuring power, and descriptions of the types 
of energy meter on the market. The main commercial tariffs 
are quoted, and industriat meters and their installation are 
described. Two chapters very adequately cover the testing 
of instruments and meters, and another, the methods of 
measuring rrsi-tancr. The final two chapters drrl with the 
testing and inspection of elrciricat installations in buildings, 
and, although quite adequate for a book of this type, are 
not sufficiently clear in certain rsscntials. In regard to in- 
culationi-•rcictrncr testing it is not stated that the formulae 
quoted for both incomplete installations and for completed 
installations are not applicable to p.v.c. cable, a great deal 
of which has been installed in recent years. It should also 
have been stated that, in spite of the formula quoted, the 
insulation resistance value is subject to a minimum of 1 
megohm for a whole installation.

The book is clearly written and printed. The diagrams 
and illustrations are well chosen, and some of the chapters 
are increased in value for students by the inclusion of a 
number of worked-out examples. In addition, there are 
about 100 test questions at the end of the book, one third 
of which are numerical and have the answers given.

The book should be of great help to students in technical 
colleges studying for Intermediate City and Guilds and 
similar examinations.

R.S.P.

“‘International Series of Monographs on Electromagnetic 
Waves. Ionospheric Sporadic E.” Edited by Ernest K. 
Smith, Jr., Ph.D., and Sadamis Matosishita, Dr. Sc. 
Pergamon Press, Ltd. xiii + 391 pp. 196 ill. 1058.

The fact that a volume such as this could be prepared 
covering the characteristics of only one—and that not the 
best understood—of the regions of the earth’s ionosphere 
is evidence of the large amount of work carried out in 
recent years by ionospheric physicists. In the main, the 
book divides into three parts, the first comprising separately 
reported results of experimental observations of vertical
incidence, oblique incidence and back-scatter reflections 
from the sporadic-E region. The data from near-equatorial 
latitudes form a particularly welcome addition to the 
literature. This is followed by a series of papers providing 
the results of the analysis of routine data obtained at 
ionospheric sounding stations, some of it during the Inter
nationa Geophysical Year. Finally, a sectton is devoted 
to new theories of the formation of the sporadic-E region.

The radio-communications engineer will find this volume 
of value only for reference purposes. Those few papers 
which give results of observations analysed on a statistical 
basis will prove of interest and some limited application 
for frequency-planning purposes. Potstbly the most useful 
papers to the engineer are those in an introductory sec
tion which provides a synthesis of knowledge of dccusrncr 
of the various forms of sporadic-E propagation over the 
world. It is unfortunate, however, that the contour 
values and the legends on the maps provided by E. K. 
Smith are so compressed as to be almost unreadable. 
Apart from this, the standard of reproduction of the many 
illustrations in the book is high.

J.K.S.J.
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Inauguration of the Commonwealth Pacific Cable (COMPAQ
U.D.C. 621.395.741:621.315.28

DURING the evening of 2 December 1963 the 
Commonwealth Pachic Cable (COMPAQ, the 
second stage of the Commonweath “round-the- 
world” telephone-cable system, was officially opened 

by Her Majesty the Queen. Her Majesty’s recorded 
message was followed by an exchange of greetings 
between the Prime Ministers of Great Britain, Canada. 
New Zealand and Australia.

The COMPAC cable project, which links Australia 
with dnada via New Zealand, Fiji and Hawaii, is a 
joint financial enterprise between Britain, Canada, New 
Zealand and Australia, and was the outcome of a series 
of discussions held in Sydney in 1959.1 A Manage
ment Committee, consisting of a representative from 
each of the countries concerned, was formed under the 
Chairmanship of Mr. T. A. Housley, General Manager 
of the Australian Overseas Telecommunications Com
mission. The retponsibility for the design and develop
ment of the system was vested in the COMPAC 
Development Group headed by Mr. R. J. Halsey. 
Director of Research, British Post Oflice. The 
Development Group was able to caU upon the full 
technical resources of the British Post Office, Cable and 
Wireless, Ltd., and the other Commonweakh partners 
associated with the project.

The COMPAC project was constructed in four stages. 
The first section between Australia and New Zealand 
was completed in June 1962, and the section New 
Zealand to Fiji in November 1962. The cable-laying 
operations for the sections Fiji to Hawaii and Hawaii to 
Canada were completed in October, 1963. Immediately 
following completion of the laying operations of each 
section there was a period of intensive testing during 
which the section operating levels were set to give the 
design margins against overload and noise.

The majority of the cable used in the COMPAC 
system is the new type of Lightweight deep-sea cable 
pioneered by the British Post: Office and first used on 
the CANTAT transatlantic system.2 H.M.T.S. Monarch 
and the C.S. Mercury were engaged in the laying of the 
COMPAC cable, and the C.S. Retrievee, which laid 
certain shore ends, will be based in the Pacific to carry 
out repairs when needed. During laying operations by 
H.M.T.S. Monarch and the C.S. Mercury, equalizers 
were designed and constructed3'4 on the cable ships and 
inserted at intervals along the cable to maintain the 
system misalignment within design limits.

The section from Sydney to Vancouver Island com
prises some 8,150 nauticai miles (n.m.) of submarine 
cable and 318 submerged repeaters. The repeaters are 
spaced at intervals of 26-3 n.m. for the deep-sea 
sections and at 18n.m. in shallow water. The two 
directions of transmission are separated into two fre
quency bands, 60-300 kc/s and_360-608 kc/s, each 
direction of transmission accommodating five 48 kc/s 

groups. The transmission performance of the groups is 
such that either 12 channels (4 kc/s spacing) or 16 
channels (3 kc/s spacing) per group may be used.

The cable can accommodate 80 telephone speech 
channels of 3 kc/s bandwidth. Many of the telephone 
channels will be used to carry multi-channel voice 
frequency telegraph systems, and data and facsimile 
transmissions. Facilities also exist for program and 
cable-film transmission. Circuits in the COMPAC 
system are extended to London, and thence to Europe, 
via a 3,000-mi1e trans-Canada microwave radio-relay 
system and the CANTAT transatlantic cable system, 
which was completed in December 1961.5

The longest group routed via the COMPAC cable is 
the 12-channel group between London and Sydney, a 
distance of about 16,000 miles. Dialling faciltties6 are 
provided on the London to Sydney circuits, enabling 
London operators to cal directly the maiority of 
Australian subscribers, and operators at Sydney and 
other places throughout Australia to deal similarly 
with calls for Britain.

In the design, engineering and manufacture of the 
system the most Important factor has been reliabiiity. 
and the overafi standards required have been of the 
highest order. The overafi performance objectives for 
the COMPAC system were the same as for the 
CANTAT system.7 The norie objective, 1pW/km in 
the busy hour averaged over all channels in each 
dnection separateey, was aclneved on all sections of the 
COMPAC system.

The next stage of the Commonweakh telephone-cable 
system is the South-East Asian Commonweakh Cable 
(SEACOM) finkmg Austrafia with Jessjekown (North 
Borneo), Hong Kong and Singapore. Completion of 
the link from Singapore to Hong Kong and Jesseetown 
is planned for December 1964.

G.O.
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Calculation of Current Values for Determining Bus-Bar Sizes
in Automatic Telephone Exchanges

R. C. KYME, a.m.i.e.e., and W. SCANLANf
U.D.C. 621.316.35:621.395.722

The methods at present used to determine the correct sizes for 
automatic telephone exchange bus bars are not entirely satis
factory. A method is therefore suggested that enables the 
current values to be determined in a more logical manner than 
has previously been attempted. A large number of tests have 
been made to check that figures deduced theoretically cor - 

respond closely to those measured on working equipment.

INTRODUCTION

THE method of distributing current to the various 
racks of apparatus that make up an automatic tele
phone exchange has changed little since the 
introduction of 2,000-type equipment.1-2 It may be use

ful, however, to describe very briefly these arrangements 
and, in particular, to define the terms used for the 
various parts of the system.

Power is fed to the equipment racks at a nominal 50 
volts. Each rack has, on one side, a pair of bus bars run
ning from top to bottom; one bus bar is insulated and 
at a potrntiai of —50 volts with respect to the other, 
which is at earth potential. Power supplies to individua 
shelves or items of apparatus are fed from the negative 
bar via separate fuses whilst the various earth feeds are 
distributed from the earth bar. These two %in. X g in. 
bars are known as the rack bus bars and are made of 
nickel-plated hard-drawn copper or brass.

The rack bus bars are connected to a par of bus bars 
running along the top of each apparatus rack. These 
are of hard-drawn copper or aluminium, %in. X 7; in., 
and are known as inter-rack bus bars. A similar pair

FIG. l—TYPICAL BUS-BAR ARRANGEMENT

TMr. Kyme is in the Engineering Branch, South-Western 
Region, but was formerly in the Exchange Equipment and 
Accommodation Branch, E.-in-C.’s Office. Mr. Scanlan is in 
the latter Branch.

known as inter-suite bus bars, is used to connect the 
inter-rack bars if more than one suite of racks is served 
from a single tee off the sub-main bus bars.

The negative inter-rack or inter-suite bus bar is con
nected via a group fuse (125 amp rating) to the sub-main 
bus bar, which is paired with an earth bar of similar size. 
The sub-main bars are connected by main feeders to the 
power switchboard and are situated over the man gang
ways of the apparatus room in such a way that the inter
rack bars may conveniently be connected. The main 
feeders and sub-main bus bars are of hard-drawn alu
minium and of such a size that the total voltage drop 
in the distribution leads (feed and return) between the 
battery terminals and any rack fuse mounting does not 
exceed 1 volt under full-load conditions. The arrange
ment of the various bus bars is shown in Fig. 1.

PRESENT METHOD OF DETERMINING FULL-LOAD
CONDITIONS

Several attempts have been made to compile a table of 
the maximum current taken by each type of apparatus 
rack in an automatic telephone exchange. One of these 
tables is at present used as the basis for calculations to 
determine full-load conditions for actual exchanges. 
The equipment load is divided among a suitable number 
of group fuses, and the maximum current per group 
fuse is derived from the tables by aggregating the loads 
shown for each rack served by the group fuse. No 
attempt is made to introduce a diversity factor within 
the group, except for 1st: code selectors and group selec
tors; for these two types of equipment a simple formula 
is used to decrease the current allowed per rack as the 
number of racks increases.

A diversity factor to reduce the current when calcu
lating sub-main and main bus-bar sizes is obtained by 
dividing the busy-hour load quoted in the contract speci
fication by the maximum load derived from the ultimate 
number of racks. The current assumed to be flowing 
in the sub-main bus bars is not therefore simply the sum 
of currents of all groups fed from those bars, but is this 
sum multiplied by the diversity factor, a typical figure 
being 0-3.

This method, or a variation of it, is used by the equip
ment contractor to calculate bus-bar sizes for each 
exchange. It is entirely empirical and is inexact. More
over, it is not specced in any contract document, and 
there are no means of checking that an exchange has bus 
bars of the correct size.

CURRENT LOAD OF AN AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE EXCHANGE

The current taken by automatic-exchange equipment 
varies from moment to moment. The general pattern of 
the load throughout the day is well known: it rises to a 
maximum in the morning, falls ofi at lunchtime, rises to 
a peaak—usually lower than the morning peak—in the 
afternoon, then falls again in the late afternoon, with per
haps an evening peak, and drops to a very low value
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during the night. Weekly and yearly patterns are also 
recognizable. Such information is necessary for deciding 
power-plant capacity but is not good enough for calcu
lating bus-bar sizes. For the latter purpose it is neces
sary to consider short-term maximum currents.

The conventional automatic telephone exchange con
sists largely of a variety of individual equipment items 
each of which, during use, draws a varying current, and 
the number of items simultaneously in use is dependent 
on the number of calls being handled. The current at 
any instant, therefore, depends partly on the number of 
calls in progress and partly on the particular operation 
being performed by each piece of equipment in use at 
that instant.

The traffic ultimately to be carried is something which 
must be foiecast before an exchange is designed, and 
the amount of equipment eventuaHy to be provided is 
therefore known. The average traffic to be carried by 
each rank of switches during its busy hour is also known, 
but whilst, for instance, a rack of 80 group setectors 
forming part of a 240-trunk grading carrying smooth 
traffic at a grade of service of 0005 has, on average, 
60 selectors engaged throughout the busy hour, at any 
instant all 80 switches may be engaged or none may be 
engaged. Of any number which may be engaged the 
relays and magnets operated will vary according to the 
stage reached by each cT

A setector consumes most current when a magnet is 
operated, and it is possible, although highly improbable, 
that every setector on a rack could be in this state simul
taneously. This would entail a very heavy current drain. 
An exchange is composed of many racks of equipment 
each of which has a maximum current consumption, and 
whilst the likelihood of any rack taking its absolute maxi
mum current is remote, the probability of all racks 
simultaneously consuming maximum current is still more 
remote. Somewhere below the very large figure which 
would be obtained by aggregating the maximum cur
rents which it is possible for each rack to take must be 
a value that can reasonably be used in bus-bar calcula
tions. It is the purpose of this article to suggest a 
method by which this current value may be determined 
logicaffy, based on a better understanding of the prob
lems involved.

To check, as far as posssble, the figures deduced theo- 
reticaHy, a large number of tests have been made on 
working equipment. These tests have included record
ings of the current taken by individual items of equip
ment and by subsections, together with simultaneous 
records of traflic carried by the equipment. After 
allowance has been made for incompletely equipped 
racks and for traffic conditions below the maximum for 
the designed grade of service, the practical results show, 
in each instance, very close correspondence with the 
figures produced theoretically.

METHOD OF CALCULATING CURRENT FOR INDIVIDUAL
RACKS

For the purpose of the calculations three types of 
equipment have been recognized:

(a) setectors,
(b) short-holding-time equipment, e.g. directors, and 
(c) relay-sets and miscellaneous apparatus.
To demonstrate the principles, 4,000t-ype“ group- 

selector racks will be used as the example.

The first step was to analyse the selector functions to 
see how much current was taken at each of the various 
stages and the duration of each stage. In doing this a 
number of assumptions had to be made, and in pre
paring Table 1 which shows an analysis of a caff

TABLE 1

Analysis of Average 4,000-Type Group-Selector Cal!

Stage of 
Call

Duration 
(seconds)

Current 
(mA)

Weighted Average 
Current (mA)

Seezure 0-650 206 M^OtL = 0-93
144

Vertical 
stepprng 
(ma gnet 
operated)

0-330 1,209 _23X1209 _ 2.80
144

Vertical 
stepprng 
(ma gnet 
released)

0-165 466 _02124264 _ 053
144 0 53

Release of 
reky CD 0-100 456 0-1 x 456 „ „

---- Tax----- = 0-32144

Rotary 
stepprng 
(magnet 
operated)

0-080 1,456 0′08 > 1,456 _
i A A ’ 081144

Rotary 
stepprng 
(magnet 
released)

0.080 472 0-08 x 472 „
------UX------  _ 0.26 144

C’onvcrsallott 142-415 82 ' =81-08

Release 
(magnet 
operated)

0-100 1,000 0 1 x 1,000 _ 
144 ' 0-69

Release 
(magnet 
released)

0-080 — --- ---

Total 
duration = 144-000

Total weighted 
average curreen= 87-42

handled by a group selector, it was assumed that the 
length of the call was 144 sec (the national average) and 
that the selector was stepped to level 5 and that it hunted 
to the fifth contact in that level before switching to a 
free outlet.

The total weighted average current* is the average 
current per erlang, and a fully equipped rack carrying 
60 erlangs would take an average current of 5-25 amp. 
This average current value is used later to calculate 
the peak current in main and sub-main bus bars.

It can be seen that when the vertical, rotary or release 
magnets are operated the selector is taking a much higher 
current than during its other functions. Two states have 
thus been recognized and are referred to here as the 
“high’” and “low’” current states. The high-current 
state has a duration of 0-51 sec and the weighted average 
current during this time is 1-203 amp. Similarly the 

*Weighted average currenn—the current value adjusted to 
take account of the duration of that current relative to the 
average length of a caH.
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low-current state exists for 1423-49 sec at 0-083 amp.
The total current taken by a rack of selectors at any 

instant is the sum of the currents taken by the individual 
switches engaged at that instant. This number varies 
from moment to moment, and of the switches engaged at 
any one time some will be in the high-current state and 
some in the low.

The probabiiity of a certain number of events taking 
place when the average number of occurrences is known 
is given by the Poisson Distribution. Applying Poisson’s 
formula to the present case, the probabiiity of y switches 
on a rack being engaged when the average engagement is 
60 is

n e"“’ > 60”
P^ = 8--------

The probabiiity that out of y selectors in use, x are 
in the high-current state is

n eHX H“ . rr y X 9-51
PI 7 ‘----- xd------’ whee H = ----- 144 7

Bernoulli’s Law could be used for this latter calcula
tion, since no more than y selectors could ever be in 
the high-current state. However, the more difficult cal
culations that would be introduced for only a very small 
increase in accuracy are not thought to be justified.

The probabiiity of y switches bring engaged and a 
the same time x being in the high-current state is PI > 
Py. Table 2 shows a series of these calculations for 
values of y between 71 and 80 when x = 1.

TABLE 2
Sample of Results for Group Selectors

y pu
p

(when .v _ l) p1 x P"
Accumulative 

Sum of 
pu X PI

Equivalent 
Current Value 

(amp)

80 0-00218 0'213 00)00465 00)0)0465 7793
79 00)029 0212 00)00615 00)01080 7709
78 00)039 0210 00)00810 00)01890 7-626
77 00)050 0208 0′001040 0′002930 7′543
76 00)064 0206 00)01320 00)04250 7'459
75 00)081 0204 0′001650 0′005900 7-376
74 00)101 0202 00)02040 00)07940 7′292
73 00)125 0 200 00)02500 0′010400 7′209
72 00)152 0198 00)03040 00)13480 7126
71 00)183 0′196 00)03600 0′017080 7-042

The last column of Table 2 gives the current that 
the rack requires in each condition, e.g. with 71 selectors 
in use, of which one is in the high-current state, the cur
rent taken is 7-042 amp. The probaloiiity of this current 
being exceeded, considering only one switch in the-high
current state, is the sum of all the products P, x P,, 
from y = 72 to y = 80, i.e. 001/348. Similarly the 
probabiilty of 7-376 amp being exceeded is

”=81)

§p* x 19, 
«1 TO

Fig. 2 shows four curves that have been plotted from 
calculations similar to those in Table 2, using values 
of x = 0, x = 1 x = 2 and x = 3, together with the 
curve obtained by adding the ordinates of the other four 
curves to give the total probabiiity P, of a certain current 
being exceeded, i.e.

Sn

P = [PyPu + PyPl + PyP+e CtC],

where Po, P^ P2, etc.. are values of Pr when x = 0, 8 2. 
etc. In this particular instance values of x beyond 3 
gave probabilities so small as to be negligible.

FIG. 2—PROBABILITY CURVES FOR ONE RACK OF GROUP 
SELECTORS

APPLICATION TO VARIOUS ITEMS OF EQUIPMENT
Two-Motion Selectors

Table 3 shows the currents taken by 8 2, 3, 5, 8, 12 
and 86 racks of group sderiors at a probabiiity of 0-005.

Calculated Current Values for Racks of Group Selectors
TABLE 3

Number of Racks 1 2 3 5 8 2 6
Maximum current in amp 
(probability of this current 
being exceeded = 00)05)

7-85 11-04 20 15 31′5 48′5 7o 7 92-7

Increment per rack 1 - 6′19 601 5'67 5-66 5-55 5-50

These values have been calculated by computer usng the 
method outlined above. It will be seen that whilst the 
first rack takes 7-85 amp at the chosen probabfflty, the 
additional current due to each subsequent rack is appre
ciably less, and that the current increment per rack tends 
to a constant figure.

Calculations for lst code seLectors and final selectors 
show a similar pattern, and the amount of deviaion from 
a constanlcurrent increment per added rack is even 
less. This is an important general resuff, since only a 
small) mor results if the current for one rack is used 
together with a constant increment for each additional 
rack.

Table 4 illustrates the effect of drawing a straight line 
through the points if a graph is plotted of currents

Current Values for Racks of Group Seeectors Using a Constant 
Increment

TABLE 4

Number of Racks 1 2 3 5 s 2 16

Estimated current (amp) 8-3 wo 19-7 31-1 48-2 71-0 93-8

against the number of racks of group selectors (see Table 
3). The'same method gives the following figures for (a) 
1st code selectors, and (b) final selectors, respectively:

(a) lst rack = 15-25 amp, increment = 11-75 amp.
(b) lst rack = 14-34 amp, increment = 11-03 amp.
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Subscribers’ Calling Equipments
The use of 50-point linefinders4 makes a simple 

method of stating the current requirements of sub
scribers’ uniselector racks impossible. It has, therefore, 
been necessary to conrider first, racks of uniselectors 
not associated with linefinders and, secondly, uniselec
tors in assocíation with linefinders. With the latter- 
arrangement, account must be taken of the ratio of line
finder to uniselector racks, which varies according to the 
requirements of particular exchanges, and has a con
siderable influence on the current taken by the uniselec
tor racks.

Table 5 gives an analysis of the operation of a sub
scriber’s line-circuit during an average outgoing cab. To

TABLE 5
Current Taken by a Subscriber’s Line-Circuit During Each Stage 

of a Call

Stage 0f Call Duration 
(seconds)

Current 
(mA)

Weighted 
Average 
Current 
(mA)

Seizure 0′05 59 0-020

Hunting (magnet 
operated) 0-30 559* 1-165

Relay K operating 0′02 36 0005

Switching 10-00 36 2-500

Conversation 133-32 36 33-330

Relay K releasing 0-01 36 0-003

Homing (magnet 
operated) 0‘30 500* 1042

Total weighted
Total duration = 144-00 average current = 38-065 

=These represent the high-current portion of a call.

take account of the operation of the K relay during in
coming calls the assumption was made that there were 
an equal number of outgoing and incoming calls during 
the busy hour. In all calculations, therefore, the average 
duration of a call was taken as 288 sec, during which 
the uniselector took high current for 0-6 sec and low 
current for 287-4 sec.

Table 6 shows the effect of the calling rate on the 
current drawn by a uniselector rack. It was again found

TABLE 6
Effect of Calling Rate on the Current Consumption of Racks of 
Subscribers’ Line-Circuits not Associated with 50-Point Linefinders

Calling 
Rate 

(erlangs)

Average 
■ Rack 
Current 
(amp)

Maximum Rack Current (amp) 
at Orobabilities of

0-01 0-005

0-035 08 1-40 1-50

0-040 09 160 1-70

0-045 10 1-71 1-81

0-050 1-1 1-80 1-88

that at a given calling rate and probability it was neces
sary only to state the current requirements of one rack 
and the current increment for each additional rack.

When 50-point linefinders are used the trafile carried 
by a rack of uniselectors increases considerably as the 
ratio of linefinder to uniselector racks increases. The 
increased traffic per uniselector rack is reflected in the 
increased current requirements and is shown in Table 7.

The calling rate of subscribers connected directly to uniselectors 
has been assumed to be 0-035 erlangs.

TABLE 7
Maximum Current for Subscribers’ Line-Circuits Associated with 

50-Point Linefinders

Uniselector 
Rack-to- 
Linefinder

Rack Ratio

Maximum Current (amp) at a Orobability 
of 0-01

Numbers of Racks

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 : 0 1-4 2-3 32 4-0 4-9 5-8 6-6

1 : 1 2-0 3-3 4--5 s-8 7-0 8-2 9-4

1 : 2 2-3 4-0 5-7 7-3 9-0 10-6 12-2

1 : 4 3-2 56 8-0 10-4 11-- 15-2 17-6

1 : 6 4-0 72 10-4 13-6 16-8 20-0 23-2

Short-Holdmg-Time Equipment
Directors are taken as an example of short-holding

time equipment and pose seveeal problems not present 
in the examples previously considered. These are:

(a) Sight variations in the current and the duration 
of each stage of operation are more important because 
there is no long conversation period of constant current 
to reduce the effect of such variations.

(b) The number of digits dialled into the director 
varies.

(c) The number of translation digits sent out by the 
director varies.

(d) Average current values are affected by the length 
of the inter-digital pause, which varies according to the 
person dialling.

(e) There is a greater difficulty in differentiating 
between high-current and low-current states.

Average values have had to be assumed for {b)-(d9 
and trials have been made to determine the periods of 
high-current and low-current in (e).

The assumptions finally made are listed below:
(a) The digits dialled into a director are 55-5555.
(b) The translation is 555.
(c) The six inter-digital pauses (five between digits, 

plus seizure) have a total duration of 5-45 seconds.
(d) The holding time of the director is 14 seconds; this 

is 2 seconds less than the figure normally used in traffic 
calculations and takes into account the shorter holding 
time of code-only calls.

(6) The high-current state is 1-881 amp for 4-09 
seconds and the low current state is 0-701 amp for 9-91 
seconds.

Making these assumptions results in a theoretical 
figure for average current of 0-961 amp per erlang; this 
compares with 0-985 amp per erlang measured during a 
busy hour on a group of 23 directors. Table 8 shows 
an analysis of a caff through a director.

At a probability of the current being exceeded of 0-005 
the current consumption of one rack of directors was cal-
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TABLE 8

Current Taken by a Director during Each Stage of Setting-up a Call

Stage of Call Magnet Affected 
and Condition

S-Switch

Function Magnet 
Condition

Duration 
(sec)

Current 
(amp)

Weighted 
Average 
Current 
(amp)

Seizure(inter-digita1 pause) — 1 - — — ■ 105 0-300 0-022
Subscriber dials “B” digit Vertical Operated 

Released
—

= 0-33
0-17

1-657*
1091

0-039
0-013

Inter-digital pause — — — H 120 0-300 0-025
Subscriber dials “C” digit Rotary Operated

Released — —■
0-33
0-17

1657*
1091

0039
0-013

Jnter-digital pause Steps to outlet 2

Send first translation digit

Drives to outlet 15

Operated 
Released 
Operated 
Released 
Operated 
Released

0-13
0-07
0-33
0-17
0-05
0-05

1-032
0-366 
1-698* 
1-032 
1028
0262

0-010 
0-002 
0-040 
0-012
0-004 
0-001

Subscriber dials thousands 
digit

M Switch Operated 
Released

Steps to outlet 20 Operated
Released

0-33
0-17

2-384*
1-152

0-056
0-015

Inter-digital pause — — Drives home

Steps to outlet 2

Send second translation 
digit

Operated 
Released 
Operated 
Released 
Operated 
Released

0-05 
0-05
0-13 
0-07 
0-33 
0-17

1028 
0-362 
1-032 
0-366 
1-698*
1032

0-004
0-001
0-010
0-002
0-040

‘ 0-012
Subscriber dials hundreds 
digit

C Switch Operated 
Released 
Operated 
Released

Drives to outlet 15

Steps to outlet 20

Operated 
Released 
Operated 
Released

0′05
0-05
0-27
0-13

2-318* 
1086
2-384*
1-152

0'008
0-004
0-046
0-011

Inter-digital pause — — StepS to Outlet 20 
(continued)
Drives home

Steps to outlet 2

Send third translation 
digit

Operated 
Released 
Operated 
Released 
Operated 
Released 
Operated 
Released

0‘07 
0 03 
0-05 
0-05 
0-13 
0-07 
0-27
0-13

1094 
0-428
1 028 
0-362
1032 
0666 
1-698*
1032

0'005 
0-001
0-004 
0-001
0-010 
0-002 
0-033 
0-010

Subscriber dials tens djgit D Switch Operated 
Released 
Operated 
Released 
Operated 
Released

Send third translation 
digit (continued) 
Drives to outlet 15

Steps to outlet 20

Operated 
Released 
Operated 
Released 
Operated 
Released

0-07 
0-03 
0-05 
0-05 
0-20
0-10

2988* 
1-756=*
2-318* 
1086
2-384*
1-152

0015 
0-004
0008 
0-004 
0034 
0-008

Inter-digita-’pause — — ’ Steps to outlet 20 
(continued) 
Drives home

Steps to outlet 2

Send thousands digit

Operated 
Released 
Operated 
Released 
Operated 
Released 
Operated 
Released

0-13 
0-07 
0-05 
0-05 
0-13
0-07 
020 
0-10

1-094
0-4128 
1-028
0-362 
1032
0-366 
1-698* 
1032

0010 
0-002 
0-004 
0-001 
0-010
0-002 
0-024 
0-007

Subscriber dials units digit U Switch Operated 
Released 
Operated 
Released 
Operated 
Released

Send thousands digit 
(continued)
Drives to outlet 15

Steps to outlet 20

Drives home

Operated 
Released 
Operated 
Released 
Operated 
Released 
Operated 
Released 
Operated 
Released

0-13 
0-07 
0-05 
0-05 
0-13 
0'07 
0-20 
0-10 
0-05 
0-05

2-382* 
1090
1'652=*
0-320
1-718*
0486
1094
0′428
1028
0-362

0-023 
0 005 
0006 
0-001 
0016 
0'002 
0016 
0 003 
0-004 
0-001

Release Release Operated
Released

Completion of sending 
(Aggregate of separate 
operations) 

— 
— 1 1 1 4-20

0-47
0-48

—

0-755
0089

0-314

0-025
0-003

* High-current items totalling 4-09 sec at : ■881 amp weighted average current.

Total 
duration = 14-00

Tùia] 
weighted 
average 
currem = 1047
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culated to be 24-0 amp, with an increment of 15-5 amp 
for each additional rack.

An interesting check on the theoretical calculations 
was made using the 23 directors mentioned above. The 
traffic carried by this group during the busy hour was 
measured as 2-813 erlangs. A recording ammeter with 
a paper speed of 12 in./min was used to record con
tinuously the current during the same busy hour, and the 
current at each half-second was subsequently read, giving 
7,200 readings. These current readings were grouped 
and a graph has been plotted (Fig. 3) showing the 
number of readings exceeding given values of current.

FIG. 3—DISTRIBUTION OF MEASURED CURRENT VALUES TAKEN 
AT O5-SECOND INTERVALS ON A GROUP OF 23 DIRECTORS

The probabiiity of any particular current x amp being 
exceeded is thus

The number of readings exceeding x amp 
“7,200 ........... ’

and Fig. 3 shows the values of probabiiity for the higher 
currents.

Table 9 shows the comparison between the maximum 
current at a number of different probabilities calculated 
by the method described and the corresponding current 
read from Fig. 3.

Relay-Sets
It would be possible to treat relay-sets in a manner 

similar to that used for selectors. For the following 
reasons, however, such an approach is hardly practi
cable.

(a) There are a very large number of different types of 
relay-sets, and to provide separate figures for each 
would be laborious.

(b) Relay-sets of many different types are often fitted 
in the same exchange, some in very small numbers.

TABLE 9
Comparison of Calculated and Measured Current Values for 

a Group of 23 Directors Carrying 2-813 Erlangs

Probabbiity Value Current (amp) by 
Calculation

Current (amp) 
Read from Fig. 3

0-5 27 -7
0-4 3-3 3-2
0-3 3-8 ,3-7

0-2 4-4 4-3

0-1 5-4 5-2

0-05 6-4 6-0

0-01 8-6 7-8

0-005 9-5 8-7

(c) Relay-sets of different types are usuaHy associated 
together and served by one group fuse.

(d) Different types of relay-set are often mounted on 
the same rack.

The previous work on selectors has shown that the
peak-to-average current ratios for any particular 
number of racks were very nearly the same for group, 
final and 1st code selectors. ft seemed that it might be

FIG. 4—MEAN PEAK-TO-AVERAGE CURRENT RATIOS FOR RACKS OF 
GROUP, FINAL AND FlRST-CODE SELECTOR'S

tiplying factor to convert average current to peak current 
for a particular number of relay-set racks.

A number of measurements were made during the 
busy hour with a recording ammeter to determine the 
average and peak currents carried by various group fuses 
serving relay-set racks. The individual average-current 
figures for each group fuse were aggregated and divided 
by the total number of racks in all groups to give an 
overall average busy-hour current per rack of approxi
mately 8 amp.

A “best-fit” graph was calculated for the peak-current 
readings and the equation to this graph was found to be 
y = 8-90x + 3'82, where y is the peak current for x 
racks of relay-sets.

Table 10 shows the current values resulting from the 
use of this equation together with the peak-current values 
obtained by multiplying average current by the peak-to- 
average current ratios from Fig. 4. The results obtained 
by using the latter method may be expressed as y = 
9-07x + 3-17 and these values correspond sufficiently 
closely with the former results to justify the use of the 
latter method for all relay-set-rack calculations except
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TABLE 10
Peak-Current Values for Relay-Set Racks

Number of Racks 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Peak current (amp) obtained by 
application of peak-to-average-current 
ratio to average-current value

12-24 21-31 30-38 39-45 48-52 57-59 66-66 75-73 84 80 9387 102-94

Peak current (amp) from nest-fit curve 
for practical current readings 12-72 21-62 30-52 39-42 48-32 57-22 66-12 75-02 83-92 92-82 101-72

where large numbers of similar relay-sets are grouped 
together, e.g. in London’s automatic trunk exchanges. In 
such exchanges a more satisfactory method would be to 
calculate the peak-current values by the method already 
described for selectors. Miscellaneous apparatus racks 
may be regarded as equal to half a relay-set rack.

COMPLETE EXCHANGE
It was originally intended to assume an acceptable 

probability of the peak current in the main and sub
main bus bars being exceeded and to use the nth root 
of this probabbiity to give the probabiiity to be accepted 
for each group, where n is the number of group fuses. 
There are theoretical objections to this method, since the 
traffic handled by the equipment in each group is not 
wholly independent of the other groups. It was also 
desirable to make the calculations for each exchange as 
simple as possible.

It was, therefore, decided to take a continuous record 
during the busy hour of the discharge at a selection of 
exchanges to determine, for each, the average and peak 
currents. This was done at 33 exchanges of different 
type and varied sizes. When the resulting peak-current 
values were plotted against corresponding average
current values a nearly straight-line graph was produced. 
The “best-fit” curve (see Fig. 5) calculated for the results 
is defined by y = 1-1 i3/2.x + l, where y and x represent 
peak and average currents, respectiveey. Since the con
stant term, 1. has negligible influence on the value of y,

FIG. S—BEST - FIT CURVE FOR DISCHARGE-CURRENT MEASURE
MENTS TAKEN AT 33 EXCHANGES

the value of the peak current may be regarded as 1-132 
> average current.
It was shown earlier that for all racks above one, in 

any group of selector racks, the same allowance for peak 
current should be made. If the first rack is ignored the 
peak-to-average current ratios for various types of selec
tors and also for relay-sets are as shown in Table 11,

TABLE 11
Peak-to-Average Current Ratios for Racks of Various Types of 

Setectors

Type of Eqm^ment
Rack Average 
Curren’éA) 

(amp)

Peak Current for 
Each Rack Adki(ional 

to first Rack (B) 
(amp)

X 
A

Group Selectors 5-22 5′70 1-091

Final Selectors 9 45 11-03 1167

1st Code Selectors 10-26 11-75 1-146

Uniselectors 0-80 0-83 1 -037

Relay-Set Racks 8-00 9-07 1-133

from which it can be seen that the ratios lie within the 
range of 1 037 to 1-167. The value 1-132 for a complete 
exchange lies well within this range. The effect of the 
higher peak current of the first rack in each group will 
tend to raise the overall peak current, but the non
coincidence in time of peak currents tends to lower the 
overall peak value. The use of the ratio 1-13 would, 
therefore, seem to provide a practical method for obtain
ing the value of the maximum current in the main and 
sub-main bus bars from the average current taken by 
each group of equipment.

CONCLUSION
Whilst certain generalizations and approximations have 

had to be made, it is thought that the above treatment 
represents a more reasoned approach to exchange cur
rent calculations than has hitherto been attempted, 
although some slight additions would be necessary before 
a working instruction could be issued to equipment 
engineers.
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Connexions to Printed-Circuit Boards
K. W. HIX, A.M.I.E.E.f

U.D.C. 621.3.049.63:621.3.049.75

The increasing use of printed-circuit boards for telecommunica
tion equipment has emphasized the need for economical 
means of securing reliable connexions to the printed conductors; 
the problems involved in the provision of both permanent and 
separable connexions are reviewed. The various types of 
connexion in current use are described and the factors influenc

ing their design are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

PRINTED-CIRCUIT boards are being increasingly 
used in the telecommunications industry for the 
accommodation of the multitude of small compo
nents—resistors, capacitors, rectifiers, transistors, etc.— 

from which modern equipment is built up. Considerable 
attention has been given to the design of this type of 
board, which consists esssntiaHy of a thin sheet of high
grade insulating materia! on which is laid or formed a 
copper pattern that is used to interconnect the circuit 
components. The components are assembled on the 
reverse side of the board to the pattern, with the conduc
tor wiring tails projecting through holes in the board and 
soldered in postion, frequently by an automatic flow
soldering process. The copper patterns can be produced 
by a variety of methods,1 but in all instances the actual 
volume of copper used for the conductor is smaH and 
the conductors are more fragile than normaa wire 
connexions; consequeetly, the problem of making 
external connexions to the board requires careful 
attention, and many methods have been used with 
varying degrees of success.

Whilst in theory there is no limitation to the area of 
the board and, indeed, boards of considerable size 
housing thousands of components have been produced, 
the requirements of mass-production processes and the 
physicat limitations of board strengths have usuaHy 
necees-iatnd the use of relatively smaH boards for 
communication equipment. Therefore, to construct a 
functional unit it is normally necessary to interconnect 
a number of boards, and the security of the inter
connexions becomes a vital factor in the success of the 
equipment. This article describes some of the methods 
that have been used for making connexions to printed- 
circuit boards employed on telecommunications equip
ment.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
The copper laminate forming the conductor pattern 

on the surface of a Trim or §in. thick board of 
insuLting material is normally not more than 0003 in. 
thick, whilst conductor tracks as ^maH as 0O60in. in 
width are often used. A number of these tracks are 
brought together in parallel at the edge of the board 
for interconnexion purposes, and spacings of 0-10 in., 
0'15 in. and 0-20in. between centres of conductors are 
frequently used. To these conductors permanent 
wiring or plug-in units must be attached. Thus, a very 
smaH cross-section of conductor is available for 

fMr. Hix is in the Engineering Branch, Home Counties 
Region, but was formerly in the Telephone Exchange Stan
dards and Maintenance Branch, E.-in-C.’s Office.

connexion purposes and, as low voltages and small 
currents are normally employed on the equipment, it is 
necessary to exercise considerable care in the physical 
design of the connecting media if reliable performance 
and long life are to be obtained from the equipment.

Whilst with some types of equipment it may be 
satisfactory to wire the printed-circuit board perman
ently in position, the convenience of the board as a unit 
for fault-locating and replacement purposes frequently 
results in the requirement of speedy removal and inser
tion of boards in working equipment. For this reason 
the printed-cncmt board is often considered as a plug-in 
unit despite its inherent physical weakness, and the 
norm! problems of making reliable separable con
nexions in the absence of suitable wetting currents 
arise;2 this often makes the use of noble-metal contact 
materials on the connecting units inevitable.

METHODS OF CONNEXION IN GENERAL USE

A number of methods of both permanent and 
separable connexion have been developed and used on 
telecommunication equipment; some of these are dis
cussed below, with typical arrangements described and 
illustrated under four general classifications.

Direct Permanent Connexions 1o the Printed-Board 
Conductors

The use of direct permanent connexions to the printed 
conductors is the simplest and cheapest, and, in some 
respects, the most reliable method; it has been employed 
extensively in various forms. It has, however, the 
major disadvantage that the making of permanent 
connexions to the board on initial assembly or on any 
subsequent removaa for fault-location purposes involves 
the risk of damage to the board; a permanent method 
of connexion should not, therefore, be used if frequent 
removal is likely to be necessary. Furthermore, a 
generous spacing of the conductors on the board, in 
order to give the additional space necessary for making 
soldered connexions, militates against economical lay
outs. lit is now usual to employ eyelets, posts or 
terminals let into the board rather than to make con
nexions directly to the copper laminate, but a consider
able number of boards are in existence with connexions 
made directly to the copper.

If relatively large components are used on a board, 
hollow posts can be let into the laminate to facilitate 
the removal of faulty items, but usuafly the conductor 
leads of the normM type of component are passed 
through holes in the board and soldered by flow
soldering processes to the copper. The 700-type 
telephone3 supplied by some manufacturers uses a 
printed-circuit base, and the risk of damage when 
making external connexions to the instrument is 
avoided in this design by the fitting of speccafly designed 
clip-in terminals soldered to the board conductors. 
These terminals enable screw connexions to be made 
to the cord conductors; the arrangement is illustrated 
in Fig. 1.
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(«) Screw-Connexion Side

the construction cost and do not always ensure immunity 
from the troubles mentioned.

To reduce the contact forces required to the point at 
which the removaa of a multi-point connector is easy, 
it is normaHy essential to employ noble-metaa contacts 
on the connectors and, as a consequence, the connectors 
are nneeseerriy expensive, adding materially to the over
all cost of a unit. This has the result that such con
nectors are sometimes ruled out on economic grounds 
and ease of connexion is, inevitably, sacrificed.

Two types of plug and socket which have been de
signed for use on telecommunication equipment are 
illustrated in Fig. 2 and 3. The plug member of the

(b) Printed-Wiring Side

FIG. 1—CONNEXIONS TO PRINTED CIRCUIT OF 700-TYPE 
TELEPHONE

Separate Connectors
If separate connectors are used, one of the members 

of a multi-point plug-and-socket combination is 
attached to the edge of the printed board by pins, screws 
or rivets, and electrical cross-connexions are made in 
some instances by short insulated-wire straps to the 
printed-board conductors.

Manual soldering of the connexions to the board 
conductors or to posts and terminals fitted on the board 
is involved with this method, with the same disadvan
tages as with direct permanent connexions. Designs 
of edge connector have been produced that eliminate 
the need for a wire strap by enabling the connector
terminals to be clamped or soldered to the board 
conductor, thus reducing the total number of soldered 
joints.

A wide range of nlnctrieal connectors is manufactured 
in this country; many of them are of proved reliability 
in other fields of use and can readily be adapted for 
use with printed boards. The use of separate connectors, 
therefore, enables one particular type of connector to 
be used with a wide variety of board types and sizes, 
thus facilitating the standardization of design and 
manufacture of the equipment. On the other hand, 
the provision of such connectors inevitably increases 
the space occupied by the board and involves soodering 
operations and additional connexion points.

It is a considerable advantage to be able to insert 
and remove the unit without risk to the connexions, but, 
it’ the individual contact forces are too large, as they 
may very well be if the connector has been designed 
for more robust equipment, there is a considerable 
danger of straining the board during such operations, 
with consequent risks of damage to the copper conduc
tor pattern and the soldered joints thereon. In some 
applications the boards can be strengthened by metallic 
reinforcements along the edges, but these items add to

(a) Forty-way Plug and Socket

(b) Seccional View of One Contact of Connector Unit

FIG. 2—PLUG AND SOCKET DESIGNED FOR TELECOMMUNICATION 
EQUIPMENT

unit shown in Fig. 2 (a) employs individual gold-plated 
pins bent through a right angle for attachment to the

FIG. 3—MULTI-POINT CONNECTOR DESIGNED FOR 
TELECOMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT
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printed-board conductors. These pins mate with the 
double cup-springs as shown in Fig. 2 (b).

Flat springs made from gold-plated silver wires which 
are wrapped around the high-grade insulation of the 
plug member are used on the item shown in Fig. 3. 
These plug units can be supplied in ll-contact, 25-eon- 
tact and 33-contact units, and these sizes enable a 
variety of requirements to be met. The plug members 
engage with twin-spring jack units ofa bimetallic con
struction using gold contact points.

(b) Individual Plug “Prong” ContactsIndividual Contact A/ac-mzents to the Board
The edge of a printed board can be fitted with indi

vidual contact members of the plug or the socket type 
to enable separable connexions to be provided at less 
cost than with the previously described system of plugs 
and sockets. This has the advantage of cheapness and 
simplicity, and can obviate the need for a manuab 
assembly ope-ation as some types of contact can be 
machine-inserted into the board. In its simplest form a 
flat prong with a right-angled projection for insertion 
into the board is used, but, with the object of simphfy- 
ing the design of the member assoccated with the per
manent wiring, designs have been produced in which 
a cup spring is attached to the board, whilst many 
forms of flat and dimpled spring contacts for attach
ment to boards have been produced.

In one design the prong-type contacts inserted into 
the board can be wire-wrapped by a binding process 
to the permanently-wired terminals, but normally the 
board-mounted contacts engage with speccany designed 
socket connexions on the mounting. This system is 
satisfactory for boards on which the conductors can be 
adequately spaced and has advantages if a variable 
number of connexions are required, as the number of 
contact points in use can be kept to a minimum, with 
consequent economies. However, careful manufacture 
is essential as, with variations in tolerance and assembly, 
the insertion and withdrawal of the board can set up 
strains in the conductor patterns and, in the extreme, 
failures can result from misalignment of contacts. Ex
amples of types of unit using board-mounted contacts 
are illustrated in Fig. 4.

(c) Cut-way View showing Cup Springs in a Nylon Mounting Suitable for 
Fitting to 2 Printed Board

(a) Individual Plated-Contacc Plates Fixed to Double Board by Solder
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(d) Interlocking Claw Springs

(e) Rnclanguiar-Seclion Prongs on Printed Board and on Nylon Mounting 
Showing Wire-Wrapped Connexion of Working Contacts

FIG. 4—EXAMPLES OF BOARD-MOUNTED CONTACTS



Use of the Printed Board as a Plug
If the printed board is used as a plug, the conductor 

pattern on the board is arranged to produce a number 
of parallel contacts along one edge so that, in effect, a 
multi-point plug’results. This system, which avoids the 
necessity for any physical connexions to the board, has 
the considerable advantage of simplicity, but various 
practical difficulties have prevented its general adop
tion. To ensure reliable connexions, the copper con
ductor ends need to be coated with a protective medium, 
usually either gold or palladium, and, in view of the 
cost of these materials, a seeective system is usuafiy 
employed to restrict the area coated.

Unless considerable care is taken in the choice and 
control of the plating process there is a risk of impair
ing the adhesion of the copper pattern to the board, 
with evennual peefing of the conductors, In these seeec- 
tive plating processes it is usual to arrange for a com- 
moning strip joining the conductor ends to be included 
in the board design to facilitate eleccro-plating; this 
strip is cut away after plating, This cutting operation 
can resuH in the formation of sharp edges and expose 
an unsealed section of insulant to the posssble ingress 
of moisture,

Frequent plugging action inevitably increases the risk 
of conductor peeling, and it is, therefore, desh'able that 
removal and insertion of the board should be infre
quently required in service and that a suitable low-pres
sure-contact jack should be assoccated, The use of such 
jacks can give satisfactory results, but, to avoid any 
posssbiilty of damage to the board, designs of connector 
have been produced in which the contact pressure is 
applied after the positioning of the board, by the apppi- 
cation of either a spring or screw, If it is preferred 
to use the insertion force to secure the engagement of 
the contacts it is necessary to pay careful attention to 
the design of the end of the board, and to provide 
lead-in and locating devices on the board and the socket 
to ensure correct alignment,

FIG. 5—PALLADIUM-PLATED CONTACT TERMINATIONS AND PRES
SURE- PLATE TYPE OF JACK

Fig, 5 illustrates a typical plated board with its asso
ciated jack, which is designed for applying contact 
pressure after the board has been inserted in the jack, 
A mechamcal or electromechanical method can be 
used for lowering the jack contacts into associntion with 
the printed board,

SOCKETS
The type of device fixed to the printed board deter

mines the socket or jack design, and a variety of 

arrangements have been used. The thinness of many 
boards in use (TT in. is a common thickness) and the 
close spaicing of the board contacts are the principal 
difficulties which affect the design of sockets for the 
accommodation of plated boards. Some degree of float 
must be allowed for the positioning of the individual 
contacts, to cover manufacturing tolerances and the 
effects of warping of the board, otherwise the inevitable 
pressure variations resulting between individual contacts 
can cause the failure of connexions. One type of socket 
contact giving the requisite degree of float in a plane 
at right angles to the board is illustrated in Fig. 6.

FEMALE CONNECTOR 0-59lN-079IN.
(I 5-2 0mm)

FULLY 
INSERTED

MALE CONNECTOR

I-CONTACT srnmc

TENSION spRING 
(STAINLESS STEEL)

INSERTING MALE 
CONNECTOR

FIG. 6~SECTION OF SOCKET WITH FLOATING CONTACT

Locating devices are generally used to ensure the 
correct lengthwise positioning of the board, and it is a 
common practice to introduce polarizing devices into 
the socket to ensure that only the correct type of board 
for a particular circuit function is inserted into a parti
cular socket, Fig, 7 illustrates a type of socket in which

FIG. 7—SOCKET WITH NYLON POLARIZING DEVICE

individui contacts can be replaced by insulated barriers 
that must marry up with an appropriate slot on the 
card before the card can be inserted.

CONCLUSION
At the present time no single method of making 

connexions to printed-circuit boards has established its 
superiority over the remainder, and the choice is fre
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quently dependent upon the designer's outlook and the 
factory faciliteis available. There is a tendency to use 
plugs and sockets for high-grade work, and the British 
Standards Institution is at present considering the adop
tion of national standards. In the interim the Post 
Office Engineering Department has issued a general 
specification for connectors used with printed wiring, and 
has been engaged in testing proprietary items submitted 
by manufacturers, with the result that a number of 
designs have now been type-approved for use on Post 
Office equipment. The ultimate choice for a particular 
equipment depends upon an assessment of the cost and 
of the reliability requirements, but there will un- 
doubtedly be a tendency towards the increasing use of 
methods that reduce the hand-assembby operations to 
a minimum. The need for cheaper but completely re
liable systems of connexion will continue to spur 
development efforts.
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Book Reviews
“Principles of the Statistieat Theory for Communication.” 

W. W. Harman. McGraw-Hill Publishing Company, 
Ltd. xi + 291 pp. 161ill. 81s. 6d.

This book is as intelligible, hdpful and practicaa as a 
text covering modern communication theory could be. It 
is for engineering or, perhaps, physics graduates who have 
mathematicat interests rather than formal mathematical 
attainments;—indeed some knowledge of probabHity 
theory and statistics and an understanding of a Fourier 
speccrum are probably sufficient to get started. The author 
shows sound judgment throughout of the rate at which 
new concepts can be introduced.

The book is deeply, and succeessf Hy, concerned to treat 
the measurement and handling of “information” in a way 
that will be of value to telecommunications engineers. Its 
approach springs from “signals” themselves rather than 
abstract conceptions of “informatton”; for example, 
nearly 100 pages have passed before there is need to bring 
i” the idea of a “bit” as a measure of information. The 
first third of the book deals with the represen”atio” of 
sig”als by time functions, power speccra, correlation func
tions, etc., and with their generation by random processes, 
specified nssentia^y in probability terms. The middle part 
of the book deals with what is usuafiy regarded as com - 
munication theory proper : it confines itsed to the three 
nssential topics of measuring information, applying the 
resulting ideas to the “channel capacity” of a discrete chan- 
nd (e.g. a binary digital channel) and, finally, considering 
the more difficult case of the “continuous’ channel with 
its dependence on bandwidth and noise. There is a par - 
ticularly good discussion of how a communication link 
performs as its channd capadty is approached. The re
mainder of the book, mostly rather more difficult, covers 
a number of miscellaneous topics, one of which is the rep- 
rnsentation of continuous-spectrum noise.

Although the book deals with mathnmatieat concepts, 
and is nowhere nlnmentary, it keeps as near to practical 
communication problems as possible and is free of arid 
discussion and pedan”ry. There are many well-drawn 
diagrams, wdl related to the text, which is clear, vivid and 
informal i” style. The book covers much userid ground 
in less than 300 pages and is to be recommended.

J.S.

“Míicrowavn Engineering.” A. F. Harvey, D.Phil., B.Sc. 
(Eng.), M.I.E.E. Academic Press, Inc. (London), Ltd. 
xlii+1,313 pp. 518 ill. 2505.

The author attempts to survey, i” the 1,313 pages of this 
book, the whole field of microwave engineering. Waves in 
periodically-loaded waveguides, the generation of “ultra - 
microwave” frequencies, aeronautical navigation and the 
properties of biological materials being but a few of the 
diverse subjects considered. The resuh is that the majority 
of the subjects are dealt with rather briefly, the author 
expecting the reader to make good use of the references, 
which average about 400 per chapter. If each chapter 
had bee” written by a epnciatist, as is usual i” a book 
covering such a wide field, fewer references would have 
bee” required and they would have bee” more selnctivn.

Waveguide transmission is treated thoroughly. Not only 
are the electrical properties of all types of waveguide, 
including ridged guides and striplines, dealt with but also 
such topics as waveguide flanges, the alignment of guides 
and the distortion of guides due to pressurizing. The 
chapter on aerials, a very important subject, could have 
contained much more information. The chapter on radio
relay systems is too concise and space could perhaps have 
bee” devoted to the frequency deviations used i” f.d.m./f.m. 
multichannd telephony systems, branching methods, the 
calculation of baseband signal-tomoise ratios and testing 
techniques. Nearly as much space is allotted to circular
electric mode transmission, which has yet to be proved 
practicable for working systems, as to radio-relay systems. 
including space communications. A chapter is devoted 
to low-noise amplification, important i” space communica
tions and radio astronomy. Descriptions of measuring 
techniques, appropriate to the subjects discussed, are give” 
throughout the book. The practical side of microwave 
work has not bee” overlooked; subjects deafi with include 
the fabrication and finish of components and the measure
ment of their surface texture.

The practising microwave engineer should find the book 
extremely usefuu but it is nssential that the papers referred 
to should be readily available. The student will find it 
advantageous to have access to the book but, owing to 
lack of detailed explanation, it is doubtful if the book 
justifies a permanent place on his booksheef.

C.F.D.
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The Post Office Type 12 Relay
B. H. E. ROGERS and A. KNAGGST

U.D.C. 621.318:621.395.34

A cheap and simple relay has been developed for use in the line 
circuits of low-calling-rate subscribers at exchanges where the 
50-point linefinder scheme is used for such subscribers. The 
new relay is not as versatile as the 600-type relay, but is re

liable and has an adequate life.

INTRODUCTION

IT is the practice at director and non-director telephone 
xxchanges to provide each subscriber with a pair of 
controlling relays, generally designated line (LR) and 
cut-off (K) relays. These relays are usuaffy of the 600- 

type,1 located together on strip-mounted relay plates 
adjacent to the uniseeector shelves.

In the 50-point linefinder system for low-calling-rate 
subscribers2 the circuit conditions for LR and K relays 
are less onerous than where each subscriber’s line is 
equipped with a uniselector. For this reason a simpler 
and cheaper relay than the 600-type can be used, and 
the item introduced for this purpose is known as the 
Type 12 relay. Although developed specaHy for this 
system, the Type 12 relay may also be used in circuits 
requiring in quantity a simple and reliable, though not 
versatile, relay.

The new design comprises a unit of multiple construc
tion in which up to five individu! comb-operated relays 

are assembled on a common yoke that is mounted 
directly on the linefinder rack, alternate units with appro
priate spring-sets and coils being used for the LR and K 
relays, respectively. The manufaccuring and assembly 
methods adopted have resulted in a relay less costly than 
the 600-type, but with a satisfactory performance and a 
life more than adequate for low-calling-rate-subscriber 
usage.

ASSEMBLY AND MOUNTING

A unit of Type 12 relays, with one relay removed, 
is shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 illustrates the four re
placeable component parts of an individua relay, i.e. the 
armature, coil, spring-set assembly and spring-set- 
bracket front clip. These four parts are assembled on 
one of the five core-extensions of the common yoke or 
frame where they are setf-locating and interlock, needing,

■(Telephone Exchange Standards and Maintenance Branch, 
E.-in-C.’s Office.

‘Clack, C. W. The Post Office 600 Type Relay. P.Q.E.E.J., 
Vol. 28, p. 293, Jan. 1936.

”Fox, W. H., Ashwell, J. L. K., and Weaver, A. L. Sub
scribers’ 50-Point Linefinder System. P.O.E.E.J., Vol. 51, p. 81, 
July 1958.

FIG. 1 —UNIT OF TYPE 1 RELAYS

FIG. 2-COMPONENT PARTS OF TYPE 12 RELAY
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finally, only a single screw and spring nut to secure them. 
This method of assembby compares to advantage with 
that for the 600-type relay, each of which requires 11 
screws and one nut.

The armature side of the frame presents a flat surface 
as the datum face to which all critical dimensions are 
related. The manufacturing tolerances, particularly on 
moulded piece-parts, are such that an assembled relay 
requires little, if any, adjustment to give its required 
performance.

Fig. 3 shows Type 12 relays mounted vertically on a 
imefinder rack.

FIG. S—TYPE l2 RELAYS MOUNTED ON A LINEFINDER RACK

In this article the disposition of parts of the relay in 
terms of left-hand side, right-hand side, etc., is given 
with respect to a relay held so that the spring-sets are 
uppermost and the spring-set contacts are nearest the 
viewer.

SPRING-SETS
Adjustment

The initial specification for the Type 12 relay called 
for contact pressurees of 20-40 grammes. It was expec
ted that this range would allow machinepre-tensioningto 
be used, with the aim of eliminating adjustment after 
assembly. On 600-type relays block pressures are nomi
nally 15-21 grammes, a range too narrow for satisfactory 

application of machine pre-tensioning techniques.
Type 12 relays are now in quantity production, and 

pre-tensioned springs are giving contact pressures around 
30 grams without other than occasional adjustment for 
twinning of the contacts, and even this is expected to 
become unnecessary as tooling methods are improved.

Assembly
The left-hand and right-hand spring-sets are each 

mounted on a single bracket as shown in Fig. 2, the 
maximum number of springs in a spring-set pile being 
six.

In a 6-spring pile on a 600-type relay, the cumulative 
effect of separator-thickmess and spring-thickness toler
ances can introduce a fanning effect at the contact 
end, and this may resat in difficulty in obtaining correct 
clearances and block lift without recourse to excessive 
bending of spring tips.

In the Type 12 relay, the springs are clamped by means 
of two moulded separators or combs (Fig. 4). Thiese inter
lock to form a separator block with seven slots into which 
fit the contact springs and return spring. The separator 
block with its springs is then secured to the spring-set 
bracket by a retaining clip and plate. With this derign, 
the position of each spring relative to the datum face is 
independently fixed and is unaffected by the number of 
springs in the pile.

The slots in the separator block are designed to take 
the 16-mils-thick stationary springs, and for satisfactory 
clamping of the spring-set all slots must be filled. The 
moving springs, which are only 10 mils thick, are 
padded from the clamping point rear-wards by 6-mil 
spacers shaped as tags (Fig. 4); these have the additional 
advantage of strengthening the wiring tags of the 10-mii 
springs. Those separator slots not occupied by springs 
are filled with 16-mii tags that may be used as extra 
wiring points. Alternate wiring tags are staggered to 
facilitate wiring.

Spring Pcsiiicnmg and Movement
Spiring positioning and movement are effected by two 

combs of self-lubricating plastic material placed back- 
to-back. The rear, or stationary comb, which has a 
V-slot on one side (Fig. 4) maintains the stationary 
springs in their correct positions. The front, or lifting 
comb, which slides in’ the V-slot in the stationary comb, 
transmits the armature movement to the moving springs.

jContact presssue—the term is used here in its commonly 
used sense, i.e. to indicate the total force on the contact, not the 
force upon a unit area.

FIG. 4—DETAILS OF SPRING-SET ASSEMBLY
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Both combs are located at their lower ends in a hole in 
the spring-set-bracket arm and are held in position by 
the contact springs through which they pass. Each con
tact spring is stiffened by a longitudinal indent (see Fig. 5)

FIG. 5—CONTACT SPRING

extending from the rear of the spring to a point just 
backward of the stationary comb. The springs thus 
maintain their stra■ightneis after tension has been preset 
in manufacture, with the result that clearances, spring
set travel and contact twinning are easier to obtain.

Contact bounce is very largely eliminated in this design 
by the use of “reverse” action in which the centre spring 
of a change-over action is the buffer or stationary spring 
and the outer springs, which are tensioned towards the 
stationary spiring, are the movers actuated by the lift - 
ing comb. Fig. 6 is a typical oscillograph, showing 02 ms

The sinusoidal timing trace has a frequency of 1 kc/s
FIG. 6—OSCILLOGRAPH SHOWING EFFECT OF CONTACT BOUNCE

contact bounce. The longest period of bounce so far re
corded is 0-3 ms.

Restoration of the lifting comb on release of the arma
ture is ensured by a return spring located above the con
tact springs. A return spiring is required with this type 
of action since springs of make-contact: units are ten
sioned upwards and it is necessary to ensure comb 
clearance at all springs of break-contact units on com
pletion of release of the armature.

With the relay in the released position (see Fig. 7) the 

adequate contact force for the break-contact unit. When 
the relay is operated, this step of the lifting comb is 
raised and disengages the moving spring of a break
Contact unit. The moving spring of the make-contact 
unit is then allowed to rise and makes contact with the 
stationary spring. Further movement of the armature 
provides a clearance between the make-contact unit 
moving spring and its corresponding comb step to en
sure adequate contact force for the make-contact unit. 
Satisfactory contact openings and comb clearances are 
ensured by the consistency of the comb-step dimensions 
in production.

Contact Combinations
The maximum of six contact springs that can be fitted 

on either spring pile provides for up to six make-contact 
units, six break-contact units or four change-over-contact 
units, or combinations thereof. If six contact springs or 
less are required, as, for example, in the LR relay with 
two make-contact units, they are fitted on the left-hand 
side only. With the type of construction used, unequal 
loading on the armature does not cause rocking to the 
same extent as with a similar arrangement on 600-type 
relays, and the use of a single spring-set contributes to 
the savings in cost and increases the relay sensitivity, 
since only one return spring is needed. Make-before- 
break contact units are not required in the linefinder cir
cuit and so have not been included in the currently 
available spring-set actions. However, provision has been 
made for these contacts to be introduced at a later date 
if necessary.

Silver contacts are used for the 50-point lineflnder LR 
and K relays.

Spring Numbering
Since the positions of the break and make elements 

of a change-over-contact unit are the reverse of those in 
the 600-type relay, the contact springs of Type 12 relays 
are numbered from the top downwards towards the 
armature. The symbols used on Post Office diagrams to 
denote make, break and change-over spring-set actions 
are not strictly applicable to reverse-action spring-sets 
because the moving springs of the latter-type spring-set

(a) Released (b) Operated

FIG. 7“SPRING-SET OPERATION

spring of a change-over-contact unit nearest the arma
ture is held away from the stationary spring by the ten- 
son of the returnspring on the lifting comb. The sP™g 
furthest from the armature is in contact with the 
stationary spring, and there is a clearance between the 
step of the lifting comb and the moving spring to ensure 

are represented by the symbols as the buffer springs and 
the stationary springs as the lever springs. However, with 
make-contact units and break-contact units no difficulty 
should be experienced because there are only two con
nexions. In the case of change-over-contact units the 
numbering of springs towards the armature should pre
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vent confusion, since. as with existing practice, the break 
spring of each unit will bear the lowest number and the 
make spring the highest.

In order to locate the combs at both ends and restrict 
their lateral movement to a minimum, a single-action 
spring-set has the contact unit fitted in the top position 
remote from the armature and additional units are then 
positioned successively towards the armature. This 
arrangement conforms with the normal spring number
ing.

The spacing of the contact springs is such that, irre- 
speccive of the contact-action combination in the spring 
pile, only one version of each comb is required.

COIL ASSEMBLY AND ARMATURE ,

The plasticcoil-former is usuafiy moulded in two parts, 
the joined faces being in the same plane as the datum 
face of the relay. As the material used has the high- 
insulat'ion properties necessary for adequate winding-to- 
frame insulation, the windings can be wound directly on 
the former, and the use of additional insulation is only 
to hold the two halves of the coil former together in pre
paration for winding. The windings are directly ter
minated without lead-in or lead-out tails.

On 600-type relays the direction of winding and the 
disposition of coil tags result in a cross-over of the lead- 
out wires at their termination. As high back e.m.f. 
surges may arise during relay release, breakdown of in
sulation at the cross-over point is a posssbiilty. This 
weakness can be avoided either by reversing the direc
tion of winding, which is not practicable for manufactur
ing reasons, or by reverring the terminating points as 
has been done on the Type 12 relay.

Due to the smaller size of the coil-former, a fully- 
wound coil contains only about one half of the copper of 
a fully-wound 600-type coil. This represents a consider
able contribution to the saving in cost achieved for the 
relay as a whole.

The armature is a simple U-shaped stamping in elec
trical-quality mild steel. At the hinge-end the arma
ture is lightly held close to the yoke by location in 
recesses in the rear of the coil-former. The front of the 
coil-former incorporates an armature back-stop in the 
form of a projection that limits the movement of the 
armature away from the yoke. With the armature rest
ing against its back-stop there is a minimum clearance of 
approximately 3 mils between the armature and the lift
ing combs, ensuring full restoration of the combs on 
release.

Three layers of 2-5-mil polyester tape are always.stuck 
to the armature, By having one, two or three layers on 
the spring-set side of the armature, residuaa gaps of 2-5, 
5 or 7-5 mils are obtained. If three layers are not re
quired for the reridual gap, the remainder are stuck 
to the opposite side of the armature. This arrangement 
allows for one of three fixed values of reriduaa to be 
used whilst maintaining a constant travel without 
adjustment of piece-parts.

After attachment to the armature, the tape adhesive 
is cured at 120°C for 4 hours. This curing, which is 
irreversible, ensures that no tacky adhesive is allowed 
to remain on the relay parts after manufacture. The 
curing temperature is governed by the softening point 
of the tape. A period of 4 hours does not interfere with 
production, since large quantities of armatures are cured 
at the same time.

APPLICATION IN THE 50-POINT LINEFINDER SYSTEM
The circuit operation of the 50-point linefinder has 

been described in the article mentioned earlier. Type 12 
relays were developed to replace the 600-type relays in 
the line circuit and the circuit operation remains as pre
viously described.

A non-inductive resistance is required across both LR 
and K relays (Fig. 8). On the K relay this takes the

FIG. 8—SUBSCRIBER'S LINE CIRCUIT IN 50-POINT LINEFINDER 
SYSTEM

form of a non-inductive winding on the coil, brought out 
to separate tags. This winding provides a non-inductive 
path for the KA relay in the linefinder when switching 
to the marked outlet. The two windings are strapped 
externafiy. For the LR relay, sufficient lag has to be 
provided to cover the transit time of the K-relay con
tacts between disconnexion of relay LR and the applica
tion of the holding circu^it for relay K. In this instance 
the wattage to be dissipated is less, and an external 
carbon resistor is fitted.

The contact opening and pressures used have resulted 
in a satisfactory performance for at least 100,000 
operations, which represents a 30-year life at an annual 
calling rate of more than 3,000 for LR relays and an 
incoming and outgoing annual calling rate greater than 
I,500 for K relays. However, with the type of construc
tion and materials used, a life of several million opera
tions is likely, with contact wear as the limiting factor.

MAINTENANCE

The use of comb-operated spring-sets and relatively
high contact pressures should reduce maintenance to a 
minimum. Adjustment of the return-spring tension will 
compensate for any small loss of tension in the moving 
springs due to aging, while twinning of the contacts may 
be carried out to compensate for contact wear and loss 
of comb lift.

A coil or armature can be replaced without any read
justment being needed. If a spring-set is changed, the 
only adjustment likely to be necessary is a ^mafi change 
in the tension of the return spring to give the required 
performance.
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Since up to five relays can be mounted on the common 
yoke, an individual unmounted relay is stocked as a “kit 
of pods” comprising the four interchangeable parts— 
coil assembly, armature. spring-set assembly and front 
clip. The relay code refers to these four parts only, 
the common yoke being a separate item which is ordered 
as required: e.g. if 17 relays are to be used in a particu
lar equipment, they would be ordered as 17 kits of parts 
and four common yokes, leaving three spare relay posi
tions.

CONCLUSION

The Type 12 relay was developed specifically to pro
vide line and cut-off relays meeting the circuit 

requirements of the 50-point linefinder system at mini
mum cost. This objective has been attained by adopting 
a simple derign with closely-toleranced parts and 
assembly features which reduce adjustment time to a 
minimum.

Although the relay has not the versatility of the 600- 
type, other applications are expected to arise for which 
the characteristics of the Type 12 relay will prove 
acceptable. .
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Book Reviews
“Differential Amplifiers: Their Analysis and Their Appli

cations in Transistor D.C. Amplifiers.” R. D. Middle
brook, M.A., M.S., Ph.D. John Wiley and Sons. xii + 
115 pp. 21 ill. 603.

The need for differential amplifiers occurs when the 
potential difference between two points, neither of which 
are at earth potential, has to be amplified. A considerable 
potential between these points and earth may exist, and 
an esiential feature of a differential amplifier is that it 
faithfully amplifies the difference potential while remaining 
unaffected by the above-earth potentials. These ampli
fiers are frequently used in biological and scientific instru
ment work.

The book reviews the requirements of such amplifiers; 
these are usually achieved by a symmetrical pair of un- 
balanced circuits to which feedback is applied de
creasing the gain only to the above-earth potential. The 
analysis of such a pair is simple when they are perfectly 
symmelrical but, since this never occurs in practice, a 
method of determining the effect of lack of symmetry is 
necns!sar;y. A technique for such an analysis is developed 
which leads to improved designs.

The examples discussed in the book are d.c. differential 
amplifiers using transistors but the technique is of general 
application. Those who are familiar with normal ampli
fier derign will find the text easy to follow, and the book 
provides an excellent grounding in the analysis of difleren- 
tial amplifiers. The designer will need additional informa
tion concerning the more practical aspects of design.

W.T.D.

Proceedings of the Internationaa Conference on the lono- 
sphere, 1962. Institute of Physics and the Phyricaa 
Society. ix + 528 pp. 269 ill. 65s.

This is an excdtently produced volume in which are 
collected papers by scientists of several nationalities on 
the subject of the ionosphere. The papers were those pre
sented at a conference held in 1962 at Imperiaa College, 
London, and their content well illustrates the extension 
in knowledge which has taken place since the earlier con- 
fnrnncn on the same, subject heM in Cambridge in 1954.

The problem of organizing the material presented at 
such conferences so as to give a comprehensive and 
rnaeonably-balanced picture of present-day information 
are well known. The conference covered by this volume 
met some of these difficulties by a division of the subject 
matter into four main parts, viz: Ionosphere Construction 
and Ionizing Radiation, Geomagnetism and the Ionos
phere, Irregularities and Drifts in the Ionosphere (of par
ticular interest to the radio engineer), and Mathematics of 
Wave Propagation through the Ionosphere. Each sec

tion is preceded by a valuable summary of known informa
tion in the field and followed by a brief survey of the 
papers presented. A final short section deals with 
preliminary results from the first Anglo-American satellite, 
Ariel.

While the contents of this volume are valuable and well-
presented, their value lies very largely in the sci<_eD:ific 
rerim. Nevertheless, the engineer planning radiocommuni
cation at frequencies below 100 Mc/s will gain back
ground information of value by reference to some of the 
papers, information that should at least prevent: him from 
taking too simple a view of the ionosphere as a propagat-
ing medium.

J.KS.J.

“Variable Resistors.” Vol. 2, Radio and Electronic Com
ponents. G. W. A. Dummer, M.B.E., M.I.E.E. Sr Isaac 
Pitman & Sons, Ltd. xi + 228 pp. 147 ill. 453.

Most serious users of electronic components are familiar 
with the fairly comprehensive treatment adopted in this 
series, and will probably be mainly interested in how the 
228 pages of the present edition differ from the 176 of the 
first.

Part of Chapter I (“General Information on Compon
ents”) deafing with Government specificatinne has been 
augmented.

Chapter II (“General Information on Variable Resistors 
and Potentiometers”) contains augmented tables of resis
tivity, and a section on the choice of a variable resissor 
has bnn:t added.

In Chapter III (“Measurements on Variable Resissors”) 
a short addition has been made on the use of a trans
former bridge for resistance measurement.

In Chapter IV (“Wire Characteristics: Contacts, Wear 
and Noise’”) the section on noise has been expanded.

Chapter V (“Curve Matching and Non-Linear Functions 
Obtainable with Linear Variable Rneisiors”) has new sec
tions on non-linear functions obtained by cascading poten- 
tiomntnrs, and functional laws for the Helipot range, as well 
as an augmented section on padding variable resistors.

In Chapter VI (“General Purpose Types of Variable 
Rnriseor”) the section on carbon crmprsitirn coated track 
types is augmented considerably.

Chapter VII (“Precision Variable Rnriseors”) has a new 
section on the selection and inspection of precision wire
wound potentiometers.

In Chapter VIII (“SpeMiil Types of Variable Rniisior and 
Potentiometer”) smaU additions cover applications of rine- 
cosine card potentiometers and photo resistors.

Chapter IX (“Miscellannoue and Experimentaa Types of 
Variable Rnsisior”) has a new section on the oxide-film 
potentiometer.

The book gives a thorough accounn of most aspects of 
variable resistors.

A.A.N.
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An Automatic Screw-Sorting Machine
G. HALEY, B.Sc.(Eng.), a.m.i.e.e., and T.

U.D.C. 681.18:621.822.2
F. A. URBEN, B.Sc.(nng.),A.M.LE.E.f

An automatic machine has been developed for sorting screws 
recovered from dismantled telephone instruments to obtain 
seven specific sizes of screw required for use in rebuilding the 
telephone instruments. The principle of operation and the 
construction of the machine are described. The quantity of 

screws sorted is over 8 tons per year.

INTRODUCTION

THE Factories Department of the Post Office is 
responsible for the repair and renovation of re - 
covered telecommunications equipment for which 
such processes are economically worthwhile. The work 

is done in factories in London, Birmingham and Edin
burgh, and at Cwmcarn in Monmouthshire. The 
Cwmcarn factory deals exclusively with telephone in
struments and bell-sets, and flowline methods are used 
both for dismantling the various complete telephones 
on receipt and for re-assembly of the component parts 
after furbishing.

It has not proved practicable to separate, during the 
dismantling process, all the various sizes of instrument 
screws that are removed, and this raised the problem 
of developing an economical process to sort approxi
mately 100 lb per day of mixed types of 4 BA and 5 
BA screws.

After some study of this particular problem the auto
matic sorting machine*  which is the subject of this 
article was developed. It is formed of two separate 
sorting units each with its own driving mechanism 
(Fig. 1). In the first sorting unit, consisting of a filling 
hopper and linear feeder, B, unwanted screws, washers 
and other trash are separated from the wanted screws 
which are fed into the bowl of the s^ond unit, A. In this 
unit the wanted screws are sorted by stages, each variety 
being discharged into a separate tray as shown at C. Any 
of these trays, when full, can be removed and replaced by 
an empty one without stopping the sorting process.

This machine is now installed and has proved able 
to sort up to 30 lb/hour of mixed screws into seven 
desired sizes.

FIG. Z—RANGE OF 4BA AND BBA SCREWS REQUIRED TO BE SELECTED

SORTING PROCESS

From the screws liable to be fed into it, only the 
limited range shown in Fig. 2 has to be selected by the

TMr. Haley was formerly in the Post Office Factories Depart
ment but is now at the Post Office Research Station. Mr. Urben 
was also in the Post Office Factories Department but is now in 
the Telephone Exchange Standards and Maintenance Branch, 
E.-in-C.’s Oflice.

*Haiey, G.) and Wilson, L. P. A Screw-Sorting Machine. 
Machinery, Vol. 99, p. 1,245. 29 Nov. 1961.

machine. The required screws are 4 BA and 5 BA 
cheese-headed plated-brass screws of Ts in. and J in. 
lengths and having various head diameters.

Before bring sorted, all the recovered screws are re
nickel-plated by a barrel plating process, but other 
materiaa is included with the wanted screws and this 
can only be considered as trash. Fig. 3 shows the 
range of items liable to be fed into the machine. 
Fortunatriy, the quantity of trash is not excessive, being 
only about 5 per cent by weight of the mixture, but it

A—Second sorting unit 
B —FillinQ hopper and linear feeder 

C—Tray for sorted screws
FIG. IwSCTIEW-SOOTTNG MACHINE

must be eliminated before the main sor-ting process 
can take place.

The complete sorting procedure is shown diagrammati- 
caHy in Fig. 4. The initial stage consists of removing 
the trash by both sieving and visual examination; this 
serves to avoid any stoppages at the subsequent stages 
of sorting in the bowl, due to oddly-shaped items jam
ming the gauges. All screws have to be sorted for 
length and, as this particular operation is a very rapid
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one, it was made the first sorting process, followed by 
sorting for head sizes. By exploiting the association of 

set up. However, due to the angle and disposition of 
the springs, the vibration is at an angle to the vertical

FIG. 3—TYPICAL RANGE OF PARTS LIKELY TO BE FED INTO MACHINE

392 lTEMS/LB 624 ITEMS/L8

FIG. 4—SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF SORTING OPERATION

head size and length of screw, in only one case has it 
been necessary to sort for thread sizes to distinguish 
between 4 BA and 5 BA screws.

It was found possible to arrange all the screw-sooting 
operations with one 24 in. diameter bowl feeder and to 
use the simple linear feeder as an input store and 
trash-removal device (see Fig. 1).

FEEDER DRIVING MECHANISMS
The screws are caused to move by the vibration im

parted to the feeders by electromagnetic drive units. 
The linear feeder consists of a heavy base, supported on 
flexible mountings, to which is attached an alternating- 
current electromagnet arranged in a vertical position 
with the poles upwards. To this heavy base a rigid 
platform is attached by means of cantilever springs set 
at an angle to the vertical, so that the upper ends of the 
springs, relative to their lower ends, are in the direction 
opposite to the desired direction of screw movement 
(Fig. 5). A laminated armature is attached to the under
side of the platform directly over the magnet—as indi
cated in Fig. 5(a).

The magnet is energized from a 50 c/s mains suppty, 
giving rise to a pulsing field; each energization attracts 
the armature and with it the platform, which moves 
against the resistance of the springs (Fig. 5(b)). Each 
time the magnetic field decays, the springs lift the plat
form from the magnet, and a regular vibration is thus

so that parts on the platform move upwards and along 
when the platform is moving upwards (Fig. 5(c)), and 
when the platform goes downwards it retracts from 
underneath the parts and also moves in the opposite 
direction (Fig. 5(D). Each time that the reversal of 
movement of the platform from upwards to downwards 
takes place, there is relative motion between the 
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platform and parts carried on it (Fig. 5(e)). This 
movement can be either horizontal or, if desired. up a 
sight incline. and material can thus be made to pro
gress along the platform or up special sorting guides or 
flight bars.

The bowl feeder operates on a similar principle. a 
circular platform bring mounted on cantilever springs 
arranged on a pitch circle concentric with the platform 
and the magnet. In this instance the vibration is not 
linear but rotary. or, to be precise, helical: it can be 
likened to a nut oscfllating on a screw thread. Thus. 
parts in the bowl are caused to progress round it; also 
when the platform is retracted, since they continue in 
a straight line tangential to the bowl, the parts tend to 
flow towards the circumference. tBy securing helical 
ramps or flights to the periphery of the bowl. the upward 
component of the bowl movement can be exploited to 
cause articles in the bowl to travel up the flights. an 
angle of about 2° generally being employed.

In order to obtain maximum amplitude the mass of 
the feeder and the resilience of the springs are designed 
so that the natural frequency of vibration of each 
feeder system is a multiple of that of the power-supply 
frequency. The amplitude of vibration. and hence the 
rate of feeding. may be controlled by adjusting the 
magnetizing current.

INPUT FEEDER
Mixed screws and assoccated trash for sorting in the 

machine are fed manually into the hopper (D in Fig 6).

D—nnput hopper E—Plain section
F—Serving cascade G—Corrugated section

FIG. 6—N4PUT FEEDER

which can take a charge of up to 10 lb. The lower end 
of the hopper discharges on to the table of the linear 
feeder. which consists of three pants.

The plain section (E in Fig. 6) provides a reasonably 
uniform flow of material from the hopper to the sieving 
cascade (F in Fig. 6). where loose washers. ends of 
wire. etc.. are removed. The cascade consists of four 
layers of tV in. rods spaced so as to be just capable of 
^u^pjporting the heads of the smallest wanted screws. 
The centres of the rods in the different layers are 
staggered relative to each other and the lengths of the 
rods also difler within each layer (see Fig. 7). With this 
arrangement. washers. etc.. which tend to remain with 
the screws by riding flat on one layer. are tipped on edge 
and fall between the .rods of the next layer below. 
Items falling through the sieving section are collected 
in one container for disposal. .

The third section (G in Fig. 6) is corrugated along its 
length to cause the screws to travel in four separate 
streams. where the watching operator removes any trash 

that has survived the sieving cascade. or parts that are 
outside the scope of the sorting mechanism. Along

FIG. 7—SIEVING SECTION

the side of this section is a padded support for the 
operator’s arms (see Fig. 1) this support has rubber 
mountings to avoid discomfort due to the vibrating 
action. Items removed are dropped into the disposal 
tray through riots placed on either side of the track. 
Screws at the end of the examination section fall down 
a chute to the bowl of the sorting machine.

The rate of feeding is controllable. and the operator 
adjusts this to maintain a constant levee in the bowl of 
the sorting machine. The linear feeder is faster than 
the sorter. so that the operator can stop the feeder 
when auxiliary jobs—sueh as emptying a screw tray— 
become necessary.

SORTING MECHANISM
The sorting mechanism consists of two concentric 

cylindrical units mounted on the 24 in. vibrating table. 
Screws from the input feeder enter the centre section 
of the bowl and are raise! by climbing a helicaa flight 
(or ramp) of grooved sheet metaa around the inside of 
the outer rim of the cental bowl. Most of the screws 
move with their axes along the groove; this enables 
them to enter the next section of flight correctly orien
tated. This flight is a rectangular channel with a 
vertical riot of sufficient width to allow the screws to 
travel with their threaded portion in the riot and with 
the unde sides of the heads supported on the upper face 
of the flight. Should screws enter this track with the 
axis of the screwed portion at right angles to the direc
tion of travel. they are removed by a guarding feature 
and fall into the boww of the feeder. from whence they 
evennuaHy re-enter the track.

The guarding operation is achieved by canting the 
track to 45° and providing a riot (H in Fig. 8) down 
which the screw slides back to the bowl. Such a guard 
precedes each sorting device as a saf^egiuiird against 
faulty sorting due to blockages.

Length-Soirtno
Length-sorting of the screws is carried out by the 

device illustrated in Fig. 9. Screws above a given length 
are flipped out of the track. L. in which they travel. by 
means of a rocker arm, J, which hits the tips of the 
screws. Two similar rocker arms with a tip travel of
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H—Slot for removing screws entering track incorrectly 
FIG. 8—GUARDING FEATURE

Head-Sorting Unit
Screws are sorted for head diameter simply by in

creasing the width of the riot in the track in which the 
screws travel. This causes the screws of head diameter 
less than the riot width to fall into the bottom of the 
track, to be removed by a suitably positioned hole and 
chute. The larger-headed screws remain in the track 
and are further seeected by successive increases in track 
width. To avoid jamming, the track is extended past 
the largest head slot to permit any mis-sorts to fall back 
into the bowl.

The head-sorter in the track of the outer sorting 
unit, Q (Fig. 10), deals with % in. long screws of three

J—Rockier arm K—Eccentric L—Track
M —Metal Cover N —Pivot

Note: A cover, similar to Ml, is also provided to guide screws thrown up by 
the first rocker arm.

FIG. 9—LENGTH-SORTING UNIT

about 0-120 in. (normally set for T-2 in. and % in. length 
of screws) are driven by eccentrics, K, on the ends of a 
common shaft, belt-driven at about 7,000 rev/min by a 
small induction motor. Because of the relatively high 
eccentric-shaf't speed the rocker arms have been de
signed to have quite low inertia.

As the screws travel along the track, those whose 
lengths exceed the two predetermined lengths are hit on 
the tip of the thread by one of the rocker arms, fly up
wards out of the rack and are guided onwards into a 
chute by the appropriate sheet-metal cover M. Shorter 
screws remain in the rack and travel along to further 
sorting points. Pivoted flaps press down the heads of 
the screws in the track immediately in front of the 
rocker-arm sections to ensure that the undersides of the 
heads of the screws are in contact with the track as the 
length gauging takes place.

When correctly adjusted, by means of a screw ad
justment to the height of the pivot N (Fig. 9), discrimi
nation between screw lengths differing by less than 
0-005 in. can be obtained, and screw flow rates of the 
order of 250 screws per minute can be deiaE with. Mis
sorts at this point have not been found to average more 
than 1-2 per cent and there is no evidence of damage 
to threads.

Screws from the 1% in. length-sorting mechanism are 
subjected to no further sorting and are discharged, but 
% in. and TVin. long screws have to be sorted for head 
diameter, so that, after sorting for length, 1 in. screws are 
passed to a track of the outer sorting ring while T3? in. 
screws remain in the same track. Both sizes evennuafly 
enter a head-sorting unit.

Q —Outer sorting unit R—Output chute
FIG. K0-TEAD - SORTING UNIT

head sizes. The middle-sized screws can be either of 
4 BA or 5 BA thread size, and it is necessary to sort 
them for thread diameter. The output chute, R (Fig. 
10), from the head-sorting unit for these two sizes of 
screws enables them to enter a further length of track, 
S (Fig. 11), on the outer-ring system along which they 
pass to the thread-sorting unit.

S—Channel-shaped track T—45" incline
U—'Track with slot too narrow for 4BA threads
V—Cu--away side of track W—Plough wire

FIG. ll—THR]A^^--SOHTING UNIT

Thread-Sorting Unit
In the thread-sorting unit the screws first travel in a 

length of channel-shaped track, S (Fig. 11), which at 
point T falls at 45° for about % in. to the track U. The 
centre riot of this latter track is 0-128 in. wide, which 
is too narrow for the 4 BA screw threads to enter but 
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will accommodate the 5 BA thread. In descending the 
slope to this track, the screws travel with their heads 
tilted forwards, and this enables the 4 BA screws to 
travel entirely on top of track U, the 5 BA screws 
travelling vertically within the track suspended by their 
heads.

At point V (Fig. 11) one side of the track is cut away 
and the screws riding on top of the track are diverted 
from it by a plough wire, W, and enter a chute, the 
wire being fitted above the track with sufficient clear
ance to allow the “head-up” 5 BA screws to pass 
underneath to a further discharge chute at the end of 
the track.

PERFORMANCE

The machine described has proved capable of dealing 
with 30 lb/hour of mixed screws (approximately 500 
screwssib). The attendant operator is able to cope with 

the manual work of removing the trash and moving 
unsorted and sorted screws without stopping the 
main sorting process. The quantity of mis-sorted 
screws appears to be less than 2 per cent. The gauging 
parts have been made so that they can readily be re
placed if worn, but after two years’ operation (sorting 
over 16 tons of screws) wear is not apparent. In com
parison with this performance, to sort the same quantity 
of screws by hand would require four operators at 
least and there would be a greater liability to mis
sorting.
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“Meteorological and Astronautical Influence on Radio 
Wave Propagation.” Edited by B. Landmarbe. Perga
mon Press, Ltd. v + 318 pp. 140 ill. 100s.

This book is a miscellany of 14 papers read at the Nato 
Advanced Study Institute at Corfu, Greece, and forms 
the third volume of the Nato Conference Series.

In an otherwise excellently produced book, intended for 
the English speaking world, it seems a pity that five of the 
papers should be in French.

As might be expected from the source of the material 
the book does not form a comprehensive, progressive 
treatment of the subject but deals with a variety of topics 
in the field. The first two chapters are concerned with 
solar effects on propagation and the measurement of scalar 
radio radiation. Two chapters, one in French, describe 
radio methods for studying the ionosphere and deal, in 
detail with the E and F layers. Two more chapters, again 
with one in French, treat the troposphere from meteor
ological and radio-propagation standpoints while two more 
(one in French) deal with wave propagation in dieleccric 
and ionized media. Propagation of waves in the h.f. band 
and at lower frequencies forms the subject matter of two 
further chapters. This leaves three papers, one on solar 
radio blackouts in English and, in French, papers on radio 
noise, atmospherics and radio meteors.

This is a book then which is something of a mixture 
both in materia and language. Nevertheless, for the 
reader with a general interest in radio propagation there 
is much of interest, particularly in the introductory pages 
of the papers, while, for the speciatist, particular papers 
will present an up-to-date statement of the art.

D.T.

“Ferrites at Microwave Frequencies.” A. G. Gurevich. 
Heywood & Co., Ltd. viii + 332 pp. 93 111. 140s.

The book is a translation by A. Tybulewicz from the 
Russian text by Gurevich originally published in 1960. In 
contrast to some Russian translations, it reads surprisingly 
smoothly and unambiguously. The treatment of the sub
ject is thorough, covering first the magnetic properties of 
ferrites in weak microwave-frequency fields and then in 
intense fields.

The initial seccton commences With the analysis of Iso - 
tropic ferrite and concludes with the effects of crystal 
anisotropy and domain structure. A large secton, com - 
prising about half the book, follows in which the 
behaviour of the media in the presence of steady fields 
is examined for both the infinite and bounded cases. This 

section includes transmission through ferrite plates in rec« 
tangular waveguide, transmission through rods in circular 
waveguide and the design of resonators employing ferrites. 
A final, shorter, section relates to non-linear effects in 
which the applied fields are no longer weak. Detection, 
frequency conversion, oscfllation and amplification are 
among the topics analysed in this section.

The book is well balanced and affords a comprehensive 
anaaytical treatment for the advanced student and research 
sccentist. It is not an engineering dnslgn manuaa; there 
are only one or two descriptions of microwave reafizations 
of ferrite devices in the whole of the book. A fundamen
tal approach geneeany assures the maximum exploitation 
of the potentialities of a new technioue, and the book 
under review should, by this means, stimulate originality 
in its own field.

A bibliography of 469 references, about a third of 
which are of Russian origin, is appended. Most of the 
remaining references are to works in English. A userid 
subject index concludes the book.

W.A.R.

“The Synthesis of Relay Switching Circuits.” V. N. Rogin- 
skii. D. Van Nostrand Company, Ltd. 182 pp. 108 ill 
50s. ' '

This book considers mainly those aspects of the subject 
studied in the U.S.S.R. and only briefly mentions the 
European and American efforts in this field. The trans
lation is unfortunately not very good and this probably 
accounts for the occasional difficulties in understanding 
the text. Boolean algebra, which has gneraUly been found 
very useeul in this subject, is introduced as a preliminary 
to the author’s graphical method for the synthesis of 
switching circuits. Various other algebraic devices are in
troduced, none of which are particularly effective. The 
diicuisi<on of what the author calls “orders of conduc
tance’ is difificuff to follow and it is nowhere made clear 
what use can be made of the notion, nor is there any suc
cessful mathematicai exposition.

The graphical method of synthesis described in this 
book, although not a great improvement on methods 
already in use (vide Caldwell, etc.) could be helpful in 
many cases. *

Apart from this method there is very little of use in this 
book and while it should be studied by those who are 
expert in the subject it cannot be recommended as an in
troduction.

D.J.B.
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A Transistor-Type Self-Synchronizing 7-Unit Monitor for
Automatic Error-Correcting Radio-Telegraph Systems

U.D.C. 621.394.147.3:621.396.65
D. A. CHESTERMANf

Since the introduction of the Van Duuren automatic error
correcting radio-telegraph system into comme-ciid use in 1953, 
there have been continual improvements in equipment and 
maintenance techniques. The 7-unit monitor is used to examine 
the aggregate signal between automatic error-correcting termi
nals and is a valuable maintenance aid; a transistor version has 

now been produced.

INTRODUCTION
HE use of automatic error-correcting telegraph 
systems (ARQ) over h.f. radio links has been de
scribed in detail slsswhsre;1 however; it is useful 

to refer again to some of the principles involved. The 
system requires two terminals, one termed the master 
and the other the slave. Each terminal provides the 
facility of time-division multiplexing two or four 
channels, i.e. combining them in a predetermined 
cyclic order for transmission over a common path. By 
the use of a code whereby every transmitted character 
consists of seven elements or bits having a constant 3:4 
polarity ratio, any received signals that do not comply 
with this criterion are detected as errors.

On the detection of an error the locaa receiving and 
transmitting machines at the customer’s premises are 
stopped and a demand-for-rfpefttion (RQ) sgnal 
is transmitted to the distant terminal. Upon receipt of 
this RQ signal both machines of the distant-end 
customer are stopped and the last three characters that 
were sent over the radio path are re-transmitted. This 
re-transmission is repeated until they are correctly 
received at the terminal that originated the demand for 
repetition.

To avoid the posssbiiity of cross-channelling the multi
plexed channels the polarity of the second, or B, channel 
(and the third, or C, channel in 4-channel working) is 
inverted. A further facility is that of sub-division where
by one or more full-rate channels are time-shared 
between customers requiring part-rate channels in 
multiples of one quarter of a full-rate channd; this 
permits the transmission of 100, 200 or 300 characters 
per minute instead of 400 at the full rate. Again, to 
prevent cross-sub-channeiling, one character in four is 
inverted on each subdivided main channel. This latter 
safeguard has now been accepted as a C.C.I.R.* recom
mendation for all main channels, whether subdivided 
or not, and is known as the marked character cycle.2

The circuit logic to carry out these and other func
tions is necessariiy complex. Hence, when a radio
telegraph circuit fails it may not be apparent 
immediately whether the failure is due to (a) the local 
ARQ receiver, (b) the local ARQ transmitter, (c) the 
radio path, including transmitters and receivers and 
assoccatsd land-line, or (d) the distant ARQ terminal. 
Further, it is not always convenient or even possible 
to contact the distant control terminal via another cir
cuit. It is, therefore, very useM to be able to locate 
the fault rapidly without the nscesssty of interrupting

fTelsgraph Branch, E.-in-C.’s Office.
»C.C.I.R.—Internationa Radio Consultative Committee. 

the circuit to substitute a spare ARQ equipment for 
the local terminal. Ths seif-synchronizing 7-unit 
monitor has bssn introduced for such purposes.

FACILITIES
In order to simulate ths function of an ARQ terminal 

receiverr ths monitor has the essential facilities described 
below. It will operate to any double-current telegraph 
sgnal in the range + 6 to ± 80 volts and presents a 
high-impedance input of 40,000 ohms. Ths input margin 
is about ± 49 psr cent, and a polarity-reversing switch 
is provided. Keying can be accepted at 855-, 96, 100, 
171%, 192 or 200 bauds.
Synchronization

Element or bit synchronism is defined as the condition 
existing when ths timing of an element as determined by 
ths locaa timing circuit coincides completely with an 
element of the received signal. It is very dsslrrble that 
an ARQ receiver should incorporate automatic synchro
nization, and this facility is built into the monitor. 
Correction of asynchronism should bs in steps of 
approximately 1 per cent of an element, i.e. for a. 4- 
channel system operating at 192 bauds each element is 
5-2 ms long, and synchronizing is effected by advancing 
or retarding ths local timing in steps of 52 as.

To reduce jitter of the sampling period the early or 
late transitions of ths monitored signal ars integrated. 
This is achieved by two circuits, one of which counts 
sight early transitions and ths other sight late transi
tions. Thsss circuits are separately reset when the 
appropriate advancing or retarding step has bssn taken.

A switch is provided to inhibit synchronizing if neces
sary.
Phasing

Character phase exists when a character cycle as 
controlled by the locaa timing circuit completely coin
cides with a character cycle of ths received signal. 
Automatic phasing is incorporated in most modern 
ARQ equipments and ths criteria for determining 
when an out-of-phase condition exists have bssn care
fully compiled from operational experience. As a 
result of thsss safeguards it is almost impossible for ths 
equipment to find, and maintain, false phase. An inde
pendent monitor cannot apply the same stringent tests 
if only because there is no way in which it can determine 
readily what is happening at either terminal, whsreas 
the terminal equipment has an inbuilt store to indicate 
(a) norma traffic, (b) cycling to RQ signals, and (c) 
cycling to errors.

The out-of-phass criterion employed in the monitor 
is that of “‘minimum errors.”3 An adjustable srror- 
count per 10 rscsivid-charactsr periods is controlled by 
a 5-posstion switch, labelled 1-5 errors and whenever 
the selected count is squalled a phase step is taken. In 
poor radio conditions unnecessary phase-stepping may 
take place due to ths receipt of random bursts of errors, 
suggesting ths uss of the maximum setting of 5 errors
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in 10 received-character periods; this would, however, 
reduce the speed of automatic phasing. A red lamp 
flashes for every error received and another lamp indi
cates when auto-phasing is in progress. A manual 
phasing button is provided and semi-automatic phasing 
can be employed if required.

Traffic Presentation
Providing that the monitor is not phase-hunting, all 

the 7-unit signals received on the se-ected channel are 
displayed on lamps and offered to a specia! 7-unit tape 
printer The 32 teleprinter combinations will be recog
nized by the printer and printed appropriately. In 
addiition, a special symbol indicates the receipt of an 
error, i.e. a non 3:4 ratio combination, and another 
symbol is used for the receipt of the RQ combination. 
The receipt of the idle-condition alpha or beta signals is 
not recognized by the printer and it is necessary to rely 
on the lamp display to identify these combinations.

Sub-Division
Any full character-rate channel may be subdivided, 

i.e. shared between two, three or four customers, by 
cyclic time-division on a character basis. The output- 
io-pr-nter circuit is controlled by four switches, each one 
controlling the printing of one separate character in 
every four received. Hence, any subdivided channel

FIG. l—SEVEN - UNIT MONITOR FOR AUTOMATIC ERROR
CORRECTING RADIO-TELEGRAPH SYSTEMS

FIG. 2—APPARATUS “‘BOOK'”

operating at any of the available rates can be se-ected 
readily. A full-rate circuit is monitored by operating 
all four switches.

Marked Character Cycle
The monitor can operate to non-marked or marked 

character cycle with the 4-character or 8-character repe
tition cycle, selection being by means of a 3-position 
switch. The 4-character marked-cycle switch position 
is always required with sub-division, and the 8-character 
marked-cycle position is used to monitor circuits with 
abnormal propagation time, e.g. London-Sydney relayed 
circuits.

CONSTRUCTION
The monitor (Fig. 1) is entirely mains operated and 

comprises seven “bookri’ (Fig. 2) each containing a num - 
ber of rationalized modules; printed wiring is used 
throughout. Two power units and a crystal osciilator 
are mounted below the monitor. The complete unit is 
accommodated in a trolley-type cabinet with space on 
top for the 7-unit tape printer. A console version is 
being manufactured for use in engineering radio-confrol 
positions at ARQ centres.

CONCLUSION
A prototype monitor has been on continuous field trial 

for over a year without any fault developing. It has 
proved to be a valuable and reliable tool for the main
tenance of -niernational radio-telegraph circuits.
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Air-Conditioning in Computer Accommodation
M. STEPHENSON, a.m.i.e.e., and

U.D.C. 628.84:1681.142

The environment for a computer must be very carefully planned 
to enable the computer to operate reliably and also to provide 
comfortable working conditions for the operating staff. Thus, 
the air temperature and relative humidity must be maintained 
within certain limits all the year round and the air kept dust 
free. The limits necessary for the correct operation of modern 
computers are described, together with methods of controlling 

the environment,

INTRODUCTION

THE environmental requirements for elecCric com
puters have changed considerably since their incep
tion for automatic data processing (a.d.p.) about '10 
years ago. Early computers were thermionic-valve 

equipments with heat dissipations of 70kW or more, 
giving an average heat dissipation of up to 25 watts/ftz. 
For comparison, it should be noted that a typical value 
for a repeater-station apparatus room1 is 10 12 watts/ft”. 
Ventilation systems were, therefore, needed to extract 
the heat from the computer equipment to prevent a 
dangerous rise in temperature and to provide satisfac
tory conditions for the operating staff. For these pur
poses, direct air-extraction systems were gen<rratly 
adequate.

The addition of magnetic tapes to computer systems 
imposed more onerous requirements on the environment 
as they require dust-free conditions and control of 
relative humidity (r.h.) for satisfactory operation. Dust 
between the tape and the reading and writing heads can 
cause errors,and large dust particles may permanently 
damage the magnetic-oxide coating on the tape. 
Control of r.h. is necessary because the tape material 
is subject to dimensional changes with changes in r.h., 
and at low r.h. the presence of static electricity may 
cause irregularities in tape movement.

Modern computers use transistors and, consequentiy, 
the heat produced is considerably less than that of 
valve equipments, but the permissible temperature rise 
within the transistor-type computer is also less, with an 
upper limit of 80-90°F. However, since nearly all new 
computer installations employ a number of magnetic- 
tape units, each of which dissipates about 2 kW, these 
geneeaHy determine the environmental conditions to be 
provided in the computer accommodation.

Paper tape, punched cards and stationery used with 
high-speed readers and printers also sutf'er static effects 
at low r.h. and dimensional changes with variation of 
r.h., and the operation of these all benefit from improved 
air conditioning.

TYPICAL AIR-CONDITIONING REQUIREMENTS
Although slightly different requirements are quoted 

by different computer manufacturers, the general 
ambient air conditions required are:

(a) a temperature of 70 + 5° F,
(b) relative humidity of 50 + 10 per cent, and
(c) air filtration with 95 per cent efficiency for par

ticles above 5 micron.*

TH.M. Treasury Automatic Data Processing—Technical 
Support Unit, E.-in-C.’s Office.

*micron—O-OOI mm.

R. G. FIDDES, B.Sc.(Eng.), a.m.i.e.e.T

Variations of thiese conditions range from:
(a) a temperature of 70 + 3°F to one of 70 ± 10°F,
(b) relative humidity of 50 ± 5 per cent to 40-65 

per cent, and
(c)air-filtration efficiencies of 99-9 per cent for par

ticles above 1 micron to 90 per cent for particles above 
6 micron.

To ensure that the general air conditions are met at 
all seasons, it has been agreed with the Ministry of 
Public, Building and Works, who are responsible for the 
air-conditioning plants for Government Department 
computers (other than those in the Post Oflice), that they 
will provide plants to give controlled conditions in a 
temperature range of 70 + 3°F and a relative humidity 
range of 50 + 5 per cent, and that, where a computer 
manufacturer asks for more stringent dust control than 
is geneeally required, every effort will be made to meet 
his requirements. The cost of any daboration in the 
air-conditioning plant and accommodation needed is, of 
course, taken into account when assesssng the relative 
merits of various competitive computer systems.

Since the magnetic-tape units are the items which 
require the most stringent conditions, it is usuaHy 
arranged for the sensing control of the air-conditioning 
plant to be sited near the tape units and at about 4 ft 
above floor level. A thermo-hygrograph is provided in 
the computer room to continuously record the condi
tions, and a typical chart is shown in Fig. 1.

FIG. l—THEIMMO-IIYGROGRAWI RECORDING FROM A COMPUTER 
INSTALLATION

Fortunately, the air conditions required for the 
equipment are also ideally suitable for staff comfort and, 
although it may appear at first right that temperatures 
of 70°F or over are high, it is found that with a 
moderate flow of air these temperatures result in very 
comfortable conditions. Particular attention has to be 
paid to the problem of air movement, not only to avoid 
draughts, which would cause discomfort to staff 
operating the equipment, but also to prevent disturb
ance of paper-handling machines, such as paper-tape 
readers and high-speed printers.

The same standards of air conditioning as provided in 
the computer area are also required in the maintenance 
engineers’ accommodation and the magnetic-tape store.

GENERAL COMPUTER-EQUIPMENT LAYOUT

In all computer equipments, the operational controls 
are intimately associated with the mechanicaa and 
electronic working parts, and so the units are designed 
as individual self-contained items styled for office 
installation. Nearly all equipments are cooled by
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Magnetic tape units in foreground. Conditioned air is supplied by ceiling
diffusers

FIG. 2—GENERAL VIEW OF A LARGE COMPUTER INSTALLATION

drawing in room air near the bottom of the cabinets 
and exhausting it back into the room from the top. 
The layout of the computer is arranged to facilitate 
work flow, to allow adequate space for the movement 
of trolley's and to provide the operator at the control 
desk with the best possible view of all control elements. 
Most of the equipment is located in a fixed position, 
but some items, such as printers and magnetic-tape 
units, are fitted with castors to enable them to be 
wheeled into the maintenance area for engineering 
attention. All these factors mean that a regular layout 
■—in the sense of uniform suites of equipment racks 
familiar to communication engineers—is not pnssiblr, 
and, consequendy, it is necessary to provide air
conditioning to the whole computer room rather than 

to the individual equipments. Efforts are, however', 
sometimes made to extract room air in the immediate 
vicinity of the main heat-producing items. A typical 
large computer msiaflation is shown in Fig. 2.

METHODS OF PROVIDING CONDITIONED AIR
A simplified block schematic diagram of a typical 

air-conditioning system is showw in Fig. 3.

Temperature Control
To maintain the temperature within the specified 

limits, the air-conditioning system must be capable of 
both adding and removing heat, and this is achieved by 
the provision of heat exchangers in the airflow. Heating 
of the air is necessary to produce the required r.h. 
after dew point has been reached in the humidifier. 
The heating section is usually electrical, but low- 
pressure hot water or steam is used if its supply is 
guaranteed all the year round.

Cooling by the circulation of air has been described 
in an earlier articles in this Journal. If such an arrange
ment were applied to a modern computer installation 
the air circulation would be excepttonafly high and the 
r.h. uncontrolled, and under hot summer conditions the 
upper temperature limit could be easfly exceeded. The 
environmental standards required for a modern com
puter can only be satisfactorily obtained by using a full 
air-conditioning system in which heaats removed from 
the air either by a heat exchangee in which chilled water 
or cold refrigerant gas is passing, or by means of a 
spray of chilled water through which the air must pass.

The cooling capacity of a refrigeration plant is usuafly 
expressed in “tons of refrigeration”, 1 ton of refrigera
tion being a heat-extraction rate of 12,000 B.t.u./hour. 
A medium-sized a.d.p. computer installation requires 
between 10 and 20 tons of refrigeration, but larger 

AIR 0R WATER 
COOLED 
CONDENSER

Ti—Ottside-air thermostat. Ta-Supply-air thermostat.
T2—Cooled-alr thermostat. T5—Extract-air thermostat.

D —Dampers which control the amount of recirculated air. and which, under favourable outside-air conditions, 
reJuce running costs.

---------— Sensing lines
------------  Control lines

FIG. 3—SIMPLIFIED BLOCK SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF AN AIR-CONDITIONING SYSTEM
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computers requiring plants of up to 75 tons of 
refrigeration are not uncommon.

Humidity Control
The upper limit of relative humidity is controlled by 

cooling the air to remove the excess water by condensa
tion. This process requires the use of the refrigeration 
plant, which at times may be called into service solely 
for this purpose. The lower limit of r.h. is controlled 
by adding water to the air in one of two ways. In one 
method, a spray chamber supplies sufficient water to 
saturate the cooled air at a controlled temperature 
(usually about 50°F). When this air is reheated to 
about 70°F the required relative humidity of 50 per 
cent is obtained. In the other method, water is added, 
by steam jets, evaporator pans or spray disks, as 
required by the control system.

Dust Control
Dust control is achieved by filtering the air before 

passing it into the rooms and by arranging for the 
rooms to be slightly pressurized to resist the ingress of 
dust. The vitiated air is extracted and reprocessed for 
recirculation so that, by controlling the input, extract 
and make-up air, a reasonable degree of pressurizing 
can be obtained. This is usuaHy specified as 10 per 
cent of the air in circulation rather than in units of 
pressure. Air locks are provided at the entrances to the 
air-eonditioned areas to preserve this pressure. As an 
additional safeguard against dust, speccal mats are 
sometimes provided in these entrances. These mats are 
impregnated with a speccal adhesive which removes 
loose dust from the soles of footwear.

Methods of achieving air filtration“2 will not be des
cribed in detail here. The efficiency of viscous filters is 
too low for them to be useM for computer air
conditioning plants. Considerable use has been made 
of the “Kompak” type filter, however, for which a flame
proof filling is obtainable, and this filling has been 
adopted as an extra security feature at one installation. 
Some recent installations are using the roller type of 
filter, which is fitted with a heavy-duty medium to meet 
the filtration requirements; it offers the advantages of 
automatic feeding of the filter medium, Harm indication 
at the end of the roll, speedy replacement and low risk 
of dust being carried into the duct system at the time 
of filter replacement. Such a filter is shown in Fig. 4.

As mentioned earlier, computer manufacturers are 
requesting more and more stringent filtration standards 
and speccfy them in various ways. One, for example, 
calls for filtration efficiencies of 95 per cent at 5 microns, 
87 per cent at 3 microns, and 50 per cent at 1 micron. 
On the other hand, filter manufacturers quote filter 
efficiencies in terms either of Aloxite 50 standard test 
dust, which has a mean particle size of 5 microns, or of 
methylene blue, which has a mean particle size of 
approximately 0-4 micron. It is, however, extremely 
difficult to deduce from these figures how well a filter 
will perform in any particular situation since the com
position of the dust at a computer site may vary con
siderably, both in particle sizes and denssty, from that 
of the test dusts. The trend is to adopt double filtration 
in which a pre-filter is used to arrest the coarse particles 
of the dust, followed by either an absolute filter or an 
electrostatic precipitator.1’2 Speccal attention must be 
given to the wash-cleaning arrangements for electro-

FIG. 4—AUTOMATIC ROLLER-TYPE FABRIC AIR FILTER

static precipitators to ensure that the filters can be 
dried quickly after washing without passing damp air 
into the air-conditioned rooms, and arrangements are 
incorporated to cut off the air flow and warn the 
computer staf? in the event of failure of the e.h.t. supply.

AIR FLOW IN COMPUTER ROOMS

The forced ventilation of the computer equipment by 
means of smaff built-in fans introduces air-flow 
problems for the air-conditioning engineer. In general, 
computer equipment exhausts air vertically upward, 
but the quantity of air exhausted and its temperature 
may vary considerably between different types of equip
ment and between manufacturers. The discharge 
velocity of this air ranges from 50 to 500 ft/min and 
can have a temperature as high as 110°F for mechanicaa 
equipment, though 85°F is a more likely maximum for 
transistor-type equipment. The actuaa heat dissipations 
range from % kW for smaH data-processing bays to 5 kW 
for power-supply cubicles.

Another variable to be considered is the temperature 
gradient between the supply and return air, and this 
is left to the discretion of the design engineer who has 
to ensure that the mean speccfied conditions are achieved. 
Within the computer room, it is dessrable to have the 
smallest practicable temperature gradient. For a given 
heat load, however r the gradient is related to the number 
of air changes, and too smaff a design gradient may 
require excessive air movement, which in turn can be 
uncomfortable for operators and may disturb the paper 
in printers and paper-tape readers.

It is not surprising that, as a result of these wide 
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variations in ventilation features of the equipment. a 
variety of air-flow arrangements have been employed 
in the air-conditioning systems installed to date. When
ever possible, the extract system is arranged to collect 
the heated air from directly over the main heat-producing 
equipment to prevent this hot air from circulating 
in the computer room. Where this can be done without 
imposing restrictions on the layout of the computer 
equipment, it is possible to achieve a large temperature 
gradient and to minimize air movement. The minimum 
input temperature is usually fixed in the range 65-68°F, 
but the actual input temperature at any time will vary 
with the heat generated by the equipment. There are. 
however, one or two systems that are designed to operate 
to lower minimum input temperatures, and with these 
systems the required room condition is obtained by 
blending the supply air with exhaust air- from the com
puter cabinets.

Another variation in the method of suqppying air is 
to provide conditioned air directly in ducts to the com
puter cabinets, but this arrangement is not in wide
spread use at present. In such systems the air from 
the computer cabinets is usuaHy discharged into the 
room, and so the air must have a moisture content which 
satifies the humidity requirements of the room. This 
usuaHy means that the air-supply temperature cannot be 
lower than about 61°F if condensation in the ductwork 
and input areas of the computer equipment is be avoided 
at all times.

It is worthwhile recording that in spite of the widely 
different practices and philosophies on air flow adopted 
by the engineers responsible for these systems, all have 
been satisfactory in operation.

CONTROL SYSTEMS

It is beyond the scope of this article to consider con
trol systems in detail, but since the performance of the 
installation depends largely upon the method employed, 
some mention must be made of the current trends in 
eontrol-system design. There are various ways of con
trolling the final temperature and humidity, and at 
present no universally-accepted technique has been 
adopted by the various control-system specialists to 
whom this work is usuaHy sub-contracted.

The important thing from the computer point of view 
is that the air-conditioning system should be highly 
reliable, and for this the simpler the control system the 
better. There is a tendency for both the Inechamcal 
and electiical features of control systems to be compli
cated and this necessstates speeahst treatment both for 
routine maintenance and for fault clearance. In some 
instances, this has been aggravated by a demand from 
some computer manufacturers for a very close control 
of the temperature and humidity.

The moisture content is sensed either by a thermostat 
situated at a point in the system where the air is 
saturated (dew-point control) or by humidistats 
mounted in the room or in the return-air ducts giving 
a direct indication of the relative humidity of the 
conditioned accommodation. The most commonly-used 
humidistats rely upon detecting a change in the length 
of animal or vegetable fibres with a change of relative 
humidity, and they are usuaHy installed in the rooms 
concerned, They respond more riowly to changes of 
humidity than the thermostats used with dew-pomt con
trol systems and are subject to calibration drif?2a 

Lithium-chloride humidistats are now appearing in 
some installations but as yet there is insufficient 
experience of them in a.d.p. installations to permit a 
comparison with other methods of sensing humidity.2

The temperature is usually sensed by dry-bulb thermo
stats of the bellows type, or the bimetal type of which 
both the rod and strip types may be used for duct and 
room mounting. Owing to the difference in heat load
ings of various rooms, e.g. between the computer room 
and the tape library, a thermostat and air reheater are 
provided for rooms in which the heat loading is in
sufficient to maintain the temperature required. Thermo
stats are also used with chilled-water systems to take 
external conditions into account and to give frost 
protection.

DETERMINATION OF TOTAL HEAT LOAD TO BE HANDLED 
BY THE AIR-CONDITIONING PLANT

The size of the air-conditioning plant for a given in- 
staHation is determined by considering the room heat 
loads, solar gain, the thermal properties of the building 
and psychrometric requirements for the processed air.

Room Heat Load
The heat load is made up of all the items that give 

off heat in the air-conditioned area. Of these, the 
electrically-energized items, such as the computer, 
its associated equipment and lighting, are regarded 
as converting all the dœirical energy input into heat:. 
Allowance should also be made for staff but this, at 
about 500 B.t.u. per hour per person,4 is usuaHy neg
ligible by comparison with the other factors.

Solía' Gain
The heating power obtained in the summer by solar 

radiation can be as high as 250 B.t.u. per hour per square 
foot of ground area. This, therefore, is an important fac
tor for contemporary buildings employing extensive 
glazing on outside walls. Although various proprietary 
glazing techniques can reduce solar gain, the direct sun
light entering a computer room may fall on and heat up 
items which can be adversely affected, e.g. punched cards 
and paper. It is, therefore, desírable to minimize the 
glazing or to fit canopies outside the windows. Curtains 
and venetian blinds are not favoured as they harbour 
dust and add considerably to the cleaning problems, 
while much of the radiant heat which they intercept is 
still liberated inside the rooms and has to be handled 
by the air-conditioning plant.

Thermal Properties of the Building
The thermal properties of the building must be evalu

ated in much the same way as for the provision of cen
tral heating. In general, the building should have good 
thermal properties to ensure that the peak heat load due 
to heat transfer into the room under heat-wave condi
tions is as low as possible. This will also make it easier 
to achieve the required conditions using background 
heating during periods in the winter when the installa
tion is closed down. Moreover, when the plant is run - 
ning in the winter the loss of water vapour due to 
condensation on the walls and windows of the rooms 
will be prevented. Double glazing is espeeíaHy impor
tant in this respect, although the use of metaf frames 
for double-glazed windows has been known to cause 
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condensation in the winter due to the metal offering a 
cold surface to the conditioned air.
Psychrcmetric Requirements

As mentioned in the paragraph on humidity control, 
the refrigeration plant will be called into operation to 
remove excess water from the air. The psychrometric 
requirements are usuafiy well within the refrigeration
plant capacity needed to cover the other factors.

ACCOMMODATION REQUUREMENTS
Fig. 5 gives a view of the plant room accommodating

Two buffer alternators in the foreground with assoccated control cubicles to 
the right. In the background can be seen the high-speed compressor and 

air-cooled condenser. These are rated at 13 tons of refrigeration.
FIG. 5—COMBINED POWER AND AIR-CONDITIONING PLANT ROOM

a 13-ton plant for a medium-size computer installation. 
In the foreground are two mains-buffer alternators for 
the computer power supplies (computers do not 
usuafiy need buffer alternators for their power supplies 
but, when they are required, joint usage of the plant 
room is satisfactory for smaH installations). Fig. 6 and 7

Two low-s_eed compressoos in the foreground giving a total refrigeration 
capacity of 75 tons. Control equipment is shown in the background.

FIG. 6—PLANT ROOM

show two sections of the 75-ton plant serving the large 
computer installation shown in Fig. 2.

Supply fan (left) —33,300 ft3/min; extract fan (right) —27.900 ft’/min.
FIG. 7—PLANT ROOM SHOWING SUPPLY AND EXTRACT FANS 

AND STANDBY MOTORS

Noise
Fans, motors and compressors are the main sources 

of noise in air-conditioning plant rooms, and, in general, 
the frequency content of the noise depends upon the 
design of the compressors. Slow-speed compressors 
produce low-frequency vibrations, which can be directly 
transmitted through building foundations and walls, but 
these effects are reduced by the use of anti-vibration 
bases. High-speed compressors, on the other hand, re - 
quire much lighter mountings and do not produce 
troublesome low-frequency noise. As explained later 
it is desirable to have the plant room as near as pos
sible to the area to be air-conditioned, and, although the 
computer room itself is moderately noisy due to the 
operation of magnetic-tape units, printers and punched- 
card machines, the plant-room noise should be attenu
ated to reasonable limits before reaching the computer 
room. More important. however, is the need to reduce 
the plant noise reaching adjacent office accommodation. 
In planning new buildings, it is desirable to keep office 
accommodation well away from the air-conditioning 
plant room, while in adapting existing buildings consider
able care is taken with acoustic treatment and choice of 
plant to achieve a satisfactory result.

Duct Runs
Ducts must be lagged since they will often carry air 

that is at a different temperature to the surrounding air. 
The ducts, which ideally will have a cross-section that is 
either circular or square, should be as short as possible 
and have a minimum of bends. These requirements 
can be met most economicaffy where the plant room is 
sited near to the area to be air-conditioned.

In the plant room itseef, ductwork may often need to 
undergo a number of cross-section transformations to 
suit the different dimensions of the fans, heat exchangers 
and filters, so that, together with the need to have smooth 
bends and effective lagging, the ductwork may require 
a comparatively large amount of space.

Air Intake
To give the pressurization referred to earlier, it is 

usual to provide a fresh-air intake supply of at least 10 
per cent of the circulated air. The fresh-air supply
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should be as clean as possible, and be free from cor
rosive gases, boiler-chimney fumes, stationary-engine ex
haust gases, etc. The effects of rain, prevailing winds or 
sunshine on this intake are generahy unimportant.

Condenser
The condenser may be either air-cooled or water- 

cooled, and may be sited inside the plant room or outside 
the building (see Fig. 8 and 9). The use of an external

Cooling rating: 432,000 B.t.u./h.
Fan power rating: 2% h.p, each.

Fan air flow: 14,000 fS/mineach.
Size: 7% ft wide, 5 ft high.

FIG. 8.—AR.-COOLED CONDENSER

Cooling rating: 900,000 B.t.u./h.
Fan power rating: 2 h.p. each.

FIG. 9—WATER-COOLED

Fan air flow: 10,000 ft’/min each.
Size: 16 ft long, 6 ft wide, 8 ft high.

EVAPORATIVE CONDENSER

condenser saves space in the plant room, but if the water- 
cooled type is used the risk of it freezing up in winter 
time is increased. Although an external water-cooled 
condenser can be protected by built-in electrical heaters 
and lagging, there is always the risk of frost damage due 
to failure of the heaters or of the power sujojoly. Air
cooled condensers are free from this risk but are less 
effective under heat-wave conditions, and this tends to 
limit their applications to the smaller plant sizes. One 
contractor offers a combination of these two systems in 
the form of an air-cooled condenser that also has a 

water-wash arrangement. The water spray is thermo
statically switched on during heat-wave conditions, 
while in the winter the water s_ipjoly pipe-work is 
drained to avoid frost damage.

Condensers need a generous supply of air, and so, 
when mounted in a plant room, are usuafiy built into an 
external wall. All the heat removed by the refrigeration 
cycle is exhausted through the condenser so that a con
siderable amount of hot air is expelled at this point. It 
is obviously undesirable to draw any of this exhaust air 
in by the make-up air intake, and the sting of these two 
items is carefully arranged to avoid this.

Plant-Room Ventilation
The plant room needs to be well ventilated to prevent 

over-heating of motors, bearings, compressors, etc., but 
it must also be reasonably frost-proof while under idle 
conditions. Ventilation can be provided by the con
denser fan, and this method is used for the plant room 
shown in Fig. 5. Here the air-cooled condenser is 
mounted in the far wall of the plant room and its fan 
draws 16,000 ft3/min of air through the plant room from 
low-level intake louvres; these louvres are not shown in 
the photograph.

Services
The plant room will require electrety, water and 

drainage services. In some localities the water may 
have to be treated to inhibit the rapid furring-up or rust
ing of condensers and heat exchangers.

A 3-phase eleccricity supply is required, typical capa
cities for large plants being as follows:

Plant Size in Tons 
of Refrigeration

Maximum Elrctricai 
Consumption (kW)

Background and 
s . Re^mt, ,
Services Employed

80 70 Low-pressure 
hot water (l.p.h.w.)

75 220 Electric

The higher electrical power required in the second 
example is mainly due to the background heating. This 
is usuaHy required only at nights and weekends so that 
where an off-peak tariff is available this arrangement 
can be economical. It is unusuaa to find Government 
accommodation in which l.p.h.w. or steam heating can 
be offered economically and guaranteed to be available 
continuously throughout the year for the air-condition
ing plant.

MAINTENANCE OF CONDITIONS WHEN COMPUTER 
IS NOT IN USE

Many computer manufacturers seek to obtain the same 
environmenta! conditions when the computer is switched 
ofc as when it is working. Their concern is to prevent 
any temperature cycling of the magnetic tapes. Other 
manufacturers, however, accept relaxed limits during 
off periods. Except: for installations which are operating 
on a three-shift basis, all Government Department in
stallations switch off the air-conditioning plant at night 
and at weekends. That gives some economy in plant 
operation and a reduction in fire risk. In order to pro
vide some control over ambient conditions within the 
computer accommodation, it is usuaa to provide elec
trical background heating under thermostat and humidi
stat control. This heating is provided to prevent low 
temperatures or high r.h., or both, arising when the 
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computer is switched off, it bring accepted that on a 
hot summer weekend the indoor temperature could rise 
to possibly 85-90°F. This should not harm the com
puter equipment which, under normal working condi
tions, can be expected to have local hot spots in excess 
of these temperatures. Nor will it harm the magnetic 
tapes, although, in order to reduce the risk of errors, a 
short conditioning period in the operational environment 
may be necessary before they are used.

In winter when the outside temperatures are low, 
it is possible for the indoor relative humidity to fall 
below the 40 per cent limit. Magnetic tapes are, how
ever, usually stored in plastic containers which, although 
not completely air tight, are seated well enough to make 
it unlikely that there would be any appreciable loss of 
moisture from them over short periods of time. More
over, if thermostatic control of the background heating 
has maintained the room warm enough to avoid conden
sation from the moisture-enriched air when the air
conditioning plant is switched on, the ambient conditions 
within the computer accommodation can quickly be 
restored before the installation is required for operational 
use. '

In the computer installation shown in Fig. 2, back
ground heating is provided by 3kW unit fan heaters 
mounted at a high levri on the walls of the room.

RELIABILITY
To ensure that the computer can be operational 

whenever it is required, the reliability of the air
conditioning plant should be of the same order as that 
of the computer.

The most likely cause of an extended shut down of 
the air-conditioning system is a failure of the compressor-, 
and arrangements for the security of the plant vary from 
the provision of a standby compressor and motor to 
the provision of two compressors each capable of pro
viding 60-70 per cent of the total refrigeration load. The 
latter is the more economical, and the risk of a com
pressor failure occurring on one of the few occasions 
when both are required is one which can usuaHy be 
accepted. Many of the other items are standard 
engineering units (motors, pumps, control equipment, 
etc.), and the basis of provision of spares depends upon 
the ease with which they can be obtained from the 
manufacturers, the aim being to ensure that the plant 
should not be out of service for more than one shift.

From discussions with the various maintenance 
engineers, it was found that attention to the compressors 
was necessary at four out of seven installations within 
the first few weeks of operation; in three instances, the 
work was carried out without interruption to the com
puter. At four installations, the plant suffered frost 

damage during the cold spell at the end of December 
1961. Other faults have occurred which indicate the 

= need for a more thorough examination and testing before 
the plants are accepted from contractors.

conclusions

The development of the computer as an office machine 
has brought with it a commercial demand for air
conditioning equipment of high reliability to meet the 
more exacting requirements imposed by changes in com - 
puter techniques. The early requirement of merely 
removing heat from thermionic-valve equipment has 
now been extended to include humidity and dust control 
for computers usng magnetic tape. These improved 
environmental conditions have resulted in more reliable 
operation of paper-tape and punched-card machines. 
These mechan-teaa units often limit the speed at which the 
computer systems can work and the trend is to increase 
their speed of operation. While this course is main
tained, the air-conditioning requirements are likely to 
remain stringent.

Opinions on the degree of air filtration required are 
by no means unanimous. No conclusive evidence on 
the effects of fine dust upon performance has been 
offered by any computer manufacturer in dealings with 
the authors on the subject. This is partly due to the 
lack of experience in the use of magnetic-tape systems, 
and partly due to the great difficulty in collecting con
clusive data. However, it seems that air filtration wHl 
be required, if only as an insurance against an unknown 
risk, for many years to come, and a considerable amount 
of research, both on the performance of the computer 
equipment and the measurement of air-filter efficiencies, 
is necessary before it will be possible to specKy the 
optimum filtration standard for a particular locafity.
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Twenty-One Years of Submarine Repeaters
R. A. BROCKBANK, o.b.e., Ph.D., b.sc., m.i.e.eT

U.D.C. 621.375.2:621.395.64:621.315.28

This article recalls the historic occasion of the laying of the 
first-ever submarine repeater—a British one—21 years ago. It 
then reviews the developments which have led up to the present 
extensive ocean network and to the poeebilitire of much 

greater bandwidth systems in the next few years.
The text is based on a paper presented by the author at the 
Convegno Internazionale della Comunicazioni in Genoa on 
10 October 1963, and is reproduced here by permissson of the 

President of the Convention.

INTRODUCTION

THIS year marks the 2Ist anniversary of the inser
tion of the first submarine rapeater—a British one 
■—mto a working cable. From this humble begin
ning has sprung a global submarine telephone-cable 

network with an investment of around £200M. 
Although there was a most urgent need for international 
circuits, submarine systems would not have been accept
able unless they could have demonstrated an economic 
standard of reliabiilty. This criterion for success has 
only been realized by adopting standards of design and 
inspedion and conditions of manufacture never before 
attempted. Confidence in stabfiity and long life can, 
however, only be established ssowly—particularly in res
pect of active components such as valves. The general 
pattern of development has therefore been to proceed 
through extensive laboratory lifa-tasis to shallow-water 
systems, and thence to the more important deep-sea 
systems. It is only now, after the laying of over 30,000 
nauticaa miles (n.m.) of cable during the last 9 years, that 
one can begin to assess with some confidence the r^li- 
ability obtainable on deep-sea systems and its impact on 
future designs.

Although there have been interesting submarine con
tributions from severaa countries, the outstanding 
achievements in this field are due almost entirely to in
tensive British and American efforts.

EARLY SHALLOW-WATER SYSTEMS

On the evening of 24 June 1943, in “half a gale,” a 
submarine repeater was carefully lowered 35 fathoms 
to the sea bottom. It had been inserted by H.M.T.S. 
Iris about midway between Cemaes Bay (Anglesey) and 
Port Erin (Isle of Man) in a 1942 paragutta-insuiatrd 
coaxial cable. According to the officia- report “elec
trical end-to-end tests were continued for half an hour 
after the laying operations were complete and no faults 
occurred.”

This was the first submarine repeated in the world to 
be connected into a working cable, and the British Post 
Office has every right to be proud of this historic “first.” 
The sm-al team engaged on this operation little realized 
its significance or the era which they were inaugurating.

The original cable was already carrying two 12- 
channel groups in each direction in the band 12-228 
kc/s. When the rrprater was inserted it passed this band 
unamplified but provided an additional amplified band 
276 472 kc/s in one direction. The circuit capacity was

"Post Office Research Station.

thus doubled but, be it noted, if the amplifier path failed 
the original traffic arrangements could be restored.

The factor which delayed the earlier development of 
submarine repeaters was undoubtedly the unrellabiiity 
of valves. Only commercial radio-type valves were 
available and these had a relatively short and unpre
dictable life. By care in selehion it was hoped that the 
valves in this repeater would give an average life of 
about 2 years. The life of the amplifier was, however, 
designed to be greatly extended, at the expense of some 
complexity, by arranging that from one terminal station 
any one of three valves could be switched into each 
position of the 3-stage amplifier.

Unfortunately, it has to be recorded that this first 
repeater failed after 5 months due to a quite unexpected 
cause—a punctured mica-foii filter capacctor. The re
paatar was recovered and replaced by a spare which 
then operated for seven years before failing, due, this 
time, to a silver-mica capacctor. These were first 
lessons in preparing those working on submarine pro
jects to expect the unexpected. Progress, however was 
not dtshrartrnrd by this early failure, which served a 
useful purpose in emphasizing the rs:seaiial need for 
highly reliable components. Fig. I shows the spare

The repeater shown was recovered after 7 years’ immersion 
FIG. l—BRITISH SHALLOW-WATER SUBMARINE REPEATER (I943-

1953 TYPE)

repeater after recovery; the type of conssruction is 
typical of all early shadow-water repeaters.

On 29 June I946 the traffic capadty of the I96n.m. 
Lowestoft~Borkum (Germany) polythene-insulated 
cable was increased to five speech circuits by the inser
tion of a repeater2 with 2-stage amplification in one 
direction. As it was only intended to be a temporary 
scheme no arrangements were made for switching-in 
spare valves. This repeater, however, is e;ill working 
after 18 years with no measurable sign of deterioration, 
and it now holds the world record for the longest work
ing service. It is interesting to note that even then 
commercial valve-manufacturing techniques could on 
occasion, and no doubt fortuitously, produce a long 
valve life.
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Spurred on by the urgent need for more circuits to 
the Continent and with a growing confidence in valve 
performance, the Post Office embarked on the design 
of a multi-repeater system for up to 10 repeaters cap
able of providing 60 circuits. Expected valve life had 
now risen to about 5 years, and on this basis it appeared 
more economic, for cross-channel systems, to install 
repeaters than to lay very-large-diameter non-repeatered 
cables.

Amplification now had to be introduced into both 
directions of transmission and so was evolved the basic 
repeater circuit (Fig. 2) which has since been employed 
on all single-cable schemes. A new problem was, how
ever, encountered—that of accurately locating any type 
of traffic-interfering fault. Even today this presents 
the system designer with a major challenge that has 
grown in importance with the large numbers of repeaters

FIG. 2—BASIC CIRCUIT OF 2-WAY SINGLE-CABLE REPEATER

now involved and with the heavy cost of deep-sea re
pair operations. The supervisory equipment required in 
each repeater, together with the bancdwiiiltli absorbed by 
these fault-locating facilities, can prove very expensive. 
There is still today no wholly satisfactory solution. For 
the 60-circuit system a very elegant method3 was pro
posed by the Post Office, based on the principle that a 

transmitted pulse could produce at each repeater a 
distortion pulse which would be returned in the other 
band to the transmitter. From the relative amplitudes 
of these pulses, received in time sequence, a gain or 
distortion fault could be located. This method can still 
provide valuable information on modern systems, and it 
has the merit of requiring no additional equipment 
within the repeater.

A number of these shallow-water systems was laid 
from 1950 onwards and they performed as expected.

In 1950 the Americans laid their first submarine-cable 
system4 between Key West and Havana (120 n.m.) in a 
maximum depth of 900 fathoms. The capaccty was 36 
circuits, and one cable with 4 repeaters was required for 
each direction of transmission. Each repeater consisted 
of a long flexible structure little larger in diameter than 
the cable, and their laying and recovery involved no 
exceptional difficulties. Great attention had been paid 
to the reliability of the components, and construction 
was carried out under “‘clean’” conditions. Also in this 
year the Western Union inserted the first submarine 
telegraph repeater off Newfoundland—the normaa pat
tern of telegraphy before telephony had been reversed.

DEEP-SEA SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

It was by now becoming evident that it would soon be 
possible to accept the challenge of a transatlantic cable 
—a venture which had even been considered before the 
repeater era—and serious studies were initiated inde
pendently on both sides of the Atlantic. The British 
wished to pursue their single-cable technique which in
volved rigid repeaters, and it was considered that such 
repeaters could be developed to meet acceptable reli
ability requirements, i.e. not more than 10 per cent 
repeater failures in 20 years. Long-life valves deve

FIG. 3—TYPICAL BRITISH REPEATER (TYPE EMPLOYED FROM 
1954 ONWARDS)
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loped by the Post Office were soon expected to be 
available, and, in addition, it was planned to provide 
further security by using in each repeater two mutually- 
independent amplifying paths in parallO controlled by 
one feedback network. Existing fault-locating tech
niques, however, were inadequate in that they could not 
determine the source of a noise fault on the system. 
Such a facility was considered to be essential on a 
transatlantic system. The development of housings 
and glands to withstand deep-sea pressures (5 ton/in2) 
was proceeding satissactoriiy, Fig. 3 shows a complete 
repeater, which has changed little in external appearance 
during the last decade. This type has been laid both in 
shallow and in very deep water, and also buried on land.

A very serious problem was encountered when it was 
found to be an extremely difficult if not an impossible 
operation to recover the rigid %ton repeaters in very 
deep water. The torque set up in the spiral armour 
layer of the cable under tension twisted or developed 
kinks which damaged or broke the cable near the re
peater on the sea bottom. What proved to be the break
through occurred in 1951 when the Post Office proposed 
a revolutionary new design5-8 of deep-sea cable which 
not only completely overcame this difficulty but offered 
many additional important advantages. This cable was 
named the Lightweight cable, since in water it weighed 
only one-fifth that of a comparable conventional cable. 
It was obvious, however, that to establish complete con
fidence in this new cable would necessitate severa! years’ 
work.

During 1952-3 there were Anglo-American- 
Canadian discussions on proposals for a transatlantic 
system, and, as a result, it was agreed that such a project 
should be undertaken using the American system. This 
cable (TAT-l)" was laid during 1955—6 between New
foundland and Scotland, and was succerseully brought 
into service carrying 36 4 kc/s telephone circuits. This 
was an epic only rivalled by the laying of the first trans
atlantic telegraph cable nearly 100 years earlier. During 
the next 3 years several more systems of this type were 
installed, perhaps the more important bring San Fran
cisco-Hawaii (2,100 n.m.) and TAT-2 from Newfound
land to France in 1959.

Meanwhile British development based on the Light
weight cable had been progressing towards a higher- 
eircuittcapacity system (80 circuits), and in 1957 the pro
vision of an Anglo-Canadian cable (CANTAT) was 
authorized by the Governments concerned; this system 
was envisaged as the first step in a world-encircling 
British Commonwralth submarine telephone-cable net- 
work.8 CANTAT was the first deep-sea ringletcable 
system, and it was eucceseeully laid and opened to traffic 
in 1961.9 In this and later systems the caparity is 
quoted in 3 kc/s spaced circuits.

In 1962 an urgent New Jersey (U.S.A.)-Bermuda 
system was laid for “man-in-orbii” requirements and a 
start was made on the Commonwealth Pacific cable 
system (COMPAC). This is an 8,700 n.m. trans-Pacific 
network linking Australia to Canada via New Zealand, 
Fiji and Hawaii. It was opened to traffic on 2 Decem
ber D6630 and provides United Kingdom-Australian 
circuits wholly over submarine cable (11,000 n.m.) 
except for a radio-relay link across Canada. 

This year also marked the introduction of a new
American design of system. which was laid between
New Jersey, U.S.A., and England (TAT-3).“ The

system is rather similar to the British design in that it 
uses repeaters in rigid housings with a single cable of 
lightweight-type construction, but it is of stiil larger 
capacity (128 circuits). It has a cable length of about 
3,500 n.m., which by a margin of only a few miles estab
lishes it as the longest continuous cable link in the world.

It is interesting to note certain differences between 
these two modern systems in their equahzing and laying 
methods. Gain misalignments during laying degrade 
the efficiency of the system and must, therefore, be kept 
to a minimum, The Americans set out to accomplish 
this by sperifying their components, repeaters and cable 
so precisely that only simple root-frequency and straighl- 
linefrrequency equalizer networks, selected and switched 
in during laying, are necessary on even the longest 
system. Temperature, pressure and laying effects have 
to be known accurately. The British approach is to be 
satisfied with less stringent rlrctrical characteristics for 
repeaters and cable, and to correct any misalignments 
that may build up after every 12 repeater sections by 
completely flexible equalizer networks12 inserted during, 
and without stopping, the laying operation. This method 
has now worked ^xceffently over more than 10,000 route 
miles.

Laying techniques also differ. The new American 
cable ship Long Lines, which is at present the largest in 
the world, is equipped with a masrive 80-ton linear-type 
laying engine which allows cable and repeaters to be 
fed in-line into the sea without riowing the ship. The 
British have for some years used a simple V-sheave 
gear which is bypassed by the repeaters. This has minor 
disadvantages, however, in that the ship has to be slowed 
for each repeater overboarding and the cable suU'ers 
more bending. American practice is to try to lay the 
minimum cable riack that will just cover the sea-bottom 
irregularities. This may be as low as 1 per cent over 
much of the ocean bottom, whereas the British consider 
there are justifications for a more generous allowance 
of 4e6 per cent. The use of parachutee“ to slow up 
the descent rate of repeaters was initiated on CANTAT 
and has since been used succereSully on all British and 
American systems.

Although attention has been focused on these major 
developments, reference must not be omitted to the in
teresting French systems laid in the Mediterranean, and 
to the German systems installed between Iceland- 
Greenland-Neewfoundland (ICECAN) and more 
recently in the Caribbean.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

The global cable network will be greatly extended 
(Fig. 4) during the next 3 years by the American and 
British systems, but developments are in hand on both 
sides of the Atlantic for considerably greater bandwidth 
systems. The pattern of such developments will depend 
not only on traffic requirements and economics but on 
the performance and experience accumulated on exist
ing cables.

Reliabbiity is of paramount importance. In this res
pect, on all transoceanic systems, now involving over 
1,00(0 repeaters, traffic has not been interrupted by a 
repeater fault. This is a great achievement even though 
virtually no expense was spared in the derign, manufac
ture and testing of the repeaters. British valvee14 since 
1956 have now completed 50 million valve-hours in ser
vice without a fault, and the American valve achieve-
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FIG. 4—MAJOR SUBMARINE TELEPHONE-CABLE ROUTES (1963)

ment is equally good. These figures represent a 
remarkable performance, which has only been attained 
by an intensive study over many years with the objective 
of eliminating the many factors inhibiting long valve 
life. It is also interesting to note that in British-laid 
repeaters there has been no occasion to doubt any one 
of the million soft-soldered joints. There has also been 
no deep-sea cable fault either in armoured or Light
weight cable. However, these telephone cables, like their 
telegraph predecessors, have unfortunately but not 
unexpectedly proved vulnerable to trawler activity in 
depths of less than 350 fathoms: on all the North 
Atlantic cables since 1959 there have been about 30 such 
faults. Burying the cable in the sea bottom appears to 
offer the only solution and experiments for this purpose 
are proceeding. .....

Circuit costs have been reduced by replacing 4kc/s 
equipment by highly efficient 3kc/s spaced circuks15 
and by instaHing American T.A.S.I. (Time Assignment 
Speech Interpolation) equipment6 at the terminals. The 
latter nearly doubles the number of telephone circuits 
available, Circuit cost also diminishes rapidly as the 
bandwidth of a type of system is increased. Making 
certain general assumptions it appears that circuit cost 
varies inversely as (bandwidth)"7". The estimated cost 
of provision of the 8.700 n.m. COMPAC system is £266M 
complete with buildings and terminal equipment: this 
represents a cost of about £38 per circuit-mile. For a 
1.300 circuit system (10 Mc/s maximum frequency) this 
figure would be expected to decrease to about £5 per 
circuit-mile. In all cases telephone circuits of very 

high quality (a noise objective of 1 pW/km) have been 
requested. Each 1 db improvement in noise represents 
about 1 per cent in circuit cost.

There is, therefore, every incentive to increase band
width, and, provided reliability standards can be main
tained, experience indicates that the increased hazard of 
more closely spaced repeaters can be accepted. The 
phenomena s:t?abilty of the Lightweight cable on CAN - 
TAT, which had less than 0 01 per cent change in atten
uation in the first year (Fig. 5), suggests that deep-sea 
cable losses of 20,000 db should remain adequately 
stable with time without the necesssty for automatic or 
shore-controlled equalization. Repeater- aging could in 
fact prove to be a predominating factor. Basically, 
therefore there are no apparent reasons why the present 
type of system should not be developed for much greater 
bandwidths. Technical problems, howeverr will cer
tainly arise in respect of repeaters and cable.

1962

Average depth of cable: 1.800 fathoms
Average sea-bed temperature: 3°C

Total loss of sectton: 2,700 db 
Number of repeater sections: 49 (1.300 mm.)

FIG. 5—VARIATION 0F GAIN OF LIGHTWEIGHT-CABLE SECTION 
OF CANTAT CABLE DURING FIRST YEAR OF SERVICE

Long-life valves for repeaters are approaching their 
limiting frequency and it will be necessary to turn to
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FIG. 6—D.C. VOLTAGE REQUIREMENTS OF BRITISH REPEATERS

transistors for much higher frequency bands. Available 
reliability data indicate that these should be at least as 
satisfactory as valves, but, unfortunately, it does not 
appear to be practicable to connect two amplifiers in 
parallel. The d.c. repeater voltage requirement (Fig. 6) 
will be much less than with valves. Protection of tran
sistors against high-voltage surges caused by cable faults 
will require even more careful attention than for pro
tection of valve repeaters. Precision gain and loop
feedback measuring equipment has also yet to be 
developed for these higher frequencies.

Conventional armoured cables are now obsolescent 
for deep-sea systems, and economic considerations will 
dictate the use of larger-diameter Lightweight cables. 
i.e. the present diameter of l in. may increase to L5~2O 
in. The manufacture of such cables should present no 
difficulty, but control of the loss-angle of the core 
insulation will assume greater importance. Bending 
and handling operations will also be more difficult and 
the stowage-capacity of a cable ship will be considerably 
reduced.

Although modern practice favours a single-cable 
scheme there are circumstances in which a case could 
be made for a reversion to a twin-cable scheme. For 
example, such a system with a maximum frequency of 
10 Mc/s would give a clear bandwidth of over 9Mc/s 
in each direction, with a handling capacity of 3,000 
circuits. Alternatively, the bandwidth could be em
ployed for combined telephone circuits and television, 
the band for the latter being located at the high- 
frequency end of the spectrum. The correction of delay 
distortion over the television band would be easier than 
on a single-cable system.

A specffic development now in hand by the British 
Post Office is the engineering of a 360-ccrcuit system 
(3 Mc/s) using a very high slope (23 mA/V) long-life 
valve, which could be ready for laying in 1966. De
velopment has also started on a nominal ISOO-ccitcuit 
(10 Mc/s) design usng transistor amplifiers, which, if 
required, could be operational by 1969-70. It is under
stood that the Americans are now following up their 
128--crcuit system (TAT-3) by engineering a 720-cii-cuit 
(6 Mc/s) system with transistors to be available about 
1966. Technically it appears to be quite practicable for 
2,000-3,000-circuit systems to make an appearance in 
the next decade,

Although the emphasis has been on transoceanic 
systems interesting progress continues in providing for 
traffic growth from the United Kingdom to Europe. This 
year ^2(--ciicuit (1 Mc/s) valve-type systems are to be 
laid to Denmark, Holland and Germany. Transistors 
will also be employed for the first time in two 420-ccrcuit 

(4-3 Mc/s) repeaters being developed by a contractor 
for insertion into a Belgian cable. Further expansion in 
1966 will provide 480-circuit (5 Mc/s) transistor-type 
systems to Holland and Norway (52 repeaters), which 
should provide useM experience for deep-water pro
jects.

Tremendous efforts on a lavish scale have recentiy 
been directed to exploring the tapabilittes of sateHite
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FIG. 7—COMPARISON OF CONVENTIONAL AND LIGHTWEIGHT 
DEEP-SEA TELEPHONE CABLES

communication, and the results indicate with little doubt 
that ultimatey, in some form, it will play a major part 
in global intercourse. The pattern of development of 
satenite networks has, however yet to be rsiablishrd. 
and the reliabiilty, stabHity and economic features 
assessed. Submarine cables provide esssntiafiy a point- 
to-point service and, particularly over medium or short 
routes of high traffic denssiy, it may be a long time 
before satellites can compete on an economic basis.
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A New Wall Telephone—Telephone No. 711

U.D.C. 621.395:721.3
F. J. HARVEY, A.M.Brit.I.R.ET

A new wall telephone has been developed that incorporates 
many of the features and components of the 700-type range of 
table instruments. The new telephone provides all the facilities 
offered by the table instruments, and the number of different 
add-on units necessary to provide certain of these facilities has 

been kept to a minimum.

INTRODUCTION

THE two table telephones described in previous 
articles1'2 meet subscribers’ requirements for direct
exchange-line telephones without push-buttons and 
for the many difierent extension-plan telephones with up

FIG. l —TELEPHONE NO. 711

•(Subscribers’ Apparatus and Miscellaneous Services Branch, 
E.-in-C.’s Office.

to four push-buttons. Extension Plans 105 and 107 
use a separate plinth3 fitted beneath either of the table 
telephones. The new wall telephone, Telephone No. 711 
(Fig. 1), is the wall equivalent of both these telephones 
and provides all the facilities offered by the two table 
instruments. Just as the two table instruments are the 
700-type equivalent of 13 different 300-type telephones, 
so this new wall telephone is the 700-type equivalent of 
three different 300-type telephones. A new wall plinth 
is being developed to provide Plan-105 and Plan-107 
facilities with the waff telephone.

EXTERNAL DESIGN

The new wall telephone uses the same design of base 
as the conventionally-wired version of the 700-type 
table telephone and the outside base dimensions of the 
cover are, therefore, similar to those of the 700-type 
table instruments. The overaH shape has a slimmer and 
more modern appearance than that of the 300-type wall 
telephones. The standard handset (Handset No. 3),. as 
used on the 700-type table instruments, is normally 
placed horizontaHy in the cradle rest across the top of

FIG. 2-“OFF-HOOK” REST POSITION FOR HANDSET
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the instrument to operate the two gravity-switch 
plungers. The two tines of the cradle rest have been 
so shaped that the handset may be hung vertically from 
either side without the gravity-switch plungers being 
operated (Fig. 2), thus providing a temporary “‘off- 
hook’” rest position for the handset.

In the front face of the case, just below the cradle 
rest, is a rectangular aperture to allow for the provision 
of from one to four push-buttons; this aperture is nor
mally closed by a moulded blank. Below this is the dial, 
which is fixed to the chassis and protrudes through a 
large circular hole in the case. Around the dial is an 
enlarged number ring which is fitted to the case.

THE COVER

The cover is of polymethyl methacrylate, i.e. the same 
material as is used for the mouldings of the table tele
phones. There are no moulded-in inserts. The cover is 
fixed to the chassis by one screw, which passes through 
a hole in the bottom face into the cord-anchor bracket, 
and by two prongs on the gravity-switch bracket, which 
engage in the gravity-switch plunger holes. For instru
ments fitted with dials the enlarged number ring is the 
standard item, but for instruments required in manual
exchange areas a new dummy dial has been designed 
having a simplified method of attachment and with 
direct access to the centre label.

THE CHASSIS

As already mentioned, the telephone has been 
developed to utilize the same design of base as the con
ventionally-wired 700-type table telephone, and the same 
base moulding is used (Fig. 3). The telephone is not 
fitted with a line cord or terminal block, connexion 
being made direct by cable via a cable entry in the base. 
The circuit wiring, induction coil, capacitor, bril mecha
nism and gongs are also the same as those used in the 
table instruments, but the main bracket has been com
pletely redesigned. This bracket extends for two-thirds 
of the length of the base and is attached both directly 
to~the base and by the bell-gong fixing screws. It 
supports the dial mounting and carries the gravity
switch levers and spring-sets, and a series of holes are 
provided for the addition of various add-on units.

The plungers of the gravity switch pass through the 
holes in the cover and ther accurate alignment is en
sured by the smaU projections of the bracket that are 
used to fix the cover in position. The gravity-switch is 
mounted half way up the gravity-switch bracket and is 
operated by a 2-piece lever mechanism that converts 
the vertical movement of the plungers to an almost hori
zontal movement of the spring-set operating bar. When 
the cover is removed the gravity-switch may be locked 
in the handset “on” position by a spring blade which 
hooks over the upper gravity-switch lever. When the 
cover is replaced this latch is released as the handset 
is placed in position. The spring-set has twin palladium 
contacts and is covered with a clip-on dust cover. The 
two plungers are integraa with a bar which has pro
jections to operate the latch-plate mechanism on the 
multi-push-button unit.

The redesign of the main bracket has placed the dial 
above the regulator jack-points in the base’ and it has 
been necessary to use a regulator board which is wider 
and shorter than the one used for the table instruments.

FIG. 3—INTERIOR OF INSTRUMENT SHOWING MAIN BRACKET

No change has been made either to the circuit or the 
other components.

ADD-ON UNITS

The telephone can provide all the facilities offered by 
the two types of table instruments (Telephones No. 706 
and No. 710), but for some of these facilities various 
add-on units are required. All such units that need to 
be elrcirically connected to the telephone are provided 
with flexible wiring and spade tags. Some of the addi
tional units are the same as those used for the table 
instruments;this simplifies both instafiation and main
tenance, and keeps to a minimum the number of add
on parts that have to be stocked sepaaateey.

Pnsh-Butfon Units
Single-Push-Butfon Unit. Fig. 4 shows the single-push

button unit, which consists of a Switch No. SA-3 and a 
speccal bracket. The switch may be made either lock
ing or non-locking by the use of the appropriate type 
of push-button; a non-locking button is shown.

Mult--Push-Bufton Unit. The multi-push-button unit 
performs the same function as the latch-plate mecha
nism in the 4-push-button table telephone.2 A latch 
plate with adjustable latches is used to give the various 
key operations. and the same range of push-button 
spring-sets introduced for the 4-push-button table tele-
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FIG. 4—SINGLE-PUSH-BUTTON UNIT

phone can be fitted. The unit, which is shown in Fig. 5 
is held in the gravity-switch bracket by means of two 
locating pins engaging in riots and by two coil springs. 
The springs hold the unit firmly in position, but when 
push-buttons are fitted they facilitate the removal of the 
cover by permitting a slight longitudinaa movement of 
the unit.

FIG. 5—MULTI-PUSH-BUTTON UNIT

Push-buttons
A range of push-buttons marked with various legends 

similar to those for the two table telephones are avail
able. The push-button for the Switch No. 5A-3 uses 
the same methods for obtaining the non-locking and 
locking features as was used on the earlier Switches No. 
5A-1 and ■No~»5A-2.1 This push-button only occupies 
about one-third of the riot in the cover and a pair of 
dummies are fitted, one on either side of the button, to 
fill the slot.

The push-buttons for the multi-push-button unit are 
pushed on to the slotted ends of the spring-set operating 
bars. As these four bars project through the riot in the 
case it is not possible to fit dummies if less than the 
maximum of four press-buttons is required. Therefore. 
to ensure a neat arrangement, there are two sizes of 
button, one being twice the length of the other; thus. 
two large buttons would be used to fill the riot in the 
cover when only two pressbuttons are required. This 
larger button engages with two operating bars so that it 
is possible for two spring-sets to be operated at the same 
time.

Gravity-Switch Contacts
The esssntial gravity-switch contacts are fitted on one 

side of the main bracket and an additional spring-set 
may be fitted to the opposite side if required.

Local-Battery Adapter
The local-battery adapter consists of a choke coil 

and gravity-switch spring-set; it is fitted when the tele
phone is to be used with local-battery exchange systems.

D. C. Bell
The trembler bril that is being designed for the table 

telephones will also fit in the new wall telephone.

Buzzer
A d.c. buzzer can be fitted if the wall telephone is 

used as the extension instrument of a Plan 105 or Plan 
107.

Lamp Signals
Two smaH signal lamps can be fitted. These are 

supported in rubber mounts inserted in the same cross
bar that supports the top of the dial mounting. When 
signal lamps are fitted the cover must be exchanged for 
one fitted with two lenses.

Terminal Strips
The 6-way and 18-way terminal strips provided for 

the 4-push-button table telephone can both be fitted. 
making a possible 30 extra terminations if required.

METHOD OF MOUNTING
Each wall telephone is supplied with a special T- 

bracket and screw. The bracket is first fixed to the 
wall. Only two rubber feet are fitted in the telephone 
base and, after the cover has been removed, the holes 
for the other two feet are placed over the two hooks 
of the bracket, the handsri-cord grommet is moved to 
one side, and the telephone is fixed to the bracket by 
the screw inserted through the hole in the cord-grommet 
bracket.

CONCLUSION
A new wall telephone has been designed that offers 

all the standard facilities for dir-ect-exchange-line and 
extenrion-plan working. It will also meet most of the 
demands for sperial and non-standard arrangements.
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The Electrical Properties of High-Frequency Transistors
H. Gi. BASSETT, B.Sc.(Eng.), a.m.i.e.e., and P. E. GREENAWAY, B.Sc.T

U.D.C. 6213S82.333.029.5

The use of a diffusion as a technique for making transistors has 
complicated thdr circuit behaviour, particularly at high frequencies. 
The graded-base transistor’s properties at high frequencies are 
examined using the charge-control approach for both amplifying 

and switching operations.

INTRODUCTION

THE application of transistors at high frequencies 
is made difficult by the complicated behavvour of 
the transistor as a circuit element five characteristic 
frequencies have been defined and they may extend over 

a frequency range of more than 10 :1 for a given 
transistor. In addition, the actu! bandwidth obtainable 
from an amplifying stage is dependent on the source and 
load impedances as well as on the characteristic fre
quencies. The advent of diffusion as the dominant 
technique in transistor fabrication has added to the 
difficulties by further complicating the circuit behavvour.

Thiese difficulties arise mainly for two reasons. Firstty, 
the transistor action in a mesa or planar transistori 
takes place mainly under the periphery of the emitter, 
and some of the operating currents have to flow through 
bulk semiconductor materai in order to reach the 
effective region. Distributed resistance and capacitance 
are thus added to the circuit configuration, and circuit 
engineers sometimes regard the complete transistor as 
consisting of an “intrinsic” transistor (representing the 
site of transistor action) surrounded by an “extrinsic” 
network of parasitic elements. The second factor is the 
complexity of the current transport through the base 
region. Minority carriers are propelled forward from 
the emitter partly by the impurity grading in the base 
and partly by their own coucentration gradient. Thus 
the speed of operation is dependent on the rate at which 
the base charge can be changed, which is clearly affected 
by the impedance in the base circuit.

The object of this article is to examine, in as simple a 
manner as possible, the high-frequency properties of 
graded-base transistors, particularly planar transistors. 
The idea of char ge control has been used to analyse the 
amplifying and switching operations.

THE TRANSISTOR AS A CHARGE-CONTROLLED DEVICE

In an earlier article2 one of the authors described the 
transistor as a current-operated device. This idea was 
useful at frequencies below me (where the base-collector 
current gain has fallen by 3 db) but needs to be aban
doned in favour of the charge-control idea” at higher 
frequencies. To make things simple, let it be supposed 
that one can take liberties with the laws of ^oUd-state 
physics and construct a hypothetical p-n-p transistor
having zero collector and emitter cut-off currents (ZOBo 
and IoeoO, a uniform base layer in which maority and 
minority carriers never recombine, and an ideal emitter 
junction. It is interesting to consider what el-ctrical
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properties this transistor would have when operated in 
the grounded-emitter configuration, as shown in the 
circuit of Fig. 1

FIG. 1 — IDEAL TRANSISTOR 1N GROUNDED-EMITTER CIRCUIT

Commencing with no minority carriers in the base 
layer, and with the switch open, no collector current 
would flow. If the base were then switched to a negative 
supppy, holes would be injected at the emitter junction 
and an equal number of electrons would flow in at the 
base connexion to maintain charge nert:lr<vllty in the base. 
If the switch were then opened, electrons would not be 
able to escape from the base layer at ether the emitter 
or collector junctions, and holes could only escape by 
being captured at the collector junction. Every hole 
which escaped in this way would have to be replaced by 
one injected at the emitter, in order to maintain charge 
neutrality. Thus, the collector current would flow 
indefinitely, and the transistor would have infinite 
current gain for d.c. signals.

Because current flows across the base by diffusion of 
carriers, the current is proportional to the ccnlcentrat:icn 
gradient of the carriess/ and the carriers would ulti- 
mately distribute themselves across the base layer in the 
triangular distributions shown in Fig. 2. The collector

FIG. 2 —CARRIER DISTRIBUTION IN THE BASE LAYER OF AN IDEAL
TRANSISTOR

current, 1Ci, is turned on by the charge consisting of 
holes together with an almost equal number of electrons 
represented by the area A. The addition of the charge 
represented by the area B would raise the current to the 
value C (the charge is proportional to the collector 
current).

A direct consequence of charge control is that the
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current gain, he, falls at the rate of 6 db per octave as 
the frequency rises. This is because,

i. = k [ i dt,

where i0 and i, are the instantaneous collector and base 
currents. Now, if a sinusoidal signal Ibsin cut is applied, 
together with suitable d.c. bias currents,

' . I , ........
zc — — ’ Lj cos wt,0D

and the amplitude of the collector current is inversely 
proportional to frequency. The appearance of cos wt in 
the equation indicates a phase shift of 90° at all 
frequencies, and Fig. 3 ssrows the constant slope of 6 db

currents. In fact, the diffusion capacitance is approxi
mately proportional to the d.c. emitter bias current Ze, 
and the mutual conductance, in mA/V, is approximately 
given by 39/e, where ZE is in milliamperes. Expressions 
for gm and Ce are given by Middlebrook;6 in his 
parameters yb and ys.

It is now possible to consider some of the complica
tions which are added to this simple picture when a 
practical planar transistor is considered.

per octave for the gain/frequency characteristic of the 
postulated ideal transistor; the gain becomes 0 db at the 
frequency, fr.

TRANSITION FREQUENCY
The frequency, fT, at which the straight line in Fig. 3 

extrapolates to 0 db is called the transition frequency (oi 
sometimes, rather misleadingly, the gain-bandwidth 
product) and is in widespread use as a characteristic 
frequency. At this frequency an appreciable proportion 
of the base charge is injected and removed before it 
reaches the collector; Rollett5 has ssiown that the average 
time taken for carriers to cross the base layer is given by 
1/2i/T. Thus, the value of fT can be informative to the 
transistor technologist as well as giving the circuit 
dessgner information about the base-collector current 
gain of the transistor over a wide range of frequencies. 
The transition frequency,/, rirould not be confused with 
the parameter, fa, which refers to the emitter-collector 
current gain.

AN EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT FOR THE IDEAL TRANSISTOR
The behaviour of the ideal transistor referred to above 

can be represented by the 2-port network ssiown in Fig. 4.

ADDITIONAL EFFECTS OCCURRING IN A PRACTICAL
TRANSISTOR

Emitter and Collector Depletion Capacitances
All p-njunctions, including the forward-biased emitter 

junction, have a depletion layer which changes in width 
as the applied voltage is changed. The variation in 
width is due to a movement of majority carriers on each 
side of the junction, and thus the change in voltage 
causes a current to flow while the depletion layer is 
changing in width. The emitter junction, therefore, 
behaves as though it possesses capacitance, and this is 
known as the depletion capacitance, Cm; the charging 
current assoccated with this capacitance takes no part in 
transistor action but has to be supplied by the input 
circuit. The value of Ce changes more slowly with 
emitter bias current than does that of Cu„ so that the 
shunting effect of C. reduces /T more at low bias 
currents than at high. This reduction of fT can be 
considerable in high-frequency diffused-base transistors, 
and can be important in large-signal applications.

The collector depletion capacitance, Ct„ forms a 
shunt path between the collector and base as far as a.c. 
signals are concerned. When the base is used as the 
input electrode, therefore, Miler-type feedback occurs, 
and a emulated capacitance can appear across collector 
and emitter which is sometimes much larger than C“. 
In fast switching applications, C.c may be of great 
importance because of the charge which it absorbs when 
the transistor is turned on or off.

For a uniformly graded junction of the planar tran- 
ssssor, as opposed to the step junction of the earlier alloy 
transistor, Cm is approximately inversely proportion! 
to the cube root of the applied voltage; Middlebrook^ 
gives a more detailed treatment. The locations of 
capacitors Ce and Cw in the equivalent circuit of the 
transistors are shown in Fig. E.

EMITTER»

BASE

EMITTER»

BASE»

FIG. 5—EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT SHOWING CAPACITORS REPRESENTTNG 
DEPLETION CAPACITANCESFIG. 4—EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT OF IDEAL TRANSISTOR

The capacitor Cd., whose capacitance is known as the 
emitter diffusion capacitance, approximately represents 
the storage of charge necessary to produce transistor 
action, and the collector current is assumed to be gener
ated by a frequency-independent generator operated by 
the voltage across the capaccior. Capacctor Cde must not 
be imagined as a fixed component, nor has the mutual 
conductance a fixed value independent of all d.c. bias

The Diffused Base as a [cleans of Speeding-up Carrier 
Transport

If the concentration of impurity atoms in the base 
layer is not uniform, the majority carriers tend to diffuse 
away from the region of high concentration. The resuut- 
ing slight departure from charge neutrality produces a 
“‘built-in” electrostatic field which tends to drive 
minority carriers in the direction of decreasing impurity
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concentration. Thus, the impurity distribution drives 
minority carriers across the base layer towards the 
collector junction. A transistor with such a base layer is 
known as a “graded-base” or “drift” transistor, and, 
because of the improved transport of minority carriers, 
has a higherfT than a uniform-base transistor of the same 
geometry. This advantage is partly offset in two ways. 
Firstly, Cu is more troublesome than in a uniform-base 
transistor, because the increased impurity concenti'ation 
just beneath the emitter junction makes the emitter 
depletion layer thinner. Secondly, at higher collector 
currents the space charge responsible for the drift field is 
reduced by the high concenttlatton of carriers in the base 
layer. Thus, the transistor has a high fT at moderate 
current levels, but fT falls at low collector currents (as 
explained above) and also at very high current levels. 
Drift transistors,just as much as uniform-base transistors, 
are oharge-controllcd devices, and exhibit a fall of 
current gain with frequency of approximately 6 db per 
octave. The phase shift in this slope region is, however, 
different from the idealized value of 90°; there may be 20° 
or more of extra phase shift at the frequency fT. The 
triangular distribution of charge across the base layer 
(shown in Fig. 2) assumes a curved profile because a 
concentration gradient is no longer the only propelling 
force for minority carriers.

Variation of Effective Base Width with Change of Collector 
Voltage

The collector depletion layer in a drift transistor is 
situated in a region of rathe low-impurity concentra
tion, and is, therefore, quite wide at normal collector 
voltages. When the collector voltage becomes low, 
however the depletion layer shrinks consderabby, so 
that the effective base width increases sharply’8 As seen, 
f is related to the average transit time across the base 
layer and so a rapid fall of fT occurs at low collector 
voltages (typically below 2 or 3 volts). This effect is im
portant in switching applications, as will be seen late.

It has been shown above how fT is reduced at low 
values of collector voltage and current, and also at high 
values of collector current; these effects are often shown 
by plotting contours of constant fD against collector 
voltage and current, as shown in Fig. 6 which is typical 
of a planar transissor.

COLLECTOR VOLTAGE (V-C

FIG. 6—CONTOURS OF CONSTANT [t PLOTTED AGAINST Vc AND 1

Clearly a constant value of fl must not be assumed 
when consideing large-signal applications. A typical 
load line, such as that shown in Fig. 6, passes through a 

region of high T at its centre and reduced values offt 
at its extremities. The extremities are important in 
switching applications, and one requirement for good 
switching transistors is that T should fall as little as 
possible at low values of collector voltage and current.

Low-Frequency Behavvour due to Finite Carrier Lifetime 
and Imperfeci Operation of Emitter

A practical emitter junction is imperfect in the sense 
that some of the emitter current does not produce 
minority carriers in the base layer. The lifetime of 
minority carriers in the base layer is also finite in practice. 
Both these effects cause the base charge to diminish with 
time if the base is open-circuited, as shown in Fig. f To 
keep a practical transistor turned on, it is necessary to 
supply enough base current to make good the loss of base 
charge, so that the transistor has a finite current gain at 
d.c. and at low frequencies. Fig. 7 shows the frequency

FIG. 7—FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF A PRACTICAL TRANSISTOR

response of such a transistor, and it is seen that a new 
characteristic frequency, fine, (also sometimes known as 
f3) is introduced: it is the frequency at which the low- 
frequency value of he has fallen by 3 db (fm is not a 
very important parameter in practice; it tells one little 
about the cut-off frequency of a common-emitter stage).

The low-frequency value of he will depend on the 
emitter efficiency and minority-carrier lifetime, and the 
dashed lines show the effect of changing these properties. 
The frequency M is related to the minority-carrier 
lifetime, 7; it is approximately ”22ii9 Thus the low- 
frequency performance of a practica transistor, below 
the frequency fim, arises because of practica limitations 
in the emitter and in the base material, which make the 
transistor appear to be a current-operated device, and 
above the frequency fine, the transistor must be treated 
as a charge-operated device. The low-frequency be
haviour can be incorporated in the equivalent circuit 
of Fig. 5 by adding a resistance in shunt with the two

FIG. 8—EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT INCORPORATING LOW-FREQUENCY 
BEHAVIOUR

emitter capacitances, as shown in Fig. 8. The value of R 
is approximately ZShm/E, where IB is in miliiampeees.6
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THE EXTRINSIC TRANSISTOR

The circuit shown in Fig. 8 is an approximate repre
sentation of the behavvour of the rite of transistor 
action. In order to reach this region, however, the emitter, 
collector, and base currents must travel through the 
leads and through semiconductor mateiri, and parasitic 
circuit elements are unavoidably added to the circuit 
representing the intrinsic transistor. Of the three con
nexions, that to the emitter is the least: complicated 
because it is metallic almost up to the emitter junction. 
The emitter connexion, therefore, shows a lumped 
capacitance at the seal where the lead enters the metal 
can, and some inductance due to the wires inside and 
outside the can (the inductance inside the can is usually 
negligible in practice). In mesa and planar transistors, 
the collector current has to flow through the silicon wafer 
in order to reach the collector junction, and in non - 
e^itaxiial transistors appreciable collector series resis
tance appears. When the transistor is soldered direct to 
the header, the only other parasitic elements added is 
capacitance from the outside of the can to its environ
ment, and capacitances across the emitter and base seals. 
The base connexion is by far the most intractable of the 
three, because the base current must flow through the 
very thin base layer, flanked on one side by the collector 
depletion layer, to reach the intrinsic transistor. Thus, 
in all practical planar transistors, the base connexion 
includes a non-umform RC transmission line, as shown in 
Fig. 9 which summarizes the extrinsic part of a tran-

FIG. 9—EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT OF EXTRINSIC TRANSISTOR (COLLECTOR 
CONNECTED DIRECTLY TO CASE)

sistor. The base lead also adds lumped capacitance at 
the seat and a small amount of inductance.

The extrinsic transistor has a significant effect on the 
performance of the transistor at high frequencies, but it 
is difficult to study the effects in detail because the 
effects of the extrinsic transistor cannot be isolated by 
tests made at the transistor terminals.

THE SMALL-SIGNAL CHARACTERIZATION OF 
HIGH-FREQUENCY TRANSISTORS

There are two ways in which the small-signal properties 
of a transistor may be presented to the circuit designer. 
Firstly, the transistor may be regarded as a “‘black box’” 
and the 2-port parameters measured at all the frequencies 
of interest. Six possible sets of parameters exisl.; they 
represent six different ways of presenting the same 
information, and the parameters in any one system can 
readily be converted from that system to another. Fig. 10 
illustrates the y-parameters, which are now tending to 
displace the more familiar I-parameters.

1 2 N1U1 + yiaZ"
11 = 32ii’i + Jzzi’e 

FIG. IO—ILLUSTRATING THE y-PARAMETERS OF A NETWORK

Secondly, an attempt may be made to find an equivalent 
circuit which represents as closely as possible the deccrical 
behaviour of the transistor. The equivalent circuit 
represents the transistor more compactly than does a 
table of y-parameters extending over a range of 
frequencies, and is usuaHy preferable if it can be found. 
Thus, the equivalent-ctrcuit approach was almost com - 
pletely tuccetriul in dealing with thermionic valves and 
was aamost invariably usd. The alloy transistor was 
also treated moderately succeesfuHy by the equivalent
circuit technique, but a detailed circuit worked out by 
Price and Hyde10 had no fewer than 10 extrinsic elements. 
Mesa and planar transistors have so far proved so 
difficult to characterize by equivalent circuits that the 
black-box approach is bring widely adopted. By using 
an eleccronic computer, quite complicated circuits con
taining black-box devices can be readily analysed, but 
progress in characterization by equivalent circuit would 
still be helpful in circuit synthesis. This progress could 
come about in two ways: either by the use of more power
ful mathcmatical or measuring techniques, or by further 
development of semiconductor devices in the direction of 
simplifying their deccrical behavvour.

THE CHARACTERIZATION OF SWITCHING TRANSISTORS

As a switch, the transistor is usually used in the 
common-emitter circuit of Fig. 11 (o) in which the base

k

(u) (b>

FIG. ll—BBASIC SWITCHING CIRCUIT AND ITS OPERATING CONDITIONS

is the control electrode. In this type of circuit, the 
transistormaybe in one of three states shownin Fig. 11 (b). 
which is a diagram of the collector characteristics and 
includes the load line corresponding to RL. VoHages and 
currents proper to a p-n-p transistor will be used in the 
following treatment because they simplify the dessription. 
The first of the three states, represented by point A in 
Fig. 11(b, is the “cut-off” state in which the base is held 
positive and the collector current, base current and 
emitter current are all zuo (neglecting CEO and jceoD) 
this is referred to as the “‘off” state. The second state is 
known as “saturation” and is shown by point B in 
Fig. 11(6). The base is heed negative, the collector 
voltage is smaH, the collector current is limited by the 
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load resistor Rl, and the base current is greater than that 
required to susttun the collector current; this is referred 
to as the “‘on’” condition. The third state is the active 
region, labelled C in the diagram, through which the 
transistor conditions pass during switching.

The charge-control approach is particularly useful in 
considering the switching behaviour of transistors 
because the switching time is mainly determined by the 
speed with which the charge stored in the base of the 
transistor can be supplied or withdrawn. In a simplified 
treatment of switching, it is assumed that there are three 
main regions where charge can be stored: in the base, 
in the collector depletion layer, and in the emitter 
depletion layer. The stored charge in the base consists 
of two parts; one of these, Qb, is approximately pro
portional to collector current and was described above 
under “The Transistor as a Charge-Controlled Device.” 
The other, Qbs, which is only present when the transistor 
is in the saturated state, depends on the degree of 
saturation, i.e. the amount by which the base current 
exceeds that necessary to sustaiit the collector current. 
The depletion-layer charges, Qc at the collector and Qe 
at the emitter, both depend on the widths of the depletion 
layers and, hence, to the voltages across the appropriate 
junctions. To show how these charges enter into the 
switching process, the operations of switching on and 
switching off a p~n-p transistor will be described.

When the transistor is in the off condition (point A in 
Fig. 11(b)), the emitter-base junction is reverse-biassed by 
the base being held at a positive potential, Vb, which 
determines the width of the emitter depletion layer 
Similarly, the width of the collector depletion layer is 
determined by the reverse voltage, Vcc -~ Vb, between 
collector and base, and a charge designated Qc is 
stored in the depletion layer. The charge Qb in the base 
region is zero. To switch the transistor on, the base lead 
is connected to a negative sujoppl/, causing electrons to 
flow into the base. Before the emitter can start injecting 
holes into the base region the emitter depletion layer 
must be reduced in width, necessiiating the removal of a 
charge Qe via the base connexion. When this charge 
has been removed, the emitter junction has become 
forward biassed; holes are injected into the base and 
move by diffusion and drift towards the collector. On 
arriving at the edge of the collector depletion layer the 
holes come under the influence of the relatively strong 
field existing across the depletion layer and drift rapidly 
into the collector region, giving rise to collector current. 
Thus, there is a delay between the application of the 
switching signa! to the base and the start of collector 
current, this delay being due to the time taken for the 
removal of the charge Qe and for the holes to move 
across the base. As the number of holes in the base 
mereaiei, an equal number of electrons must flow in via 
the base connexion to maintain charge neutralllty; this 
represents the charge Qb which has an approximately 
triangular distribution across the base width as described 
earlier in this article. As Qb increases, the collector 
current increases and the collector-base voltage falls 
owing to the voltage drop across load Rl; thus, the 
collector depletion layer decreases in width and its charge 
changes accordingly. The current causing this change of 
charge, Qc, flows via the base and collector leads and 
must be supplied by the circuit which is driving the 
transistor.

If sufficient drive is available at the base, the collector 

current continues to rise until the collector-base voltage 
approaches zero. When this condition is reached, the 
voltage across the collector depletion layer becomes smafi 
and holes reaching the edge of the deppetion layer are 
not swept into the collector as fast as they arrive. The 
hole concentralion at the collector boundary now builds 
up until the excess base current is balanced by the rate 
of recombination in the base, but the slope of the hole
density curve with distance, which is proportional to 
collector current, remains neatly unchanged. The 
distribution of charge in the base then assumes the form 
of Fig. 12, which shows the two parts of the charge: Qb

FIG. 12—BASE CONDITIONS IN A SATURATED TRANSISTOR

is proportion^ to collector current, and Qbs depends on 
the excess base current.

The total time taken by the transistor to switch on is 
the time taken by the external circuit to supply the 
required change in charge, Qb + Qe + Qc, plus the 
charge lost by recombination during the switching time. 
Qbs is not involved since it is supplied after the com
pletion of switch-on.

To switch the transistor off, the stored charge must be 
removed. This is usuaHy done by connecting the base to 
a positive sunnily, although the transistor would still 
switch off if the base were disconnected or joined to 
earth because the charge would eventuaHy be removed 
by recombination; this would resuR in a long switch-off 
time. Upon connexxon of the switch-off signal to the 
base, the excess base charge, Q38, must be withdrawn 
before there is any decrease in collector current. This 
results in a delay, after which Qb and, consequ^nty, the 
collector current begin to decrease. At the same time, 
the voltage drop across Rl decreases causing the collector 
depletion layer to widen and necetsrtating a change in 
Qc. FinaHy, when Qb has been reduced to zero, the 
collector current will be zero and the transistor will be 
effectively switched off; but, to restore the transistor to 
its normal off condition, a change of Qe must still occur 
in order to restore the emitter deppetion layer to its 
original width in the off condition. Thus, the switch-off 
time is determined by the time taken by the external 
circuit, helped by rtcombmation, to withdraw the charge 
Qbs + Qb + Qc

If the components of the charge could be calculated as 
simple functions of the operating conditions of the 
transistor it would be possible to predict the switching 
performance in any given circuiit. This has been done 
for alloy-junction traniistoisu (see “The Transistor as a 
Charge-Controlled Device” above), but for high-speed 
switching transistors of the mesa and planar types the 
situation is greatly complicated by unwanted storage in 
regions belonging to the ektrinsic transistor. These 
parasitic charges are large enough to upset the simple 
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approach which has been described, and circuit design 
is at present being carried out in rather empirical terms. 
As in the small-signal field, there is a need ether for 
more detailed understanding of device operation or for 
the production of devices with simpler electrical 
behaviour.

CONCLUSIONS

It has been shown how the charge-control idea can be 
used to explain the basic behaviour of both amplifying 
and switching transistors, and to account for some of the 
phenomena which arise at high speeds and high fre
quencies of operation. Modern mesa and planar tran
sistors, however, have their electrical performance at high 
frequencies complicated by the effects of the extrinsic 
transistor and by parasitic storage of carriers, and there 
is a need for belter understanding of thiese effects.
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Book Reviews

"Fernsehteehnik—Zweiter Teil.” Technik des Elektroni
schen Fernsehens. Springer-Verlag. F. Schroter. 
xvi + 586 pp. 618 ill. 98 DM.

This book is one of a series of telecommunication text 
books and is the second of two volumes on television tech
nique. While the first volume, published about six years 
ago, dealt with fundamental principles, this volume deals 
with the practical application of these principles.

The first two chapters are concerned with the problems 
of amplification, scanning and synchronization, as applied 
to current television practice, and provide a sound founda
tion for the understanding of the practical problems in
volved in transmitting, long-distance relaying, and receiving 
equipment, subjects which are dealt with extensively in 
subsequent chapters. There are also chapters dealing with 
camera techniques, recording apparatus, transmitting 
aerials and measuring techniques. A chapter on coverage 
prediction and network planning, not a subject found in 
television text books, is a welcome addition and is ex
tremely informative. The volume concludes with three 
extremely interesting chapters on new and possible future 
deveeopments, including such items as colour television, 
standards conversion including systems using different pic
ture frequencies, the possibbilty of bandwidth reduction, 
and different methods of television picture display includ
ing electroluminescent display panels.

The book is the result of contributions from several 
authors (German) drawn from their industry, broadcasting 
authorities and Post Oflice; most of the authors are 
recognized internationally as authorities on various aspects 
of television engineering. The subject matter is conse
quently dealt with authoritatively, thoroughly and at the 
same time With continual reference to its practical appli
cation to modern equipment and techniques. The diagrams 
and illustrations are excellent, profuse and well annotated, 
and, as seems to be the practice with modern German 
text books, each chapter has a wealth of references.

It is an exceelently produced book and in addition to 
being a first-class text book it provides a comprehensive 
survey of practical television technique as currently applied 
in Germany. It is indeed unfortunate that the language 
difference will limit its usefulness in this country.

R.P.F.

““Proceedings of the International Conference on the 
Physics of Semiconductors: Exeter 1962.” The Insti
tute of Physics and the Physicaa Socieey. xi + 909 pp. 
390 ill. 210s.

An international conference on the physics of semicon
ductors has been hed bi-nnially since that at Reading in 
1950 and has consseitly brought together the leading 
workers in a subject which has grown in importance, 
influenced other fields and led to many applications. The 
growth indeed has been such that some ressiriction in 
coverage has become necessary at the conferences, e.g. 
radiation damage did not figure at Exeter. Of the key 
topics remaining, the transport of eleccrical carriers (elec
trons) continues to take a prominent place. The scatter
ing processes to which the carriers are subject are still 
being studied, even in materials as well-established as 
germanium and silicon, with hot -lecttonl—carriers which 
have acquired so much energy from an electric field as to 
cease to be in thermal equilibrium with the hrysiat—being 
given specca! attention. Tunnel effect, on the other hand, 
figured hardly at all.

Optical properties have long been a fruitful subject for 
study, hoping to build up our overafl picture of semicon
ductors and the role of impurities, but the 20 or more 
contributions at this conference seem disointed and their 
importance difficult to judge. The group of papers on 
materials introduces a few comparatively new compounds 
as well as adding fresh information on such well dsiablisndd 
semiconductors as the lead salts (sulphide se-ehidd and tellu
ride), gallium arsenide and silicon carbide; the compounds 
between elements in columns 11 and VI of the periodic 
table attracted few papers, however. Surfaces were not 
forgotten and it is pleasing to see W. H. Brattain in action 
still, with an elegant technique for studying the germanium- 
d-ectrolyte interface. The report concludes with two ex - 
cellent summaries, one covering the experimdntal aspects 
and the other the theoretical. They may be personaa 
opinions, but they tingle out the more important novel 
features and the unsolved problems, and suggest the areas 
where new work is needed and likely to be rewarding.

Engineers will not find this report easy reading, any 
more than that of the preceding conferences: but the sub
ject is one which has already borne fruit for them in the 
transistor, Zener diode, varactor diode and tunnel diode 
and promises several new devices. They Wil find some study 
of the honf-renh- a guide to those things to come which 
will impinge on them.

J.RT.
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Notes and Comments
New Year Honours

The Board of Editors offers 
New Year Honours List: 
Coventry Telephone Area 
Edinburgh Telephone Area 
Engineering Department..

Engineering Department . 
Post Office Headquarters,

Scotland
Tunbridge Wells Telephone

Area

congratulations to the

• • H. T Trigg
.. J. M. Riva
.. R. W. White

.. A. Lee

.. J. Gibson

.. J. W. Hotham

following engineers honoured by Her Majesty the Queen in the

Technical Officer ..
Leading Technical Officer 
Assistant Staß’ Engineer..

Technical Officer ..
Regional Motor Trans- .. 

port Officer
Executive Engineer ..

British Empire Med!
British Empire Med!
Officer of the Most Excellent

Order of the British Empire 
British Empire Med!
Member of the Most Excellent

Order of the British Empire 
Member of the Most Excellent 

Order of the British Empire

Notes for Authors
Authors are reminded that some notes are available to 

help them prepare the manuscripts of the Journal 
articles in a way that will assist in securing uniformity of 
prrsentation, srmipify the work of the Journal’s printer 
and draughtsmen, and help ensure that authors’ wishes 
are easfiy interpreted. Any author preparing an article 
for the Journal who is not already in possesrion of the 
notes is asked to write to the Managing Editor to obtain 
a copy.

It is emphasized that al contributions to the Journal, 
including those for Regional Notes and Associate 
Section Notes, must be typed, with double spacing 
between lines, on one side only of each sheet of paper.

Each circuiit diagram or sketch should be drawn on a 
separate piece of paper; neat penccl sketches are all that 
are required. Photographs should be clear and sharply 
focused. Prints should preferably be glossy and should 
be unmounted, any notes or captions being written on a 
separate sheet of paper. Negatives or plates are not 
needed and should not be supplied.

Circulation of The Post Office Electrical Engineers’ 
Journal

The Board of Editors is pleased to note the continuing 
increase in the circulation of the Journal, as shown by 
the following statistics.

Journal Issue Number of Copies Printed

Vol. 56, Part 1, Apr. 1963 26,600

Vol. 56, Part 2, July 1963 27,300

Vol. 56, Part 3, Oct. 1963 27,800

Vol. 56, Part 4, Jan. 1964 28,400

Approximately 10 per cernt of the Journals are sold 
to overseas readers in more than 50 countries.

Institution of Post Office Electrical Engineers
Retired Members

The following members, who retired during 1963, have 
retained their membership of the Institution under Rule 
11 (a):

W. T. Palmer 12 Belsize Grove, Hampstead, London, 
N.W.3. ' '

G. A. Rutland, 75 Copt Elm Road, Charlton Kings, 
Cheltenham, Gloucester.

G. J. Smith, 27 Wallingford Road, Handworth, Wilms- 
low, Cheshire.

W. J. Pemberton, 12 Dentwood Grove, Bristol, 9.
C. E. Moffatt, 53 Hill View, Westbury-on-Trym, Bristol.
W. B. Duncan, M.B.E., No. 2A Dalavitch, By Taynuilt, 

Argyll, Scotland.
J. Duff, 12 Woodbourne Road, Sale, Cheshire.
J. G. Stratton, 1 Warltersville Way, Balcornbe Road, 

Horley, Surrey,
C. K. Jones, Moorstey Banks House, Crossgate Moor, 

Durham.
A. W. Webb, 114 Henderland Road, Bearsden, Glasgow, 

Scotland.
S. Pendry, 4 Poyle Road, Guildford, Surree.

Subscriptions and Income Tax Relief
Members are reminded that, as announced in the April 

1959 issue of the Journal, the Commissioners of Inland 
Revenue have approved the Institution of Post Office Elec
trical Engineers for the purposes of Section 16 of the 
Finance Act, 1958, and that the whole of the annual sub
scription paid by a member who qualifies for relief under 
that section will be allowable as a deduction from the 
amount of his sahry assessable for income tax under 
Schedule E.

The relief has applied rince the tax year ending 5 April 
1959. Members (Corporate and Corresponding) should 
make claim for the relief to the appropriate tax offices 
on Form P358, which can be obtained from a tax office.

Nuffield Talking Book Library for the Blind
The above organization has asked the Institution to pub

licize its appeal for volunteers to help service long-playing- 
record and tape reproduce’ equipment in blind persons' 
homes. Post Office technical staff, by virtue of their know
ledge and experience in this and allied fields, are clearly
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well suited for this work. The machines are basically 
simple radio amplifiers, and full circuit diagrams and guid
ance notes would be provided.

Volunteers are required throughout the country and a 
central organization, based on Wembley, Middlesex, would 
contact a volunteer nearest the home of a blind person re
porting a fault or asking for help.

Post Office staflf willing to assist in this work, or requiring 
further information, should apply to Mr. D. Finlay-Max
well, Honorary Organizer of Servicing Volunteers Nuf- 
field Talking Book Library for the Blind, J. Gladstone & 
Co,, Ltd., Galasheils, Scotland, in the first instance, who 
will supply all details.

It will be appreciated that neither the Post Office nor the 
Institution undertakes any responnibiiity in this matter and 
that all arrangements are between the volunteer and the 
Nuffield Talking Book Library organization.

S. Welch,
General Secretory.

Additions to the Library
Library requisition forms are available from Honorary 

Local Secretaries, from Associate Section Centre Secretaries 
and representatives, and from the Librarian, I.P.O.E.E., 
G.P.O., 2-12 Gresham Street, London, E.C.2.
2738 Automatic Control Handbook. G. A. T. Burdett (Brit.

1962).
Surveys and provides practical information on all 

aspects of the subject. Covers mechanical, electrical, 
rlrctronic, hydraulic, electro-hydraulic, pneumatic, 
pneumatic-hydraulic, electro-pneumatic, and process 
or temperature-operated control techniques.

2739 Fundamentals of Ultrasonics. J. Blitz (Brit. 1963).
A general textbook for physics students.

2740 Digilaa Techniques. D. W. Davies (Brit. 1963).
A book for those who use digital electronics as a 

tool rather than as an end in itself; the experimenter 
who wishes to prepare data for a computer rather than 
the computer designer.

2741 Science, Industry and Soccaa Policy. Kt. Denbigh 
(Brit. 1953).
A commentary on the soccal aspects of applied science 
in industry.

2742 Electric Space Heating. J. J. Barton (Brit. 1963).
Aimed at electtrical engineers and instaHation con

tractors as well as the general public.

2743 More Mathematical Puzzles and Diversions. M. Gard
ner (Amer. 1963).

A further selection from the “‘Scientific American’”.
2744 Radio and Line Transmission Vol. 1. G. L. Danielson 

and R. S. Walker (Brit. 1963).
Covers the syllabus for the Radio and Line Trans

mission A examination of the City and Guilds Tele
communication Technicians Course.

2745 Colour Prints: The Photographic Technique of the 
Colour Positive. J. H. Coote (Brit. 1963).

Covers the theory and practice of making colour 
prints.

2746 The Young Scientist (a collection of articles by ex
perts in various subjects'). W. Abbott (Editor) (Brit. 
1962).

An introduction to some of the fields of science 
open to young people.

2747 Project Telstar. G. Oakley (Brit. 1962).
Tells the story of the creation and launching of 

Telstar.
2748 Teaching Machines. B. Fine (Brit. 1963).

An explanation and evaluation of the new tech
nique.

2749 The Living Sea. J. Y. Cousteau and J. Dugan (French 
1963).

The experiences culminating in a stay of one week 
under water by two men.

2750 Modern Physics (Including Atomic and Nuclear 
Physics). D. E. Caro, J. A. McDonell and B. M. 
Spicer (Brit. 1962).

Covers the subject at advanced levee, but goes 
further than the immediate requirements of the 
examination.

2751 Microwave Tubes and Semiconductor Devices. G. D. 
Sims and I. M. Stephenson (Brit. 1963).

Surveys the principles of operation of microwave 
valves and their uses.

2752 Transistor Television Receivers. T. D. Towers (Brit. 
1963).

Sets out the principaa features of transistor tele
vision receivers and how they differ from valve sets. 
The approach is practical, and examples are drawn 
from various countries.

W. D. Florence,
Librarian.

Book Review
“Transistor Television Recejvvrs—a Survey of World 

Circuitry.” T. D. Towers, M.B.E., H.A., B.Sc.,
A.M.I.E.E., Grad.Brit.I.R.E. fliffe Books, Ltd., 194 
pp. 188 ill. 55s.

As its title suggests, this book comprises a survey of the 
circuitry employed in commercially-produced, broadcast- 
trirvision receivers. Designs from British, Japanese and 
US. practice form the bulk of the material used; one 
Russian receiver is discussed but, although the dust cover 
mentions French, German and Italian practice, no named 
examples are given.

The book is well produced, the diagrams are clear and 
the text has an easy style: British Standard Institution re
commendations are not always followed but the depar
tures are unlikely to disturb the average reader. There is 
no bibliography as such, but occasional references appear 
in the body of the text.

Existing circuit arrangements are systematical discussed 
in detail but the information given on design techniques 
and receiver performance is far from complete. Receivers 
for negative modulation and f.m. sound are mentioned in 
so far as they are used abroad, but there is no discussion 
of u.h.f. tuners or colour-television receivers. The im
pression obtained from the book is that while transistors 
offer considerable advantages for sman. battery-driven, 
portable receivers, this is not yet so for normal domestic 
rrcei'verr; for example, transistors suitable for line-output 
stages to drive the large' picture tubes are only just be
coming available.

The book would be difficult to follow without some prior 
knowledge of the principles of receiver design. It will be 
of most use to designers and service engineers wishing to 
enlarge their field to include transistor-type receivers. but 
other electronics engineers will find it of some interest.

J.W.A.
l.P.O.E.E. Library No. 2752.
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Regionaa Notes
Scotland

BRIDGE COLLAPSE AT WILSONTOWN
The Denny-Libberton low-capacity carrier cables, which 

cross a gully at Wilsontown via a bridge on the A706, were 
left with no Vsible means of support when part of the 
bridge collapsed in March, 1963.

As the ground in the vicinity of the parapets still standing 
was very unstable, it was necessary to devise some method 
of support which would distribute the load over as large 
a.n area as possible. The scarfed portions of two 24 ft 
light poles were bolted together and the 25 ft gap was 
bridged with an adequate overlap at each end.

The road authority took advantage of the situation to 
widen the bridge approximately 3 ft.

When the bridge had been rebuilt up to road levd, the 
ducts were re-aligned and bedded in concrete.

G.N.C.

COAXIAL CABLES DAMAGED BY A BURST 
HYDRAULIC WATER MAIN

On Friday, 29 November, 1963, one tube of the 
Glasgow-Kirk o’ Shotts coaxial cable developed a short
circuit, and the fault was measured to the junction of 
George Street, and Shuttle Street, Glasgow. At this point 
eight coaxial cables, totalling 26 coaxial tubes, cross George 
Street, which is a main thoroughfare, and go down Shuttle 
Street to the television-network switching centre.

It had already been observed that the Glasgow Corpora
tion Water Department were working at the junction of 
George Street and Shuttle Street, and on the Saturday 
morning the full extent of the damage became apparent. A 
hydraulic main had burst, and the water had poured into 
the railway tunnel, which passes under the road at this point, 
and churned out a large cavity under the roadway, under
mining the Post Office ducts and other services. The road
way collapsed, as shown in the photograph, bringing down a

DAMAGE CAUSED BY THE BURST HYDRAULIC WATER MAIN

stred-lighting standard and damaging the gas mains and 
domestic water mains as well as most of the eight coaxial 
cables.

Since the duct was damaged, it was necessary to do an 
overground substitution. A narrow channel was dug in 
the road surface down to the concrete base, and 16 coaxial 
interruption cables were laid across the road from the 
manholes on either side. All the working coaxial tubes 
were changed over by the Monday morning.

The Post Office work was slowed down over the week
end by the presence of gas and the necessity to repair the 
hydraulic main before the Post Office ducts could be fully 
exposed and the extent of the damage assessed. There 
was the fullest co-operation between all the services. At 
one time the Gas Department was cutting an eleccric cable 
with a Post Office hack-saw. Jacks from the Water Depart
ment were used to shore-up the sides of the excavation above 
the Post Office ducts. The Highways Department provided a 
mechanical shovel to remove surplus soil, the police pro - 
vided very necessary control of traffic and the Post Office 
supplied flashing amber beacons either side of the road to 
warn the approaching traffic during the hours of darkness.

During the following week the damaged ducts and cables 
were recovered. New ducts were concreted into position 
and new cables drawn-in across the road. By the following 
Sunday the change-over of the eight coaxial cables was 
complete.

In spite of the extensive damage and the limited time 
during which work is permitted on television coaxial tubes. 
the whole operation was carried out remarkably quickly 
and with the minimum of interruption to service, par
ticularly to the television programs.

P.H.M.

London Telecommunications Region
REBUILDING POLLARDS EXCHANGE MANHOLE

The work to be described extended over a period of fully 
six years from start to finish. The original manhole was 
far too smaff for the cables in it, let alone the anticipated 
growth. A duct seal had been provided between it and 
the cable chamber but, apart from the lead plate, there 
was no support for the cables passing through. The man
hole was found to be built with three walls only, and was 
partially supported by the building foundations.

About the same time as the inadequacy of the exchange 
manhole became apparent, the water-tighnness of the cable 
chamber was causing concern. As the asphalt tanking of 
the building had given way, it was decided to remove all 
fixings in the floor and walls of the cable chamber so that 
new cement renderings might be applied. Steelwork, which 
had been added to reinforce the cable chamber so that it 
could be used as an air-raid Stelter, provided temporary 
ceiling supports with the aid of slotted bars and studding. 
The rendering of the cement was, as far as posssble, a 
continuous operation; demarcation between old and new 
work resulted in some joints which tended to allow seepage 
of moisture, but the amount was very little and the work 
can be considered succmssuh New-style ironwork for 
supporting the cables was then planned, and in due course 
erected.

Meanwhile, trial excavations between the manhole and 
the kerb, and over the roof of the manhole, enabled the 
planning of a larger manhole to proceed. As the new 
manhole was to be connected to the structure of the ex
change building, it was arranged for it to be built by the 
Ministry of Public Building and Works, which had a 
program of modernization to carry out, including the 
provision of a new public office. It was esssntial for the 
manhole work to be given priority as the new structure 
was to occupy nearly the whole width of the footway and 
would have completely blocked off access to the new office. 
The vacant ground-floor premises conveniently accommo
dated the building materials necessary, so reducing the 
encroachment into the roadway for pedestrians to a 
reasonable and safe minimum.

The original manhole had been connected to the sewer. 
but it could only be partially drained. As the new manhole 
had to be deeper to give more working space, a sump was 
provided and a float-operated eleccric pump installed. The 
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single duct seaa separating the two chambers has been re
placed by three others on the outgoing routes (up, down, 
and across the main road), a total of 54 ways. The oppor
tunity was taken to build 14 additional steels into the 
boundary wall to provide for growth beyond the original 
planned limit of the first-floor main distribution frame.

A mode was made, to one-twelfth scale, of the new 
manhole and the adjoining cable chamber. This mode 
was used to determine the best plan for rearranging the 
cables, and was left on rite as a guide to those carrying

to 100 ft/mnute Throughout, the cabling, notes were taken
of rope speeds and maximum rope tensions.

Where conditions made a single pull inadvisable, the 
cable was drawn-in in two parts. Firstly, the cable was 
pulled in one direction with the drum at an intermediate 
point. The remainder of the cable was then taken off: the 
drum, laid in a figure of eight on the pavement, and then 
drawn-in in the other direction. As may be seen in the 
photograph, no difficulty was experienced in getting the 
centre of the bight into the shaft of a manhole. Experience

VIEW OF THE MANHOLE UNDER CONSTRUCTION AT POLLARDS 
EXCHANGE

CENTRE OF THE EIGHT OF 1,800 PR.. 4 LB/MILE POLYTHENE UNIT
TWIN CABLE ENTERING THE MANHOLE

out the work. As may be seen from the photograph, the 
cramped working conditions in the old manhole, the tem
porary slinging necessary while the new manhole was built, 
the transfer to ceiling supports while the floor was 
rendered, and the change to the final bearers were far from 
ideal for cabling. Only a few of the cables were planned 
to be renewed, or pieced out, and now it is hard to realize 
that many of the original cables appear in the finished 
work.

At a late stage in planning, the need for gas pressuriza
tion was made known, and, in conjunction with the overhaul 
of cables, gas seals were provided above the new tacking 
bars.

The whole operation was completed without any faults. 
Coaxial cables carrying television circuits were included 
among those rearranged. Great credit is due to the con
struction workmen whose patience was equal to the demands 
put upon them. AFT

Wales and Border Counties
LONG-LENGTH CABLING AT CHESTER

A major development scheme requiring 9% miles of 
experimental long-length cabling, using paper-core unit
twin (P.C.U.T.) polythene-sheathed and polythene unit
twin (U.T.) cables in sizes varying from 1,800 pr., 41b/mile 
to 250 pr., 1011/mile cable, is in progress at Chester.

The cable drums vary from 8 ft 0 in. to 4 ft 6 in. dia
meter, the heaviest drum weighing 4 ton 3 cwt. The lengths 
drawn-in varied from 791 yd of 1,400 pr., 4 lb/mile cable 
to 250 yd of 250 pr., 10 lb/mile cable. Most of these 
lengths needed the use of lengths of rope joined together 
by keystone links and swivels. The cable was connected 
to the pulling rope in the usuaa way, ussng cable grips and 
swivels, and the ends of the cables were consolidated by 
driving steel spikes, end on, into the core. A 4-ton diesri- 
driven hydraulic winch was used to draw in the cables, the 
rope speed of which is continuously variable from zero 

showed that the length of the cables that could be drawn-in 
was limited mainly by two factors: the first is the size of the 
drum, the limit for which is thought to be 7 ft diameter. 
the second is the layout of the track. On straight tracks and 
tracks with a curve in one direction, no difficulty was 
experienced, but in S-shaped tracks the rope tension in - 
creased conssderabby. For one such length, it was necessary 
to fleet the cable from joint box to joint box. Cables were 
drawn-In around right-angle bends using cable-recovery 
rollers see: up in the manhole at the bend. As each length 
was drawn-in, the ends were seated using a lead plug. 
Schrader valves were fitted in the plug and the length put 
under pressure for 24 hours. Throughout all the cabling 
operations control was kept by v.h.f. radio, with sets at 
the drum and winch ends, and walkie-talkie sets at the 
intermediate points.

Jointing was conventional, the conductors bring twist- 
jointed and insulated with paper or polythene sleeves de
pending on the type of cable. The searing of the cables 
on the scheme was experimental, using polythene sleeves 
and epoxy putty. Some difficulty was experienced due to 
the strong smeA of the putty, but this was overcome and 
it is expected that future supplies or changes in technique 
will eliminate this trouble altogether. The P.C.U.T. cables 
incorporated an rlumimum-foil water barrier, which was 
bonded across at each joint with p.v.c.-insulat^d wire. The 
cable sheaah and the polythene sleeve were prepared to 
receive the putty mixture by wrapping each with one turn 
of the polythene-coated aluminium tape. This was heed in 
place with turns of copper wire, which was then heated 
until the polythene on the tape fused with the polythene of 
the cable sheath. The copper wire was then removed and 
the aluminium foil painted with clear Bostik. The putty 
mixture was then put on, and wiped ussng a moleskin 
and cold water. Each joint was fitted with a Schrader 
valve and tested to a pressure of 201b/in2.

The polythene U.T. cables were terminated direct on 
the M.D.F., the cable being taken via the cable chamber
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to the bottom horizontal bar of the M.D.F. At this point, 
the polythene sheath was stripped off and the pairs divided 
into groups of 400 pairs, each group being terminated on 
one vertical. Forming was done geneeaHy on the conven
tional lines although lacing was not used. The whole of the 
cable, from the bottom horizontal bar to the fuse mount - 
ings, was bound with a 50 per cent overlap of 1 in. plastic 
adhesive tape, which was coloured grey to suit the paint
work of the frame. The taped form was secured to the 
bars at 6 in. intervals using three overlapping turns of the 
tape.

This long-length cabling scheme resulted in a saving 
of both cabling and jointing time; for example, the number 
of joints was reduced by at least two thirds.

' G.W.G.

Midland Region
INTRODUCTION OF TELEPRINTER AUTOMATIC 

SWITCHING AT THE ENGLISH ELECTRIC
CO., LTD., STAFFORD

Following a survey of the teleprinter system used by 
the English Electric Co., Ltd., and its associated companies, 
it was decided to replace the existing manual system by an 
automatic switching system. The existing private network 
was served by a Switchboard Teleprinter No. 13, and had 
four local internal teleprinters and 11 external teleprinters 
as far afield as Bradford and London. To enable informa
tion on tape to be transmitted to any or all of the stations, 
an auto-transmitter was connected at the Stafford station. 
This network served the dense traffic routes and was aug
mented by normal Telex working for the less heavvly 
loaded routes.

The automatic switching equipment needed to be 
installed in a room apart from the teleprinter room, and 
to solve accommodation problems it was decided to install 
the switching equipment in the telephone exchange at 
Stafford. Two Equipments Telex No. l, with the junction 
circuits modified to permit back-to-back working, were 
installed, thus giving a fully automatic service to a 
maximum of 20 stations, with ten simultaneous inter
connexions.

Arrangements were made by the Stoke-on-Trent Area for 
dialling facilities to be provided at all the existing tele
printer installations. This raised accommodation problems 
at several stations, and, where the new equipment could not 
be installed alongside the existing installation, the new 
station equipment was built up and tested in whatever 
accommodation was available and reinstalled in its 
permanent position on the day of the change-over.

At Safford. a room adjacent to the existing switchboard 
and teleprinter room was provided and speciatly-drsignrd 
bench-type tables were fitted along opposite walls of the 
room. One side of the room was fitted to take four 
stations, with an auto-transmitter switchable to two stations, 
and an off-line teleprinter. The other side took two pairs of 
Telex stations, sharing auto-transmitters, and had hatch
ways opening into the despatch room at each end, one for 
incoming and one for outgoing messages, thus avoiding 
the delays and interruptions caused by messages being 
delivered by staff.

As the existing mauuat-urtwork circuits were to be used 
for the automatic network on transfer, it was arranged to 
test out all new stations during the week preceding the 
transfer by having the circuits released and switched, one 
at a time, to two of the Stafford stations which had been 
made to work on spare pairs back to the switching centre. 
This avoided any serious interruption of the existiing net
work, tests being made during the quieter periods.

The conscientious efforts of all staff engaged on the 
installation and the excellent co-operation received from 
all Areas concerned, enabled the transfer to automatic 
working to be made smoothly and rfficienniy.

The photograph shows one ride of the teleprinter room

THE TELEPRINTER ROOM AT THE ENGLISH ELECTRIC Co., LTD.

at the English Electric Co., Ltd., Stafford. The noise in 
the room has been reduced by the use of acoustic tiles on 
all walls and the ceiling, and by floor carpeting; the 
overafl effect is a room of pleasant, quiet efficiency.

W.H. & H.T.

Home Counties Region
THE MEDWAY BRIDGE ON THE M2 MOTORWAY

Advance ducts have been provided in the M2 motor - 
way Medway Bridge, and consist of six ways in sted 
or pitch-fibre on the north side of the bridge, and a smgle 
6 in. steel pipe on the south side. The 6 in. pipe is primarily 
intended for a possible future waveguide, but has also been 
utilized to carry the emergency telephone cable which runs 
throughout the length of the 25-mile-loug motorway. Apart 
from electric cables for navigation lights and future street
lighting, the Post Office is the only public utility under
taking with plant installed in the bridge.

The bridge with its approach viaducts is 3,272 ft long 
and is constructed in pre-stressed concrete. The main river
spans, apart from a 100 ft section in the centre, were con
structed in box-girder form of in-situ concrete and were 
cantilevered out from two main river-piers. The viaduct 
spans are of composite beam-and-slab coustructiou as is 
the suspended span in the centre of the bridge, the deck 
of which is 116 ft above the ordnance datum-level. The 
photograph shows a genera! view of the bridge from the 
west bank.

VIEW OF THE MEDWAY BRIDGE FROM THE WEST BANK
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On the viaduct and the centre spans, the ducts (all of 
steel) were suspended from mild-steel cradles under the 
decks of both the north and south sides. The fastenings 
for these cradles were cast in the underside of the deck 
slab, and spaced at 10 ft intervals. To prevent injury to 
the duct protection, all hangers were wrapped with lappings 
of polyvinyl-chloride (p.v.c.) tape before being clamped 
in position.

The steel pipes were hoisted by crane to a convenient 
position near each abutment under the deck beams, and 
then manhandled out along the viaduct spans and lifted 
manually into position. This difficult and hazardous 
operation was carried out from scaffold planks supported 
on timber struts laid across the ledges at the base of the 
I-beams at a height of 50-100 ft above the ground. The 
cantilevered box-girder sections, which are 35 ft in height 
over the main river-piers, taper to allow about 6 ft of 
headroom at the ends of each arm. No advance ducts have 
been provided through these sections on the south side 
of the bridge as access is readily available should a wave
guide be required in the future. On the north side, how
ever, a nest of six pitch-fibre pipes has been provided in flat 
formation. It is possible to walk through thiese sections, 
access being gained through openings in the hard shoulders 
at each end of the cantilever arms, and the ducts are 
supported just above floor level on wooden cradles bolted 
to the floor. The cradles are fitted at 10 ft intervals, and 
the ducts are clamped in postion to prevent movement 
down the slopes of the arms towards the main river-piers. 
Cable bearers and anchor irons were cast into the walls 
to facilitate cable laying through the web over the piers.

There are 24 jointing chambers or access points, their 
entrances being situated in the hard shoulders along the 
\length of the bridge. Thiese have been provided:
; (a) where it was necessary to change direction of the 
Cncts, e.g. at acceleration and decelc|■alion zones, 

2“ at expansion joints and at either end of the 100 ft 
centre suspended span,

(0) a“ the abutments at each end of the bridge, and 
(d) where required for pull-through and jointing pur- 

p 0865.
The jointing chambers are suspended from % in. bolts 

cast into the underside of the deck slab, and are con
structed with 3 in. X 3 in. X % in. galvanized-steer angle- 
irons. Mild-steel cable-carrier trays, % in. thick, form the 
ends of the chambers and will be used to support cables 
from the ducts to the floor of the chambers. Steel mesh, 
bolted into frames, completely surrounds each chamber to 
prevent per^onnee falling. A11 steeework used for Post Office 
plant was galvanized and painted to prevent corrosion, and 
all lock-nuts used in the construction of jointing chambers

were tightened and tack-welded to stop them from being
loosened by traffic vibration. The floors of the jointing
chambers are of specta^y-srIectrd soft wood treated with
a copper-chrome water-borne preservative.

It was necessary to cater for the movements which will 
take place in the bridge as a result of temperature varia
tions, and a typical arrangement of Post Office plant, ex
cluding the cable, at an expansion joint is shown in the 
sketch. This is the joint, deigned for a maximum lateraa

TYPICAL ARRANGEMENT AT AN EXPANSION JOINT

movement of 5 in., between a viaduct and a cantilevered 
span. The ducts passing through the ends of the viaduct 
beams are grouted in postion, but pass through holes in the 
ends of the box girders with a clearance of 1% in. rii round 
the pipes. At these points, the pipes rest on hard-wood blocks 
bolted to the walls so that movements in the bridge do not 
damage the pipes. Timber cable-platforms have been fitted 
to accommodate the slack which will be left in each cable 
at this point to prevent them from being stretched and so 
damaged by lateral movements of the bridge. The sketch 
also shows the arrangement adopted for clamping the 
pitch-fibre ducts to the floors of the box-girder sections.

The west abutment of the bridge is formed in two parts; 
one part, which is also a bridge over the London-Ramsgate 
railway, is made with mass concrete, and the other is 
constructed with cellular reinforced-concrete. Advantage 
has been taken of the latter form of construction to trans
form two adjacent cells into jointing or access chambers 
by the addition of entrances, timber floors, and standard
type and wall-type cable bearers. This enables the duct lines 
to change direction from the hard shoulder to the verge 
where a 6-way earthenware duct has been laid across the 
slip road to the grass verge. From this postion, the duct 
can readily be extended along the motorway as and when 
required. J.I.W.

Associate Section Notes
Bletchley Centre

In October, a talk on the work of the Port of London 
Authority was given by Mr. Sharman, covering the history 
and constitution of the authority, its varied services to its 
customers in the Port of London, and the problem of 
working a port on tidal waters.

An “Any Questions?” panel was organized for Novem
ber, the team being Mrs. Maude, Mr. F. J. Lee (Principal 
of the Regional Training School, Home Counties Region), 
Mr. Maxwel (prospective Labour candidate) and Mrs. 
Kellett (prospective Conservative candidate); Mr. A. H. C. 
Knox (Chief Regional Engineer) was Chairman for the 
evening.

In Deccmberr the new telephone exchange at Luton was 
visited after its official opening. Many members had been 
concerned in the conssruction of this large installation and 
so were pleased te see the end product; we are indeed all 
very grateful to the staff of Luton for showing us found. 

Also in December Mr. T. Quinn, of Creed and Co., Ltd., 
gave members a talk on the history and evolution of the 
teleprinter. Mr. Quinn described the various products 
from the wide range made by the company for the tele
graph and data-processing fields, how they were deveeoped, 
and how the company has progressed since the early 1900s.

In January, members visited G.E.C. (Telecommunica
tions) Ltd., Coventry, where they viewed with interest the 
assembly and testing of 700-type telephones, switches and 
relays of all types, U.A.X. units, and transmission equip
ment. Visits were also made to the machine shops to see 
how the smafl parts that form the complex equipment 
were produced. This was followed by a visit to the trans
former shops where many types of transformers, from the 
large to the very small, are made. This tour, which was 
made on a Friday, ended the week as a very enjoyable 
day out.

The membership of the Centre is now steady at about
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HO; although we gain new members, any increase is soon 
offset by members being promoted.

A.J.H.
Bath Centre

In July, a party of our members visited the horticultural 
research station, which is associated with the University of 
Bristol, at Long Ashton. Members were conducted on a 
tour of the laboratories and greenhouses where research 
into plant; nutrition, virus control and plant breeding is 
carried on.

During August, a factory of W. D. and H. O. Wills, 
Bristol, the tobacco and cigarette manufacturers, was 
visited. The members of the party were shown the com
plete process of the manufacture of cigarettes, commencing 
with the reception of the tobacco from the bonded ware
houses, to the dispatch of cigarettes by road and rail to 
various parts of the country.

Sunday, 15 September was the day chosen for a social 
event:, a treasure hunt by car in the Cotswold country. It 
included a picnic in Badminton Park, and provided mem - 
bers and their families with a pleasant afternoon on one 
of the warmest and sunniest days of the year. Thanks are 
due to Messrs. M. J. Moxham and P. G. Martin for 
organizing a very entertaining event.

The first of the lectures of the winter session was held 
at the Technical College, Bath, where Mr. D. L. Benson, 
Telephone Electronic Exchange Systems Development 
Branch, Engineering Department, gave a very interesting 
lecture called “An Introduction to the Electronic 
Exchange.’” This meeting was well attended. The numerous 
and varied questions asked, indicated the interest shown 
in the subject by members of the audience.

In December, Mr. Rudge, Engineering Branch, South 
Western Region, gave an interesting talk on the develop
ment of subscriber trunk dialling (S.T.D.) in the Bath area, 
and also described the plans for the new telephone exchange 
now being built at Bath. This was followed by a paper 
entitled “Some Observations on S.T.D.,’” given by Mr. 
L. W. F. Vranch, Chairman of the Centre, who drew on 
his own experience of maintaining S.T.D. equipment to 
provide members with an interesting paper.
’ ' ' " R.R.D.

Swindon Centre
A visit was made to Southampton docks in September, 

culminating in a conducted tour of the 8.8. United States. 
Following this, in October the final visit of the summer 
was made to the A.T.V. television studios at Boreham 
Wood.

Local Semor Sectton members Messrs. E. J. Hayward 
and J. Masefield commenced the winter activities by giving 
most interesting talks on “The Pay-On-Answer Coinbox” 
and “Maintenance Control,’” in October and November, 
respecttvely. Attendances at both of thiese meetings were 
most disappointing but the Committee are hopeful of better 
results with the planned future activities, which include a 
joint meeting with the Gloucester Centre.

A.J.B.
Barnstaple Section

The details of the 19(53-64 program were as follows:
12 Novembee: “The Fire Service,” by Mr. L. F. Orgar, 

Divisional Offiter, Devon Fire Service.
10 Decembee: “Radio and T.V. Interference, and the 

Problems of T.V. Reception,” by Mr. P. W. Crouch, 
Regionaa Office, Bristol.

14 January: “An Introduction to the Electronic Tele
phone Exchange,’” by Mr. D. L. Benson, Telephone 
Electronic Exchange Systems Development Branch, 
Engineering Department.

13 February: “P.B.X.’s—A Current Review of Develop
ment,” by Mr. A. I. Forty, Subscribers’ Apparatus 
and Miscellaneous Services Branch, Enginewing 
Department.

10 March: “Nuclear Electric Powee/” by Mr. W. J.
Prior, Station Superintendent, Hinkley Point atomic
power station.

9 April: Annual generaa meeting, and a film show.
The Officers and Committee of the Centre are as 

follows: Chairman: Mr. R. Hl. Palmee; Secteraay: Mr. 
H. J. Hutchings; Treasurer: Mr. F. D. Cofwill; Committee: 
Messrs. J. N. Gould, W. W. Holbourn, C. H. Langdon, 
R. G. Lawrence, A. G. Somerville and C. L. Wright.

Interest in the activities of the Centre has been main
tained, and membership is slowly growing. A trip made 
in the summer to the experimental saadhe ground station 
at Goonhfily Downs was greatly appreciated and ennoyed 
b vail. ’

H.J.H.

Reading Centre
The Reading Centre has again enjoyed a very succersful 

season, evidenced by increased membership and attendance 
at meetings. The subjects this year have included a talk 
on the problems of atomic radiation in industry;an intro
duction to S.T.D. (the first of a series on the subject); a 
talk by a memberr Mr. G. Toms, on radio interference, and 
an exciting quiz between Reading and Newbury Centres. 
The winning team are willing to challenge teams from 
neighbouring Centres.

Talks by our own members are enthusiasticaUy received 
by large audiences, and the Centre is encouraging the 
members to contribute talks and papers by making an 
award on each suctesfful occasion. In February, Mr. W. 
West of this Centre spoke about diode gate circuits. The 
concluding talk of the season is to be on the “M4 Motor - 
way in Berkshire,” by a member of the staff of the 
Berkshire County Crunch.

P.L.C. ,

Aberdeen Centre ri
On 26 October, a number of our members traveled by 

coach from Aberdeen to visit, in the morning, the air-traffic 
controf tower at R.N.A.S. Lossiemouth, and, in the after
noon, Glenburgte distillery. Some of our out-station mem
bers joined the coach en route. In the air-traffic control 
tower, the party were shown the various operational 
features of flight control and direction finding, the 
meteorologicaa room, and the air-traffic control room, the 
latter being perhaps the most interesting. A very 
enlightening explanation was given on the operation and 
layout of the air-traffic control desk, which had been 
deveeoped after extensive work study. A very informative 
morning was the opinion of the party.

After an rniovablr lunch in Elgin, the party travelled 
about six miles for their next “port of caH.” Glenburgie 
distillery is smafi in comparison to the Speyssde distilleries, 
but is perhaps unique in that it produces two distinct 
blends of sppiriit under the same roof. The batch process of 
making the malt whisky was followed through from the 
barley hoppers via the grain grinder, the sugar-extraction 
vats, the fermentation vats, the steam-heated stills, the 
sppirit safe, to the final article.

Reluctantiy, the party boarded the coach for the home
ward journey after a very pleasant and eniovable day.

Our November meeting consisted of a visit to Intw- 
national Computers and Tabulators, Ltd., Aberdeen, to 
which the s:af of the Clerical, Sales, and Traffic Divisions 
were invited. Due to the large response received, we had 
to arrange for three visits on 28 November 5 December 
and 16 January. A talk was given on the principles of a 
punched-card system and the machines used to perform 
different processes. An explanation was also given on the' 
punched cards used for the telephone accounting system. 
A lively discussion followed the talk, and this slightly 
reduced the time left for drmonsiratmg some of the 
machines.

D.W. and G.D.A.
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Dundee Centre
Increased attendance brings ample reward to the com - 

mittee, and the renewed interest being shown by members 
indicates even greater things to come. Since our excellent 
visit to Aberdeen in September, we have been informed 
by heads of Divisions under the title “‘What Does the 
Other Man Do?”, advised about “The Stock Exchange,” 
and have paid a visit to the sugar factory at Cupar, Fife. 
The closing meeting of December was an excellent film on 
“The Kariba Story.”

The program for 1964 included a visit to Morphy 
Richards (Astral), Ltd., a talk on the “Tay Road Bridge,” 
and a risit to Craigowl Hill for a lecture on “‘The Back
bone System” and a look at the television link there

R.T.L.

Middletbrough Centre
At the opening meeting, on 29 October of the 19(63-64 

selsion, Mr. Purvis presented a paper entitled “The 
Development of the Motor Car.” Some 20 members 
attended the meeting. Mr. Purvis dealt with every aspect 
of his subject from the days when the motor car was 
invented, the subsequent development of the early models, 
to the most recent invention, the rotary engine. At question 
time, many problems were discussed and solutions offered 
by the author.

On 26 November Mr. E. A. Clarke presented an inter
esting and humorous lecture on “Photography.” On this 
occrtton 30 members attended.

On 17 December 20 members visited the A.E.I. works 
at West Hartlepool to see the manufacture of telephone
exchange equipment and subscribers’ apparatus, items so 
commonplace in our working day.

One of our members, Mr. D. Watkins, was awarded 
first prize in the North Eastern Region “Journal Shield 
Award—9663 Series” for his paper “The Search for 
Minerals.”

At a committee meeting on 6 January, Mr. E. E. Sparkes 
was co-opted as Chairman, and Messrs. J. C. Meek and 
R. D. Purvis were co-opted to the Committee. The Centre 
would like to take this opportunity of recognizing the work 
done by Mr. Williams, who has recently been promoted to 
Assistant Engineer during his years as Secretary and 
Chairman of the Middlesbrough Centre.

D.C.

Sheffield Centre
The 19(63-64 sessson opened with a visit to the waggon 

works of Craven, Ltd., Sheffield. The party saw many 
kinds of coachwork for railway carriages and other modes 
of transport, used both in the United Kingdom and 
overseas.

In July, a party of members and their families enjoyed 
a day in Chester including a visit to Chester zoo. This 
was a social outing, thoroughly enjoyed by all who 
attended.

As a sequel to a recent lecture on domestic sound 
reproduction, a small party visited the factory of Wharfe- 
dale Wirekiss Works, Ltd., manufacturers of all kinds of 
loudspeakers. Mr. Ki. F. Russel the technical manager 
and his assSsSant Mr. Jamieson, who presented a paper 
at the Centre two months ago, arranged the visit.

On 8 October, a party of members visited the Neepsend

power station, Sheffield. This station is of the older coal
burning type, but nevertheless makes a valuable contribu
tion towards the ever-increasmg demand for elecrricrty.
The Centre hopes to Vi^R a modern power station shortly
when members may compare the new with the old.

As is now usuaa at the Sheffield Centre, we held a joint 
Associate Section and Semor Section meeting. The very 
topical subject chosen by the Committee was “Town Plan
ning and the Future Development of the Centraa Area,” 
and was given by Mr. J. Nynn, the Assistant City Architect 
for the rentral area. The lecture was illustrated with 
slides, and Mr. Nynn outlined his ideas and proposals for 
the future deveeopment of Sheffieed. A searching discussion 
ensued at question time. There is much to be learned about 
town planning, public and private transport considerations, 
and the advantages of concentral:ing buildings of high- 
rrtlabll value into one area. An attendance of 50 did 
justice to one of the most interesting lectures for some 
time.

In November a lecture entitled “The Work of the Post 
Office CablesSnps” was given to the Centre by Capt. J. P. F. 
Betson, Submarine Branch, Engineering Department. Capt. 
Betson showed a film and slides, and gave us a very 
descriptive study of the work of the cableships, with par - 
ticular reference to the first Atlantic cable, laid by H.M.T.S. 
Monarch, of which Capt. Betson was Master before taking 
up his present post in the Engineering Department.

On 4 December' Mr. R. D. Y. Perrett, the Chief 
Telecommunications Superintendent of the Sheffield Area, 
gave a talk entitled “‘The Traffic Department and Allied 
Subjects.” Mr. Perrett was given a gruefiing time by many 
of the engineers at question time, but everyone left the 
meeting knowing a little more about the work of the Traffic 
Division than they had previousSy. Remaining subjects for 
meetings this season are quite varied, and the Committee 
look forward to increased interest and attendance at all 
our meetings.

" D.A.
Bedford Centre

Since the last report, the membership of the Bedford 
Centre has increased from 80 to 119 members. The 
attendance at our first lecture, held on 31 October, 1963, 
was 28. ConsSdering the fact that this meeting unavoidably 
clashed with another function, this was encouraging. The 
subject was “‘Rocket Propulsion,” and was very well 
explained by Mr. D. Carton of the College of Aeronautics, 
Cranfield.

The subject of the next lecture, held on 9 December' was 
“Gas Pressurization of Cables” by Messrs. R. A. M. Light 
and H. P. Brooks, Main Lines Development and Mainten
ance Branch, Engineering Department, who brought With 
them an impressive array of equipment and denontiralion 
models. This lecture was attended by 48 people, which is 
an indication of the growing enthusiasm of the member
ship.

On 16 January, a party of 20 visited the Post Office 
Research Station, Dollis Hill. The names of those going 
had to be drawn out of a hat as 33 wanted to go and the 
party had to be limited to 20. This visit was followed up 
on 4 March by a lecture, held at Bedford, entitled “‘Develop
ments in Post Office Reseerch,” by Mr. J. Piggott, Research 
Branch, Engineering Department.

E.W.H.P.
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Promotions
Staff Changes

Name Region, etc. Date

Area Engineer to Reg/mni Engineer
Horne, F. A. (in absentia) Secondment .. .. 4.20.63
Halliday, C. L. .. N.W. Reg. to Mid. Reg. .. 22.10.63

Executive Engineer to Area Engineer
Lynas, T. W. .. . . N.W. Reg.......................... 2.10.63
Evans, J. .. . . H.C. Reg. to Scot. .. 7.20.63
Phillips, H. A. . . S.W. Reg. to N.I................ 11-21-63
Simpson, E. J. .. Scot. t0 N.W. Reg. .. 2.22.63

Executive Engineer (Open Competition)
Pardington, I. .. .. E.-in-C.O............................ 7.20.63
Pye, A. E. .. .. E.-in-C.O............................ 7.10.63
Fletcher, J. H. .. E.-in-C.O............................ 14.10.63
Stocker, J. F. .. .. E.-in-C.O............................ -i.-i.63
de Cruz, D. A. .. E.-in-C.O............................ 25.12.63
White’ N. .. .. E.-in-C.O. .. .. .. 23.i2.63

Assistant Engineer to Executive Engineer
Baynham, L. J. . . Mid. Reg............................... 26.9.63
Hardie, J- B. -- • . Seot. ......................... 26-9-63
Keast, M. H. .. .. SW. Reg. to W.B.C. .. 14.10.63
Glass, V. G. .. . . L.T. Reg................................ 16.10.63
Loyns, H. .. .. W.B.C................................. 17.10.63
Metern, D. H. W. ■ • H-C- Reg............................ 22.10.63
Johnston, M- -- • ■ E.T.E................................... 28-10-63
Hayward, R. .. .. H.C. Reg. to E.-in-C.Q. .. 28.-0.63
Brown, F. A. .. .. H.C. Reg............................... 5.11.63
Knight, C. D. .. .. H.C. Reg. to E.-in-C.O. .. 25.ii.63
Gurton, R- A- • ■ L-T- Reg.............................. 6-11-63
Pnestley, W. D. ■ . E--in-C-O............................ 25.11.63
Jones, E. .. .. N.W. Reg............................. 12.11.63
Porter, A. W. .. . . N.W. Reg............................. 12.ii.63
Courtis, T. H... . . Mid. Reg. . . .. .. 25.ii.63
Tough, J- L. .. • ■ S-W-Reg............................... 18-11-63
Curbishley, R. • ■ N.W- Reg.............................. 25.11.63
Wilson, S .. .. Scot. .. .. .. 2.12.63
Harris, J. C. .. .. N.W. Reg........................... -2.-2.63
Keller, J. P. .. .. L.T. Reg. to E.-in-C.O. .. 9.12.63
Anderson, A. C. .. S.W. Reg. to H. C. Reg. . . 18.-2.63
Lankesterr J. .. ■ ■ L.t. Re................................ 2.12.63

Assistali Engineer (Open Competition)
Legood, R. K. .. E.-in-C.o............................ 26.11.63
Collins, M. W. J. . . E.-in-C.O............................ 26.11.63
Rainey, J. T. .. . . E.-in-C.O......................... 9.12.63
Marshall, I. R. . . E.-in-C.O............................ 26.11.63
Roberts, A. J... . . E.-in-C.O............................ 26.1i.63
Dunk, Ki. R. E. .. E.-in-C.O............................ 26.11.63
HoWCll, R. G... .. E.-in-C.O............................ 26.ii.63
Stechman, D. F.- .. E.-in-C.O............................ 26.--.63
Cross, R. A. .. . . E.-in-C.O............................ 26.1i.63
Alexander, J. C. . . E.-in-C.O............................ 26.i1.63

Inspector (0 Assistant Engineer
Benttey, B. .. . . N.E. Reg............................... 3.10.63
Cl-tworthh, A. R. .. H.C. Reg............................... 31.10.63
White, M. J. .. .. H.C. Reg............................... 31.10.63
Clegg, E. R. .. . . N.W. Reg............................ 30.-0.63
Murray, W. .. •• N.W. Reg........................... J8.ll.63
Carr, G. R. .. .. N.W. Reg............................. 26.--.63
Spencer, !.. H. .. L.T. Reg............................. 15.11.63
Allen’ S. R. .. .. L.T. Reg............................. 15.11,63

Technical Officer to Assistami Engineer
Peers, J. .. .. N.W. Reg............................ 21.10.63
Emerson, J. . . . . Mid. Reg. . . .. . . 4.10.63
Surtees, J. .. . . N.E. Reg............................. 3.10.63
Grace, P. R. . . .. S.’W. Reg............................... 3.10.63
Compton, P. E. .. S.’W. Reg............................. 2i.i0.63
Wallis, J. A. .. .. S.’W. Reg............................. 3.10.63

Name Region, etc. Date

Technical Officer to Assistant Engineee—continued
McWilliams, A. H. .. Scot. . . .. .. 16.10.63
Sim, R. .. . . N.E. Reg. . . .. .. J.i1.e3
Jenks, R. T. .. .. W.B.C. . . .. .. i.ii.63
Milne, W. M............... 3c0t. - - .. .. -.lies
Cox> A- G.................... Mid. Reg. .. .. .. 1.11.63
Wan-d’ D‘ A................. Mid. Reg. .. .. .. 1.11.63
Kedge, R. G. .. .. Mid. Reg. .. .. .. 1.11.63
AOlenr F.C. .. .. Mid. Reg. .. .. .. 1.11.63
Rogers, J. S. . . .. H.C. Reg. .. .. .. JJ.11.e3
O’Malley, R. V. . . E.-in-C.O. .. .. .. 15.11.63
Evans, D. L. .. .. H.C. Reg. .. .. .. -1.-i.63
Fagg, S. J..................... H-C- Reg. .. .. .. 11-11-63
Wills, R. R.................. H.C. Reg. .. .. .. ii.11.63
Evans, W. O. D. . . H-C-Reg. .. .. .. ii-i1-63
Payne, L. A................. H.C. Reg. .. .. .. J1.11.63
Knightson, L. G. .. E.-1n-C.O- .. .. .. 15.11.63
Underwood, J. K. .. H.C. Reg. .. .. .. 11.11.63
Kentsley, J. .. .. H.C. Reg. .. .. .. J2.Ì1.63
AHen,J.M. .. .. H.C. Reg. .. .. .. 11.11.63
Hewartson, D. H. .. N.W. Reg. .. .. .. 7.11 .<53
Lowe, D. .. .. N.W. Reg. .. .. .. 7.11.63
Marshall, H. J. .. L.P. Reg. . . .. .. 7.11.63
Greenfield, J. R. .. L.P. Reg. .. .. .. 7,1J,63
Dengel, R. J. .. .. L.T. Reg. .. .. .. 15.11.63
Mercer, A. E. .. .. H.C. Reg. .. .. .. 29.11.63
Guest, K. E.................. H.C. Reg. .. .. .. 25.11.63
Coward, G. F. .. H.C. Reg. .. .. .. 25.11.63
Young, R. S. .. .. H.C. Reg. .. .. .. 25.11.63
Cooper, G. .. .. H.C. Reg. .. .. .. 25.11.63
Larmen, W. R. . . H.C. Reg. .. .. .. 25.1i.63
Hartley, J. P................ H.C. Reg. .. .. .. 25.11.63
Corrall, C. W. .. H.C. Reg. .. .. .. 25.i-.63
Ludlow, D. .. .. H.C. Reg. .. .. .. 25.11.63
Vass, J. W. N _ _ H.C. Reg. .. .. .. 25.i-.63
Golesworthy, H. M. G. H.C. Reg. .. .. .. 25.11.63
Moore, H. J................. H.C. Reg. .. .. .. 25.11.63
Lines>.N....................... H.C. Reg. .. .. .. 25.1i.63
Wikeen, P. T. H. .. L.T. Reg. .. .. .. 7.J1.63
Tooth, A. J. .. . . H.C. Reg. .. .. .. 29.Ji.63
Buckley, D. E. M. .. N.E. Reg. .. .. .. 16.9.63
Maddees, K. D. . . Mid. Reg. .. .. .. 16.12.63
Hawkes, D. F. .. H.C. Reg. .. .. .. 5.12.63
Robbins, E. C. .. H.C. Reg. .. .. .. 5.12.63
Williams, R. C. .. H-C- Reg. .. .. .. 5-12-63
Furbee W. H. .. H.C. Reg. .. .. .. 5.12.63
Rayner, R. S. .. .. H.C. Reg. .. .. .. 5.12.63
Allflat, R. J. .. H.C. Reg. .. .. .. 5.12.63
Sutton.D. A. w. . . H.C. Reg. .. .. .. 6i2.e3
Lee> A G..................... H.C. Reg. .. .. .. 5.12.63
Goorivin, C. E. .. H.C. Reg- .. .. .. 6.12.e3
Hill. C. L. I................. H.C. Reg- .. .. .. 6.i2.e3
WebbP.J. .. .. H.C. Reg. .. .. .. 5.12.63
MUy, A. D. J............... H.C.Reg. .. .. .. 5J2.63
FJk..n8, F. O. . . . . HU. Reg. .. .. .. 6.i2.e3
Wood: R. M............... HC . Reg. .. .. .. 5.12.63
Everett, B. W. .. H.C. Reg. .. .. .. 5.12.63
Evans, G. E, .. .. H.C. Reg. .. .. .. 5.12.63
Sha-w, E. W................... H.C. Reg. .. .. .. 5.12.63
Lukehurst, R. J. .. H.C.Reg. .. .. .. 5-12-63
Baker, J. W. O. .. H.C. Reg. .. .. .. 5.12.63
Kelly, J. R................... H.C. Reg. .. .. .. 5.12.63
Parrys A. J. .. .. H.C.Reg. .. .. .. 9-12-63
Hatch, B. T. .. .. H.C. Reg. .. .. .. 5.12.63
Tanswell, L. R. .. H.C. Reg. .. .. .. 4.12.63
Harmes, R. A. .. H.C. Reg. .. .. .. 30.12.63
Sharman, D. W. . . Mid. Reg. . . .. .. 11.12.63
Needham, P................. Mid. Reg. .. .. .. 11.12.63
£ailey,J.G.................. $id. Reg. .. .. .. 16.12.63
Brooks, N. .. .. Mid. Reg. .. .. .. 11.12.63
Holt, S. .. .. N.W. Reg. .. .. .. 16.12.63
West, L........................ N.W. Reg. .. .. .. 3.12.63
Mullen, P. . . . . N.W. Reg. . . .. .. 16.12.63
Thatcher, G. .. .. N.W. Reg. .. .. .. 3.12.63
Vallett, R.................... N.W. Reg. .. .. .. 16.12.63
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Promotions—-contimlrd

Name Region, etc. Date Name Region, etc. Date

Technical Officer 1o Assistant Engi'iieee—continued Technician 1 to Inspeetor-—continued
Griffiths, H................... N.W. Reg. ...................... 3.12.63 Loughran, J. J. .. Mid. Reg................. .. 12.H.63
Sweeeman, F. J. .. N.W. Reg............................. 16.12.63 Williams, H. L. . . Mid. Reg................. . . 72.^.23
Fry,E. H...................... E.-in-C.O. .. .. .. 17.12.63 Chasty, P. W............... H.C. Reg............................. 9.12.63
Love, G. A. H. . . E.-in-C.O. .. .. .. 17.12.63 McClennan, F. R. . . H.C. Reg............................. 9.12.63
Pindar P. J.................. E.-in-C.O.............................. 17.12.63 Oakley, D. A. S. .. H.C. Reg............................. 3O.72.63
Slamon, C. J. . . . . E.T.E. to E.-in-C.O. . . 17.12.63 Chilton, K. L. . . H.C. Reg............................. 5.12.63
French, R. .. . . E.-in-C.O............................ 17.12.63 Basford, F. .. .. Mid. Reg. .. .. . . H.12.63
Madder-Smith, K. B.. . H.C. Reg............................... 10.12.63 Crisp, E. F. A. . . H.C. Reg............................. 72.72.23
Page, L. C. . . . . E.-in-C.O............................ 17.12.63 Walker, J. R................ W.B.C................................. 74.72.63
Gregory, E. C. .. E.-in-C.O............................ 17.12.63 Gilbert, K. . . . . H.C. Reg............................. 5.12.63
Cattran, D. B. ..
Smith, P. R..................

E.-in-C.O..............................
E.-in-C.O..............................

17.12.63
17.12.63

Young, G. J. . . . . H.C. Reg............................. g0.1g.60

Bals, G. C. J... . .
Stewart, J. M... ..

E.-in-C.O. •
L.T.Reg. to E.-m-C.O. ..

17.12.63
17.12.63 Snnor Expe-imemai Officer to Che Expeimemai Officer

Trott, C. E................... E.-in-C.O............................ 17.12.63 Child, M. R................. E.-in-C.O............................ 1.17.23
Kipp, D. E.................. E.-in-C.O............................ 17.12.63
Holden, F. E. J. .. E.T.E. to E.-in-C.O. .. 17.12.63
Williams, N. . . . . N.E. Reg. to E.-in-C.O. .. 17.12.63 Samar Scifennfic Officer (Open Compriition)
Lewis, R. H. . . . . E.T.E. to E.-in-C.O. .. 27.12.63 King, D. E. N. . . E.-in-C.O............................ 110.63
Jones, R. G. . . . . E-m-C.O. .. ... .. 17.12.63
Halton, R G . . .. H.C. Reg. to R-m-C.C... 172P.60
Tryhorn, R. W. .. E.T.E. to E.-in-C.O. .. 17.12.63 S:ielStfic Officer (Open Campetnímn)
Skinner, C. J. . . .. E.-in-C.O............................ 17.12.63 Biam,B. J. E.-in-C.O............................ 2210.63
Haworth, C. H. .. N.W. Reg. to E.-in-C.O. .. 17.12.63 Moigan, P. M. (Miss) E.--7g.O............................ 18.10.63
Dawton, D. B. .. E.-in-C.O............................ 17.12.63
Groves, J. G. . . . . H.C. Reg. to E.-in-C.O. .. 17.12.63
Emery, D. . . .. N.E. Reg. to E.-in-C.O. .. 17.12.63 AssusmU ExperimeUaa Officer (Open Competition)
While, B. H.................. N.W. Reg. to E.-in-C.O. .. 17.12.63 Upton, J. B. (Miss) .. E.-in-C.O. .. .. .. 6.11.63
Wheeler, P. J.......... L.T. Reg. to E.-in-C.O. .. 17.12.63 Girn, P.?. .. ". £0107.0. .. .. .. 2g.17«
Dorothy, C. A. .. E.-m-C.O.............................. 17.12.63
Pearce, E. V. .. . . E.-in-C.O............................ 17.12.63
Pieecy, W. . . . . E.-in-C.O............................ 17.12.63 Asssssant (Scienti.fic) (Open Companion)
Clipstone, J. E. . . E .-in-C.O............................ 17.12.63 Baccus, H..................... E. dng.O............................ 111.63
Clay, J. P.................... E.-ni-C.O.............................. 17.12.63 Adamson, B................. E.-in-C.O............................ 4.11.63
Costtn, K. W............... L.T. Reg. to E.-in-C.O. . . 17.12.63 ,

Dudley. J. E. " . . . E.-1n-C.O............................. Ml’63
Wright, D. K.. . .. L.T. Regg .0 E.-m-C.O. . . 11.22.63
Gillard, D. E................ S.W. Reg. to E.-in-C.O. . . 17.g2.63
Bevine, A. E] .. .. fig. Reg............................... 1).12.g3 Workcshop Supervisor I to Technical Assistant
Hammond, J. B. . .
Whitchurch, V. C. ..

H.C. Reg............................
S.W. Reg.............................

10.12.63
16.12.63 Howe, F- B.................. Mid. Reg............................. 31.10.63

Richards, C. A. .. S.W. Reg............................... 16.12.63
Barnts, L. L................. L.T. Reg. io R.-R-O.O. .. 30.12.63 Workshop Supervisor 11 to Technical Assistant
Kirkby’ A‘ D............... L.T" Reg‘‘o E-m-C.O. .. 30.12.63

Jugg, J. Y...................... S.W. Reg. to E.-in-C.O. . . 30.12123
Goodrum, W. J. .. E.-in-C.O............................ 10.12.63

Draughtsman to Assistait Engineer
Woodward, B. B. . .
Radford, L. r ..

H.C. Reg...............................
H.C. R&g...............................

29.11.63
10.12.23 Workshop Supervisor Ill to Technical Assistant

Webb, D. W. . . . . E.-in-C.O. to London Reg. 21.10.63
Technical Officer Zo Inspector
Tomkins, K.. G. H. .. H.C. Reg............................... 11.11.63 Draughtsman to Leading Draughtsman
Ralehs, J. W. . . . . W.B.C.................................... H.^.20 Pollard, H.................... E.-in-C.O............................. g6.9.20
Welghtman, H. ~. L-T- Reg.................................. 17R1.63 Williams, J. E. .. R.-ic-O.O............................. 26.9.63

Redhead, J. C. .. L.P. Reg. to R.-m-O.O. .. 26.9.63
Technician 1 fo Inspectai Andrews, D. . . . . E.-in-C.O............................ g2.9.60
Summers,J.G. ..
Rennie, F. J. .. . .
McAndrews, J. . .
Browning, K. . . ..

S.W. Reg...............................
Scot. .. .. ..
N.E. Reg...............................
L.T. Reg................................

7.10.63
1.10.63
3.10.63
4.7O.23

Steele, D, G. -. - -
Webster, E- D- B- . . 
Thomas, R. S. ..
Porter, L. R.................

E-i-Y-Co............................
R.E- Reg. . . .. ..
W.B.C. to S.W. Reg. ..
N.W. Reg. to N.E. Reg. ..

26.9.63 
..l9-«

22.10.63
02K).23

Oldfield, D................... W.B.C................................. 28.10.63
Watson, E. J. .. . .
Hack, J. G. W. ..

S.W. Reg...............................
H.C. Reg...............................

12.1163
12.11.63 Highee EArcldi-,r Officer to Senior Exeeiutive Office:

1g.6-63Clarke, D. F................ H.C. Reg. . . .. .. 12.11.63 Dtamond, W- B- - - Treasury .........................
Goff, J. G..................... H.C. Reg. . . .. . . 12.77.63 (in abseriraa
Hamilton, C. B. .. H.C. Reg. .. .. .. 25.77.63
Brench, J. R. .. ..
Wilson, S. . . . .

H.C. Reg. .. . . ..
H.C. Reg...............................

12.17.63
72.11.63 Executive $ffic71(O7?.» 0Om72titign)

24.10.20Rodgers, A. T. .. H.C. Reg. .. . . .. ^2.11.63 Bruce, D. M. (Miss) .. E .-m-CO.............................
Mahoney, S. V. .. H.C. Reg. .. .. .. 72.77.63 Clay, J. B. C................ E.-in-C.O............................ HÌ.11.63
Severn, J. .. . . H.C. Reg. .. . . .. 70.77.20
Wake> F. D..................
HSHand, R. V. . .

H C- Reg...............................
H.C. Reg. .. . . . .

29.11.63
10.11.g0 Cle■icll Officer to Executive Officer

O’Connor, C. C. E. .. Mid. Reg................. .. 12.17.60 Hardy, D. H................ E.-in-C.O. . . . . . . 7e.7L20
Daniel, R. R................ Mid. Reg. .. . . .. 72.17.63 Frost, G. M. (Mrs.) . . E.-in-C.O. . . . . .. 25.11.63
Treadwell, E. A. . . Mid. Reg. . . .. .. 12.11.63 Dougall, A.................... E.-in-C.O. . . . . . . 23.7g.23
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Retirements and Resignations

Name Region, etc. Date Name Region, etc. Date

Area Engineer Assistant Engineee—continued
Riley, C. .. ,. H.C. Reg.................. 31.12.63 Latham, A. E. .. W.B.C................................. 20.11.63Thomas, G. E. T. .. N.E. Reg............................. 3].12.63 Proeter’ L. .. .. N.W. Reg. .. .. .. 25.11.63

Seddon, T..................... N.W. Reg............................. 29.11.63
Seni'or Executive Engineer Wright, J. R. .. . . L.T. Reg. .. . . . . 30.11.63
W-----------------------------------------Thwaïtes, H. J. - - E.T.E. ......................... 3.1253

DeUer, A. F. .. _ .. H.C. Reg............................. 
Fenner, A. G. (Resigned) E.1m1CO. . .

30.11.63
4.11.63

McBean, H. .. .. Scot. .. ,. .. 11.10.63
Executive Engineer Rudham, 1 .. .. L.T. Reg....................... 6.12.63
Miller, E. W. .. .. H.C Reg............................... 31.10.63 Owen, E....................... E-T.E................................... 27.i2.63
Porter, R. W. R. .. Mid. Reg. .. 11163 Penny, W. J. .. .. H.C Reg. .. .. . . 30.12.63
Jimpson, S. J. .. .. E.T.E. ” .. .. 2.11.63 O’Brien, E. J. .. .. H.C.Reg............................... 31.12.63
WiSon, T. M... .. E.T.E................................... 1911.63 OWrk, W. R................ WT.H............................ 31.12.63

Wistant Engineer
ywens- _ • ■ . ■ ■ . W.B.C _.......................Foreyth, C. D. (Re.ssigwe0:E.-m-C.O. .. . . ..

3L12.63
6.12.63

Stephens, C. W. .. L.T. Reg............................. 14.5.63 Inspector
Dean, J. E. .. .. H.C Reg............................... 4.7.63 Welsh, M._ .. .. N.I............................... 11.10.63Squelch, J. H. A. .. H.C. Reg............................... 6.7.63 Jones, T. S. .. .. W.B.C...................... 7.11.63Richardson, C. F. .. H.C Reg............................... 1.8.63 Barke-, J. A .. IL.T. Reg............................... 7.11.63Bishop, H. H... .. H.C. Reg............................... 31.8.63 Elliott, L. E. A. .. L.T. Reg................................ 15.11.63Clear, P. .. .. H.C Reg............................... 24.9.63 Wilkinson, J. E. .. L.T. Reg................... 26.11.63Richardson, D. B. .. H.C. Reg............................. 29.9.63 Adam, J. .. .. Scot. . . .. 28.963Newton, C. E. .. E.-in-C.O............................ 4.10.63 Bright, E. G. .. .. SiW Reg............................... 31.1°.63James, C. H. .. .. E.-in-C.O............................ 9.10.63 Brown, A. T................ NE. Reg............................... 4.12.63Brierley, J. E. B. .. N.W. Reg.............................. 1610.63 McClelland, J. H. .. s.w. Reg............................... 18-12.63Thomas, G. E. .. L.T. Reg.............................. 17.10.63 Watson, W. .. .. L.T. Reg............................. 31.12.63Gardiner, T. H. .. N.W. Reg............................

.. N.I.......................................
19 10 63

Price, F. C. .. 22.10.63 Asristant Experiment O/ficer
Briggs, E. ..
Presson, A. J. .. 
Pickford, H. D.

.. N.W. Reg..............................

.. L.T. Reg..............................

... E.-in-C.O................

30.10.63
31.10.63
6.10.63

Fairbrothee.L.R. ..
(Resigned)

E.-in-c.o............................ 11.10.63

(Resigned)
Stevens, w .HAResignedaE.-m-C.O, .. .. .. 18.10.63 AWs1etASçientific)

E.1in1C.O.......................Gough, F. E. . . .. L.T. Reg................................ 2.11.63 Kirion’dA. (Resigned) 2Li0.63
Bel, W. .. . . N.E. Reg............................... 2.11.63 Stannsrd, A. P‘ .. E.-in-C.O............................ 25A0.63
Merediih, W. .. 
Osbaldesson, H.

.. Mid. Reg...............................

. . N.W. Reg.................
2.11.63 (Res igned)
6.11 63 Wigher Executive OfficerBenneet, J. B. .. .. E.-in-C.O.......................... 13.11.63

Worker, E. F.. .
Kirkham, J. ..

.. L.T. Reg................................ 15.11.63 Burrows, W. H.* .. E.-m-CO. .. . . .. 23.12.63

. . N.W. Reg.............................. 17.11.63 . *Mr .WH. Burrows is continuing as a dteessabHshed officerWhitfield, G. V. T.
------------- -------------

.. L.T. Reg................................ 19.11.63 with E.-m-C.O.

Transfers 
__________________________________________________________________

Name Region, etc. Date Name Region, etc. Date

Executive Engineer
.. E.-in-C.O. to W.B.C. .. 
.. NW. Reg. to Ceylon ..

Assistant Engineee—continued
Awberry, W. A.
Chatwin, W. ..

7.10.63
26.10.63

Phelps G. E.............. E.-An-CO. to Ministry of
11.11.63
^.n.63
25.11.63
21.12.63

Gates, N. P. ..
Seamans, K. R.
Heywood, A. W-

.. H.C. Reg. to Bermuda .. 
. H.C. Reg. to Hong Kong 
- Approved Employment to

24.11.63
18.11.63

Matthews, D. H. ..
Churchus, D. B. ..
Lovering, R. T. . .

. . . . . . 
E-m-C-O- to L.T. Reg. _ . E.-in-C.O. to L.T. Reg. .. 
Gambia to E.-m-C.O.. .

Bordiss, H. J. K.
L.T. Reg. .. . .

. E.-in-C.O. to H.C. Regg ..
1.11.63

25.11.63
Stubbs, D. L. .. .. E.-in-CO. to N.W. Reg. .. 30.12.63

Whitton, H. E. . E.-in-C.O. to H.C. Reg. .. 2.12.63

Assistant Engineer Higher Executive Officer
Long, J. E. .. . E.-in-C.O. to Mid. Reg. .. 28.10.63 Rainbird, F. C .. E.-in-C.O. to CM.B.Hearn, A. F. L. . E.-in-C.O. to H.C. Reg. . . 4.11.63 Department .. .. 11.11.63

Deaths 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- .

Name Region, etc. Date Name Region, etc. Date

Regional Engineer Wistant Engineer
Devereux, R. C. . . L.T. Reg................................ 22.10.63 White, D. L................ L.T. Reg.................. M.S.63
Executive Engineer MacGmre, J. . . .. Scot..................................... 23.7.63

. H.C. Reg...............................
Williams, F. G. .. L.T. Reg. .. .. 18.10.63Bett, H. .. . 9.12.63 Ireland, A. E. .. .. L.T. Reg. .. .. .. 4.11.63
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Deaths—oonthnued

Name Region, etc. Date Name Region, etc. Date

Assistant Engineer—continued Inspeecoo—cominued
.. 16.8.63Cunningham, J. C. .. Scot. . . . . . . 16.11.63 Yearsey, H. A. . Mid. Reg. .. ..

Ireland, F. E. .. . . S.W. Reg.............................. 18.11.63 Fergusson, W. A. . L.T. Reg................... .. 16.11.63
Claridge, F. .. .. Mid. Reg. . . . . . . 19.11.63 Pimblott, F. .. . N.W. Reg.................. .. 24.12.63
Selby, E. J.................... E.-in-C.O............................ 3.12.63

Senior DraughtsmanHaines, H. E. .. .. L.T. Reg............................... 23.12.63
E.-in-C.O................. .. 7.5.63Harding, J. F...............

Inspector
N.E. Reg.............................. 25.7.63 Executive Officer

.. 20.8.63
Conway, J. H. . .
Sugden, D. . . . . N.E. Reg.............................. 27.6.63 Dudbridge, J. (Miss).. E.-in-C.O.................

Papers and Articles on Telecommunications 
and Other Scientific Subjects

The following is a list of the authors, titles and places of publication of papers and articles written by Post 
Office staff (sometimes in association with members of other organizations) and published during 1963.

Allnatt, J. W. A Possible Method for Estimating the 
Effect on Television Reception of Multiple-Interference 
Subject to Spatial and Temporal Variations. I.E.E. 
Conference Report Series No. 5, Paper No. 3,968E, 
p. 118 June 1963.

Allnatt, J. W., Mills, D. E. and Loveless, E. R. The 
Subjective Effect of Co-Channel and Adjacent-Channel 
Interference in Television Reception. I.E.E. Conference 
Report Series No. 5, Paper No. 3,941E, p. 109, June 
1963.

Allnatt, J. W., Mills, D. E. Thurlow, E. W., and 
Richardson, F. S. The Use of Tropospheric Scatter Pro
pagation for Television Transmission. I.E.E. Conference 
Report Series No. 5, Paper No. 4,112E, p. 231, June 
163.

Baker, D. Inleakage and Outgassing of Transistors 
Encapsulated by Cold Welding and Electric Welding. Le 
Vide, Vol. 106, p. 363, July-Aug. 1963.

Baker, D., and Tillman, J. R. The Preparation of Very 
Flat Surfaces of Silicon by Electro-Polishing. Scol'd 
State Electronics, Vol. 6. p. 589, Nov.-Dec. 1963.

Bampton, J. F., and Kelly, P. T. F. “‘And Now-TAT - 3.” 
Post Office Telecommunications Journal, Vol. 15, p. 17, 
Winter 1963.

Bampton, J. F., Griffith, R. G., and Halsey, R. J. Anglo- 
Canadian Transatlantic Telephone Cable (CANTAT)— 
Planning and Overall Performance. Proceedings I.E.E., 
Vol. 110, p. 1,115 July 1963.

Bassett, H. G. A Wide-Band Jig for the Measurement of 
the Current Gain of Transistors in the Frequency Range 
20-10,000 Mc/s. Proceedings I.E.E. Vol. 110, p. 35, 
Jan. 1963.

Bates, Capt. O. R., and Brockbank, R. A. Anglo-Canadian 
Transatlantic Telephone Cable (CANTAT)—Laying the 
North Atlantic Link. Proceedings I.E.E. Vol. 110, 
p. 1,159, July 1963.

Borroff, Miss E. M. Tracking Down the Rot. Post Office 
Telecommunications Journal, Vol. 15, p. 26, Winter 1963.

Bray, W. J. The World Wide Relaying of Television by 
Artificial Earth Satellites. I.E.E. Conference Report 
Series No. 5, Paper No. 4,031E, p. 563, June 1963.

Brice, P. J., and Evans, G. O. Performance of Long Dis
tance H.F. Radio Links Terminating in the U.K. I.E.E. 
Conference on H.F. Communication, p. 7, Mar. 1963 
(Proceedings I.E.E., Vol. 110, p. 1,514, Sept. 1963).

Brice, P. J., and Sandell, R. S.* Field Strength Measure
ments of U.H.F. Transmissions from Crystal Palace. 
I.E.E. Conference Report Series No. 5, Paper No. 4,158E, 
p. 127, June 1963.

Brockbank, R. A., see Bates, Capt. O. R.
Brockbank, R. A., Clarke, E. F. S., and Jones, F. Anglo- 

Canadian Transatlantic Telephone Cable (CANTAT)— 
Cable Development, Design and Manufacture. Pro - 
ceedings I.E.E., Vol. 110, p. 1,124, July 1963.

Brownlie, J. D. Small-Signal Responses Realizable from 
D.C. Biased Devices. Proceedings I.E.E. Vol. 110. p. 823, 
May 1963.

Campbell, D. A. Aluminium Films. Journal of the British 
Astronomical Assoca/ion, Vol. 73, p. 249, Tug. 1963.

Cttt, L. H. Power Plant for British Post Office Telephone 
Exchanges. I.P.0.E.E. Printed Paper No. 221, 1963.

Chapman, K. J., see Clarke, E. F. S.
Clarke, E. F. S. and Chapman, K. J. Anglo-Canadian 

Transatlantic Cable (CANTAT)—Cable-Laying Gear. 
Proceedings I.E.E., Vol. 110, p. 1,151, July 1963.

Clarke, E. F. S., see Brockbank, R. A.

Copping, G. P. High-Speed Paper-Feed Mechanism. 
Machine Design Engineering, Vol. 1, p. 24, Oct. 1963.

Creighton, J. L., Hutton-Penman, P. R., and Davies, 
W. M. Developments in Long-Distance H.F. Point-to- 
Point Communications. I.E.E. Convention on H.F. Com - 
munication, p. 264, Mar. 1963. (Proceedings I.E.E., Vol. 
110. p. 1,411, Tug. 1963.)

Dagleish, D. 1. see Morris, D. W.

Davies, W. M., see Creighton, J. L.

Davison, G. N. The Coding and Automatic Sorting of 
Letters. Transactions 0f the Society of Instrument 
Technology, Vol. 15, p. 27, Mar. 1963.

Davison, G. N., see Phillips, R. S.
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Dilworth, R. A. Moving into the U.H.F. Range. Post 
Office Telecommunications Journal, Vol. 15, p. 17, Spring 
1963.

Evans, G. 0., see Brice, P. J.

Fenning, J. C. Detecting Unlccensed Sets. Wieeetss World, 
Vol. 69, p. 71, Feb. 1963.

Forster, C. F., and Rickard, E. F. Phosphorescence in 
Plastics. Nature, Vol. 197, p. 1,199, 23 Mar. 1963.

Glover, D. W., see Hayes, Hl. C. S.

Griffith, R. G., see Bampton, J. F.

Hale, Hl. S., and Macdiarmid, I. F. Video Waveform 
Correctors for Use with Coaxial Cable. Proceedings 
I.E.E., Vol. 110, p. 1,319, Aug. 1963.

Hale, H. S., and Macdiarmid, I. F. Video Transmission 
Systems for Use with Coaxial Cable. Proceedings I.E.E., 
Vol. 110, p. 1,329, Aug. 1963.

Halsey, R. J. Transatlantic Cables for Television. British 
Communications and Electronics, Vol. 10, p. 620, Aug. 
1963.

Halsey, R. J., see Bampton, J. F.

Harris, B. V., see Low, A. T.

Hawkins, C. F. W., see Hollinghurst, F.

Hayes, H. C. S. The Dover to Deal Experiment. Post 
Office Telecommunications Journal, Vol. 15, p. 34, 
Winter 1963.

Hayes, H. C. S., and Glover, D. W. Developments in the 
Application of Polythene to Telecommunications Cables. 
I.P.O.E.E. Printed Paper No. 220, 1963.

Hickson, A. G. They Help to Put the Pictures on Your 
Screen. Post Office Telecommunications Journal, Vol. 
15, p. 20, Autumn 1963.

Hollinghurst, F., and Hawkins, C. F. W. A Survey of 
the Development of Television Broadcast Relay in the 
United Kingdom. I.E.E. Conference Report Series No. 
5. Paper No. 4,034E, p. 366, June 1963.

Holmes, J. N., and Shearme, J. N. Speech Synthesis by 
Rule, Controlled by a Small, Low-speed, Digital Com
puter. Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, Vol. 
35, No.11, p. 1,911, Nov.1963.

Howarth, J. E. BMEWS and the Post Office. Post Office 
Telecommunications Journal, Vol. 15, p. 1, Summer 
1963.

Hughes, C. J., and Morris, D. W. Phase Characteristics 
of H.F. Radio Waves Received after Propagation by the 
Ionosphere. I.E.E. Convention on H.F. Communica
tions, p. 20, Mar. 1963. (Proceedings I.E.E., Vol. 110, 
p. 1,720, Oct. 1963.)

Hughes, C. J., see Morris, D. W.

Hutton-Penman, P. R., see Creighton, J. L.

Ithell, A. H. The Measurement of the Acoustical Input 
Impedance of Human Ears. Acoustica, Vol. 13, p. 140, 
Mar. 1963.

Ithell, A. H. A Determination of the Acoustical Input 
Impedance of Human Ears. Acoustica, Vol. 13, p. 31'1, 
April 1963.

Jeynes, E,, see Thomas, J. F. P.

Jones, F. A Precise Method for Measuring Dielectric Loss. 
Eleccronic Engineering, Vol. 36, p. 733, Nov. 1963.

Jones, F,, see Brockbank, R. A.

Keen, D. S., and Swynnerton, D. C. The New Post Office
Speaking Clocks. British Communications and Elec
tronics, Vol. 10, p. 522, July 1963.

Keep, J. Curing Leaks in Local Cables. Post ,f?ce Tele
communications Journal, Vol. 15, p. 25, Autumn 1963.

Kelly, P. T. F., see Bampton, J. F.

Lawson, R. W. Influence of Anode Materia on the 
Cathode Emission of Low-Voltage Valves having 
Passive Cathode Cores. Presented at International
Symposium on Residual Gasses in Electron Tubes, 
Milan, Mar. 1963 (Italian Physicaa Society).

Lewis, W. J., and Tungate, R. G. Telephone Service in 
Great Britain. Telephone. Engineer and Management, 
Vol. 67, p. 37, 15 Dec. 1963.

Linke, J. M. Some Aspects of Echo Waveform Correction 
and Synthesis. I.E.E. Conference Report Series No. 5, 
Paper No. 3,991E, p. 213, June 1963.

Lord, G. W. Slitting Very Thin Cold-Rolled Metal Tapes 
Without Edge-Burr. Sheet Meta Industries, Vol. 4,, 
p. 111, Feb. 1963.

Lord, G. W. Measuring Water Vapour in High-Purity Gas. 
Measurement and Control, Vol. 2, p. 236, June 1963.

Loveless, E. I. F., see Allnatt, J. W.

Low, A. T., and Harris, E. V. Measurement of Rhombic 
Aerial Characteristics Using an Aircraft. I.E.E. Conven
tion on H.F. Communication, p. 99, Mar. 1963.

Low, A. T., and Harris, E. V. Vertical Wave-Arrival 
Angle Measurements of H.F. Transmission During 
Period Dec. 1.960~Ju1y 1961. I.E.E. Convention on H.F. 
Communication, p. 52, Mar. 1963.

Macdiarmid, I. F., see Hale, El. S.

May, E. J. F,, see Morris, D. W.

Metson, G. H. The Conductivity of Oxide Cathodes, Part 
16. Thermodynamic Considerations of Matrix Stability. 
Proceeding’s’ I.E.E., Vol. 11,, No. 5, p. 845, May 1963.

Mills, D. E., see Allnatt, J. W.

Minster, J. T. Atmospheric Hydrogen Sulphide Concen
trations During the London Fog of December 1962. 
Nature, Vol. 199, p. 474, 3 Aug. 1963.

Mitchell, G., see Morris, D. W.

Morris, D. W., Mitchell, G., May, E. G. P., Hughes, 
C. J., and Dagieish, D. I. An Experimentaa Multiple
Direction Universally-Steerable Aerial System for H.F. 
Reception. I.E.E. Convention on H.F. Communications, 
p. 121, Mar. 1963 (Proceedings I.E.E., Vol. 110, p. 1.569, 
Sept. 1963).

Morris, D. W., see Hughes, C. J.

Mumford, Sir Albert. Communications in the Public 
Service of the United Kingdom. Journd J.E.E., Vol. 9, 
p. 46,, Nov. 1963.

Neill, T. E. M., see Reynolds, F. Hl.

Parker, P. N. Frequency Management in the H.F. Radio 
Speccrum 3-3, Mc/s. l.E.E. Convention on H.F. Com - 
munication, p. 397, Mar. 1963.

Phillips, R. S., and Davson, G. N. Mechanizing the 
Postaa Service. Proceedings IMech.E., Vol. 177, p. 2,5, 
Sept. 1963.
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Pickard, E. F., see Forster, C. F.

Poole, P. H., see Scowen, F.

Reynolds, F. H., and Neill, T B. M. Theoretical Design 
of Frameworks for the Support of Grids of Strained 
Wires. Proceedings I.E.E. Vol. 110, p. 1,597, Sept. 
1963.

Richardson, F. 8., see Allnatt, J. W.

Ridout, P. N., and Wheeler, L. K. Choice of Multi
Channel Telegraph Systems for Use on H.F. Radio Links 
I.E.E. Convention on H.F. Communication, p. 153, Mar. 
1963 (Proceedings I.E.E. Vol. 110, p. 1,402, Aug. 1963).

Sandell, R. S., see Brice, P. J.

Scowen, F., and Poole, P. H. Anglo-Canadian Trans
atlantic Telephone Cable (CANTAT)—Repeater Fault 
Locating Equipment. Proceedings I.E.E., Vol. 110, 
p. 1,140, July 1963.

Scowen, F., Walker, D. C., and Taylor, S. A.. Anglo- 
Canadian Transatlantic Telephone Cable (CANTAA)— 
Repeaters and Equalization. Proceedings I.E.E.. Vol. 
110, p. 1,13^1, July 1963.

Sewter, J. B. and Williams, M. B. Television Network 
Switching. I.E.E. Conference Report Series No. 5,
Paper No. 3,945E, p. 223, June 1963.

Shearme, J. N., see Holmes, J. N.

Stephenson, Mi. Faults in Computers. 0 and M Bulletin, 
Vol. 18, No. 4, p. 171, Nov. 1963.

Swaffield, J. Synthetic Speech. The Times Weekly
Review, 17 Jan. 1963.

Swynnerton, D. C., see Keen, D. S.

Taylor, F. J. D. Automatic Control of a Large Steerable 
Aerial for Satellite Communications. Proceedings of the 
Second Congress of the International Federation of 
Automation and Control, Basle, Sept. 1963.
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FIVE!
I uro.o fog. mrs,TAKE 3? u-ESOLD¿EL* 250 mm

LITESOID

There are 30 other models, too. There ARE several other makes of soldering 
instruments. Big ones. Small ones. Good ones. We’ve seen them. We don’t 
make the biggest ones. Or the most expensive ones. Or the most elaborate 
ones. We DO make the smallest ones. And the widest range. We make the best. 
Always have. May-we send you details?

Brochure P0. 34 post free on request
LIGHT SOLDERING DEVELOPMENTS LTD., 28 Sydenham Road, Croydon, Surrey. Tel.: cro 8589

OXlfY
PRINTED

CIRCUIT SOGKETS

The OXLEY printed circuit 
sockets are designed for 
direct mounting on -1'” mod
ule printed circuit board 
with standard '05" minimum 
diameter holes, and accepts 
our standard plug Type 50P/ 
156. The mounting is arran
ged so thatthe plugs may be 
inserted in a plane parallel 
{o ffle primed cfircuitboQ'd 
thus permitting close slack
ing o circuit boards.
Sockets can be supplled
from 1 to 12 ways, colours 
can be in black, brown, red. 
orange, yellow, green, blue, 
violet, pink. grey and white,

MODEL ANSWER BOOKS
CITY AND GUILDS OF LONDON INSTITUTE 
TELECOMMUNICATION TECHNICIANS’ COURSE

TELECOMMUNICATION 
PRINCIPLES A

TELECOMMUNICATION
PRINCIPLES B

ELEMENTARY 
TELECOMMUNICATION 

PRACTICE
Price 7s. 6d. each. Poss: Paid 8s.

The following model answer book, although published 
for the old Telecommunications Engineering Course, is 
still useful and is offered at a considerably reduced price.

TELEPHONE EXCHANGE SYSTEMS I
(Telephony and Telegraphy A. Telephony 8)

Price 25. each. Posit Paid 2s. 6d.

Orders to
The Post Office Electrical Engineers' journal 

G.P.O., 2-12 Gresham Street. London, E.C.2
Write [or technical details of these and other Ox/ey products

OXLEY DEVELOPMENTS CO. LIMITED
ULVERSTON, LANCASHIRE, Tel: Ulverston 2567



“Celcurised"
POLES,
East Africa Power & Lighting Co. of Nairobb have been 
treating all poles and cross arms for their transmission lines 
with Celcure for over io years. The illustration shows the 
66 kV ring main around Nairobi carried on Pilkington 
glass discs mounted on “Celcurised” cross arms and double 
poles.

*^ “‘Celcurised’” timber which has been correctly vacuum/ 
pressure impregnated with Celoure wood preservative to 
aflora lasting protection against fungal decay and insect 
attack and/or termites.

DRUMS
The failure of a loaded cable drum wherever it may be is 
a highly expensive and troublesome problem. In fact, if the 
site of the failure is sufficiently remote, it can mean the 
complete loss of valuable cable and perhaps necessiiate 
replacement from the other tide of the world. Even the 
continual replacement of returnable drums, through decay, 
is a cossly practice.
At General Woodworkers Ltd., Penn, Buckinghamshire, 
virtually all their drums are Celcure treated. The photo
graph illustrates a io ft. diameter drum with the vacuum/ 
pressure impregnation plant in the background and smaller 
drum flanges bang wheeled to the pressure cylinder for 
loading. Appropriate treatment with Celcure affords last
ing protection against decay and termite attack. The 
G.P.O. now specify vacuum/pressure impregnation for all 
their drums.

and more POLES
Australian hardwood poles emerging from the pressure 
cylinder after impregnation with Celcure ‘A’ wood pre
servative. *“Celcurised” transmission poles are being 
increasingly employed in Australia and it was with this in 
view that Brandon Timbers Ltd., established a Celcure 
plant at their pole yard in Queentiand. The treatment 
cylinder which is seen in the photograph is 85’ long X 6’ 
diameter.

Extracts from The “Celcure” Bulletin

I

For free details of “Ce/curtsed’ 
timberfo particular purposes and 
regular receipt 0 The Celcure 
Bulle/m, please complete and return 
the (oupon today.

FwEngland, Wales and Overseas : 
Celcure Ltd., Kingsway House, 
Kingsway, London, W.C.2 
Tel.: CHAncery 8325

Far Scottaudand Northern Ireland:
Celcure & Chemical Co. Ltd., 
300 Bearsden Road,Glasgow,W.3
Tel.: Jordünhiil 8021

Name...................................................................

Company...............................................................

Addresx.................................................................
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ONES
ran 
EVERY 
APPLICATION

366
706 telephone
a general purpose table instrument.

i

G.E.C. also produces intercommunication sets, loudspeaking telephones and 
telephones for special applications for ships. railways, mines etc.

5.6.6"'
switching 
talephone
for plan 105 and
plan 107 operation.

966.
7i n ♦olQnknno- - - • mm*’
for plan and extension systems 
and special facilities.

&<5C 
711 telephone 

a general purpose wall instrument.

Telephone Division

G.E.C. (TELECOMMUNICATIONS) LIMITED - TELEPHONE WORKS - COVENTRY - ENGLAND
Works at Coventry, Middlesbrough and Treforest

Smee's 168.
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A

Photograph by courtesy of
H.M. Postmaster General.

. . . for underground security

Our telecommunications, lighting systems and power lines are vital.
For permanence, how right to use glazed vitrified clay conduits 

. . . there is no adequate substitute.

write for further information to the Engineer

NATIONAL SALT GLAZED PIPE MANUFACTURERS’ ASSOCIATION
125 New Bond Street, London W.1

Telephone: MAY fair 2763-4
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type

TELEPHONE CABLES LIMITED
Dagenham, England Tel : Dominion 6611 Gabbes : Drycore Dagenham

THE ORGANISATION WITH 125 YEARS' EXPERIENCE

small diameter coaxial cable 
specially designed for use 
with transistor amplifiers

Small diameter coaxial cables have now become 
an established medium for the provision of long 
distance high grade telephone circuits. Coupled 
with underground transistorised amplifiers, this 
type of cable is rapidly finding increased use 
amongsttelephone administrations through- 
outthe world as the most economical method 
of providing groups of trunk telephone 
circuits.
Telephone Cables Limited have developed 
their own design of small diameter .174 
Coaxial Tube to meet the recommendations 
of the C.C.I.T.T. and the requirements of 
the British Post Office. The cable has been fully 
tested and approved by the British Post Office and 
cables of this design, manufactured and installed 
by T.C.Li, are now in hand for supply and installa
tion in the United Kingdom and overseas.
FulZesi technical details of
Type 174 Coaxial Cable gladly supplied by return.
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“‘A thing of beauty ......”
Leading industrial designers, top circuit engineers, and a production team with years of 
accumulated switchboard experience have worked together to evolve this superb TMC 
switchboard. The result is a product which in appearance and performance will fulfil 
the needs of many years to come. It will blend with the decor of the most modern office 
or reception hall. It is highly adaptable and can be variously equipped, as a multiple or 
non-multiple. This switchboard will serve subscribers, operators and engineers through
out a long working life — and serve them well.

TELEPHONE MANUFACTURING COMPANY LIMITED
Telephone Equipment Division - Public Equipment Unit - Mirtell Road
West DUiwich - London - S.E.21 - Telephone GIPsy Hil 2211 - Telex 28115

A MEMBER OF THE (]9 GROUP OF COMPANIES

TMC
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SPACE FOR PRESTIGE

BUT
CABLES
FOR SURE COMMUNICATIONS

With the environment of space beyond the control of man, only 
submarine telephone cables can provide intercontinental com - 
munications of proven reliability, economy and freedom from inter
ference. Submarine Cables Ltd. can supply cable, repeaters, cable
laying gear and services, and—through AEl—terminal equipment.

SUBMABINE 
CABLES LTD
GREENWICH -LONDON-SE1O owned jointly by aei and bicc
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THE
MARVONI HU126

MARCONI

SELF CONTAINED 
7-5NirMONSTOR 

PROVIDES
MONITORING' OF 
ARQ AGGREGATE 

SIGNALS*
INDEPENDENTLY OF 
THE ARQ TERMINAL

■ Automatic phasing

B Sef--synchronizing

■ Printed record of any channel or 
any sub-channel.

I ,

The HU126, an item in the Marconi 
AUTOPLEX range of error correct
ing multiplex telegraph equipment, 
is Ferri-transistorized and use- 
modular construction. Being a 
self-contained unit with its own 
power supplies and crystal oscil- 
later, it can be used with anytype of 
ARQequipmenf*andquiteindepen- 
dentiy of the ARQ terminals.

* in accordance with CCIR
Recommendation No. 242 and/or Report No. 108 
(Los Angeles 1959)

TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS

COMMUNICATIONS DIVISION THE MARCONI COMPANY LIMITED. CHELMSFORD. ESSEX. ENGLAND
H ll 

1



Telecommunications is people talking...
... and A.T.E. have been talking communications for over half a century. In that time A.T.E. has grown 
from the small nucleus organisation that pioneered the Strowger system of automatic telephony in 
the United Kingdom to a world-wide network of companies —the largest manufacturers of telecom
munications equipment in the British Commonwealth.
In the U.K. alone, the Company has one and a half million square feet of production space at its

AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC COMPANY LIMITED WORLD LEADERS IN COMMUNICATIONS



across the world
disposal whilst, overseas, there are associated factories in Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, 
Portugal and Brazil.
The whole of the Company's research and development programme is centrally co-ordinated and 
the resultant cross-fertilisation of ideas and information is one of the main reasons why A.T.E. 
telecommunications equipment is the most advanced in the world.

8 ARUNDEL STREET • LONDON WC2 ‘ a Principal Operating Company of the Plessey Group

@ Mam
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The world’s most, competitive Single 
Sideband Radiote/ephone — the 883 
125 is suitable for fixed or mobile 
operation and is the most economic 
equipment for long distance com
munication available today.

■

Features
□ 125 watts p.e.p. output
■ 4swiCched channels
■ Transistor DC or AC power pack I
■ Crystal filter selection of side- \

bands

PYE TELECOMMUNICATIONS LTD.
CAMBRIDGE - ENGLAND
Telephone: Teversham 3131
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wide band matching transformers

complete reliability from 20°C to +55°C

Users of h.f. equipment, from the Arctic to the Persian Gulf, look 
for aerial matching transformers of exceptional reliability under 
widely varying climatic conditions.
MEL use special low-Ioss ferrite cores to producelkW, 2kW and 
5kW transformers whh a frequency range from 1.5 to 30 Mc/s. 
Impedance ratios of 600 ohms balanced to 75/60/50 ohms un
balanced are available.
These transformers are of compact design. rugged construction 
and completely weatherproof, offering the full specification over 
the temperature range ~20°C to + 55°C.
The power ratings of the MEL transformers can be increased if a 
limifed frequency or temperature range is acceptable.

©©o Please write for further technical details and Data Sheets to:

MULLARD EQUIPMENT LIMITED

ME 709

________________________Manor Royal - Crawley - Sussex - Telephone: Crawley 28787
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ALL TRANSISTOR 4-BIRBUIT TELEPHONE CHANNELLING cont?me3c§acn5l- 
ling equipment for use with VHF or SHF radio links or cables. This robust equipment, housed in c 
waterproof box, is designed for operation in cny climate. It is suitable for providing emergency telephone 
service or temporary service to large engineering projects. □ Four telephone circuits and engineering 
speaker circuit within 0-3-20 kc/s bandDlnbuilt signalling □ Built-in test facilities and loudspeaCer□Totcl 
weight 80 lb (36 kg) 1] Battery power consumption 10 watts. Write, ’phone or Telex for full details: 
Standard Telephones and Cables Limited, Transmission Systems Group, North Woolwich, E.16. 
Telephone ALBert Dock 1401. Telex 21645.

world-wide telecommunications and electronics STC
64/5C
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BALANCED C 
CABLE 

w MULTIPLEX
HEARST

OBA

Ericsson ETC 601 systems are now in operation in various 

parts of the world under very diverse climatic conditions. 

Diagrammatically illustrated is the cable route of an ETC 

601 system at present: operating between Sault Ste. 

Marie, Wawa, and Hearst in Northern Ontario, Canada.

WAWA

FRANZ

TABOR

The fully transistorised system, 

including power-fed buried 

repeaters gives 120 telephone 

circuits in the band 12-252 kc/s 
with facilities for dropping 

circuits from either direction at 

all main repeaters.

LLAKE=^ 
SUPERIOR

MONTREAL 
FALLS

OGIDAKl

SAULT STE.
• MARIE

It is primarily designed to operate 

over two 40 lb. single quad 

polythene cables which may be 

ploughed into the ground easily 

and cheaply, although where the terrain prohibits this the cables 

may be slung overhead for short distances.

Ericsson manufacture an extensive range of transmission 

equipment including channelling for use over radio, open 

wire, or cable, and are well equipped for planning and 

provisioning of extensive communication schemes.

ERICSSON TELEPHONES LIMITED 
ETELCO LIMITED '

22, Lincoln's Inn Fields, London, W.G.2. Tel: HOL 6936 (A Principal Operating Company of the P/essey Group) EV/2
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Caribbean
Carrier

Forget the bananas and the sun-drenched sands; the coral seas and 
the wrecks of Spanish treasure-ships. Jamaica is now the commercial 
hub of the Caribbean world, and soon to be the vitally important transit 
centre for the Commonwealth-USA-South America communications 
network.
In Readiness for this tremendous development in telecommunications, 
the Jamaican Telephone Company have chosen ATE Type CM multiplex 
equipment for channelling on to the existing Kingston-Montego Bay link” 

Getting Away altogether from conventional design, ATE have 
succeeded brilliantly in producing a compact, fully reliable carrier which 
is only one-third the weight of an equivalent valve equipment, and saves 
up to 90% of the power normally used.

The Secret? The card-mounted printed circuit of advanced design.

Jamaican Telephone is only one of the leading organizations through
out the world which have chosen ATE Type CM Carrier Equipment for 
microwave, open-wire and cable carrier communications.

FuHy transistorized/Plug-in printed circuits/Mains or battery operation/ 
Optional in-built out-band 3825 c/s low or high level signalling tor 
ringdown or dialling/Suitabie for extension to existing valve equipment/ 
One-third the size of an equivalent valve unit. Automatic Telephone & 
Electric Co. Ltd. 8 Arundel St. London WC2 Tel: Temple Bar 9262

'AATE(E)6
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and NOW -
a Fully Transistorised
Wa/k/e-Ta/k/e/

«^(’[3 BantamH ly TWO-WAY RADIOTELEPHONE

Once again in
the tradition of the outstanding
Cambridge and 

Vanguard Radio
telephones, Pye 

have produced the
Bantam, a brilliant 

fully transistorised
Walkie-Ta/kie.

■ Fully transistorised Transmitter and Receiver
■ Long endurance with Rechargeable or Dry Batteries □ Crystal Filter selectivity
■ Reliability and accessibility of components B Very high performance Receiver
□ Lightweight 4 lbs. (1.82 kg.) B Frequency Band 25-174 Mc/s. □ Weatherproof

PYE TELECOMMUNICATIONS LTD. Cambridge, ENGLAND - Telex No. 81166
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ZlDCOI SOLDERING
~ INSTRUMENTS

(A«£d nradn Mork)

FOR

TOTAL EFFICIENCY

WHITELEV
Epoxy Ressn MouUdings

FOR CATALOGUES APPLY DIRECT TO SALES DEPT.

ADCOLA PRODUCTS LTD.

ADCOLA HOUSE

GAUDEN ROAD

LONDON, S.W.4

Telephone: MACAULAY 4272 8 3101

Telegrams: SOLJOINT, LONDON S.W.4

Great mechanical strength, 
excellent electrical insula
tion and complete dimatic 
protection are ensured in 
Whiteley Epoxy Resin 
mouldings. Low shrinkage 
and strong adhesion to
components and leads if 
renders these Resins par- : 
ticularly suitable for en- j 
capsulation. Full details ip-fg 
will be gladly sent on % 
request.

Line Isolating 
Transformer
Transformer Y.17525 is a low loss audio frequency 
transformer, for use as an isolating transformer on 
circuits employing 17 c/s signalling, i.e. Post Office 
telephones. The insulation of the 'line' winding 
provides isolation against voltage surges of up to 
25 KV rms. and continuously applied voltages of 
14 KV rms. Please write for full details.

§WHITEVEY ELIGTRICAL RADIO CO Liol

MANSFIELD - NOTTS Tel: Mansfield 176:2/5

WBI7IA
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MULTIPHONE
Makes a triple attack on telecommunications problems

'Multiphone', as its name suggests, is capable of a multiplicity of appli
cations. Serving up to 10 telephones of Plan-Etelphone type, it can be 
conveniently arranged by adjustment in number of circuit modules to 
function as a 4-Iine PABX, FAX or multi-line system. Its value to all 
administrations is increased further by its ability to work over a diversity 
of external circuits, so permitting a preferred arrangement to be 
connected as requirements demand.

Main Operational Features 
Single-digit dialling of internal calls.

Lamp signalling and supervision of all calls signalled, held or in progress. 
Internal calls made secret or non-secret by simple strap adjustment.

Exchange-llne exclusion feature for selected stations.
Power unit operation and continuing exchange-line service during mains failure.

For further information please apply to:—

Registered Offiice: 22 LINCOLN'S INN FIELDS - LONDON WC2 - Telephone HOLborn 6936 ER73.

A Principal Operating Company of the P/essey Group
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Klystron Power Unit
For use with low voltage klystrons requiring 
resonator-cathode supplies of 250-400 volts 
and resonator-reflector supplies of up to 
750 volts.
D.C. heater supply adjustable between 2 and 
8 volts at up to 1.5 amps. Internal circuits for 
sweep modulation of reflector voltage and 
square-wave modulation of cathode voltage.

VSW.R inldicnr/ sw^nC ^r  ̂
OaI««!!.,» AmnlifiAM from 800 c/s to 3500 
SelecHve Amphliee c/s selective a 1000 
c/s and 3000 c/s. Two crystal inputs which 
can be used for bridge measurements. 
Bolometer operation from a built-in bias 
supply. SeniJitivitybbUeethanlpVf.s.d.Oper- 
ates from mains supply or internal batteries.

Co-axiai Line Oscillators
Elimination of backlash from the cavity tun
ing mechanism ensures an exceptionally 
high reset accuracy. Three models cover 
the frequency range 2-12 k Mc/s.

Attenuators
0-40dB glass attenuator vanes with anti- 

backiash micrometer adjustment giving 
a high setting accuracy. Available in 

waveguide sizes W.G. 10-22.

k;

Multi-hole Couplers
Directivity better than 40dB over full wave

guide frequency range. Mean 
coupling accuracy within 
±0.SdB V.S.W.R. better than 
1.03:1 in main arm. 1.1:1 in 
side arm. Available for 3 10 
or 2008 coupling in wave
guide sizes W.G. 12-22.

Power Miter
Measures frdm 1 Micro-waft to 10 milll-watts 
to an accuracy of ± 3%. Suitable for use with 
most types of bolometer and thermistors. 
Temperature compensation facilities are 
built-in. Powered from mains or internal 
batteries.

Cilibration Receiver
A high gain receiver with a separate wave
guide-mounting crystal mixer and head 

amplifier. The receiver operates at a 
centre-frequency of 45 Mc/s to take 
advantage of the low noise level of 
mixer diodes at this frequency. 100dB
l.F., attenuatis l.F-, attenuator

MWME
Short Matched Terminations
Con.pact ternynaims elements w Hh a 

O.S.W.R. of Iessthanep1:1 0:71 ?Ch 
full waveguide frequency range.

Power handling capacity of 2 to 
H 10 watts mean. depending on 
| waveguide size. Available in

¿SL waveguide sizes W.G. 10-18.

Bends, Twists, Junctions 
Standard Items are available 
n mos0 wavearndo sizez’ 
Specials can be manufactured 
33c3l1 and aaTurgiely to 
Customers specification.

For many years, Sanders have been 
leaders in the British microwave field. 
Every Sandas instru^nt is the product 
of intensive research and development 
backed by exceptionally high 
manufacturing standards. । 
Your enquiries on all aspects of 
Microwave Instrumentation are invited. 

W. H. Sanders (Eectromcs) Limited. 
Gunnels Wood Road • Stevenage ■ Herts. 
TClCph°ne•. Steven^ 988

The Top Name in Europe for Microwwae—___ I

Universal Standing Wave Deeector
One probe carriage is used 

with a series of slotted 
sections in waveguide 
sizes W.G. 10, 12, 14, 15 
and 16. The position of 
the probe can be read to

within 0.01 m.m. enabling impe
dance measurements to be made within 0.5%.

Bolometer Mounts
V.S.W.R. of better than 1.15:1 over the 

; ‘ full waveguide frequency range. Avail- 
£ able in waveguide sizes W.G. 10-22.

Single element units are illustrated. 
dual element mounts for temperature 
compensation are also available.

MBH
V.S.W.R. betterthan 2:1 overfullwave
guide frequency range. Capacitance 
between centre pin and body is less 
than 10 pF. Available in waveguide 
sizes W.G. 16, 18 and 22.

Broad Band Crystal Mixers 
and Detectors
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ELEGRAPH EQUIPMENT-’FOR TRANSMITTING AND TESTING

ATE equipment for telegraph transmission and test purposes is in use all over the world ~ and not by chance. 
First, AT&E had to prove itself — which iswhyi today, ATE equipment is chosen by Postal, Military, Airline, Railway and 
other authorities. By all large users of telegraph systems, in fact. It is the comprehensiveness, no less than the outstanding 
technical quality of ATE Telegraph Equipment, which has given it this world-wide reputation. Within the range of ATE 
Telegraph Equipment, the various units include: 1. Telegraph Distortion Measuring Transmitter with Relay Test Adaptor
2. Distortion Measuring Receiver 3. Telegraph Signal Display 4. Tape-reader Auto-number Senderand 5. Transistorised 
Synchronous Regenerative Repeater. We will gladly supply details.
Please write to: A T & E (BRIDGNORTH) LIMITED ■ Bridgnorth - Shropshire - England
Automatic Telephone & Electric Company Limited ■ A Principal Operating Company of the Plessey Group

@ atb/b/h
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RI6B
MIBHBWAVE

SMB lINK

1800TELEPHONEBIRCUITS/MAXIMUMTRANSISTORIZATION $"? 
transmission system, the RL6-B, can transmit 1800 telephone channels or colour T.V. plus sound per 
radio channel. Designed to use the C.C.I.R. frequency plan, it will provide up to 8 broadband radio 
channels on one route. Maximum use of transistors, high performance level, and aII-round operational 
economy are the essential features of the RL6-B. By extensive prefabrication, and simplification 
of space and installation requirements, considerable savings in commissioning time and a lower 
overall cost have been achieved. Systems for mains and battery operation can be supplied and a 960 
telephone circuit version is also available for lower density traffic routes. The main features of the 
RL6-B system are: 8 broadband radio channels □ C.C.l.R. performance □ 10 watt output power from 
periodic permanent magnet focusing TWT □ Transistorized throughout except TWA and the modem 
cubicle □ 960 telephone circuit version also available □ Switching systems available for N + | or 2 
protection channels □ Aerials and towers can be supplied □ All solid state narrow-band auxiliary link 
□ Cassegrain antenna for single or bi-polar operation. Write, ’phone or Telex to: Standard Telephones 
and Cables Limited, Transmission Systems Group, North Woolwich, London, E16. Telephone ALBert 
Dock 1401. Telex 21645.

world-wide telecommunications and electronicsSTC
64/6C
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SMALL DIAMETER 
COAXIAL CABLE

LINE EQUIPMENT
This equipment has been ordered by the G.P.O- 
for the following routes: —
BIRMINGHAM - WOLVERHAMPTON 
DONCASTER - LINCOLN 
LEEDS - YORK 
HEREFORD - WORCESTER 
BLACKPOOL— PRESTON 
CHATHAM - LONDON 
SLOUGH-LONDON

~* The equipment is completely transistored.

* c Conveys 300 high quality speech circuits, in the frequency 
band 60kc/s to 1300kc/s, over a pair of 0.174in.'coaxial tubes.

* r A complete terminal is contained in a rack 9ft. high, 
20%n wide and 8%n deep.

* c Repeaters are either power fed and contained in watertight 
boxes for burial in the ground or installation in underground 
cable manholes or, mounted on racks of the same dimensions 
as the terminal equipments, with or without power feeding 
panels, for installation in a repeater hut or equipment room.

★ Each powerfed repeater is equipped with supervisory facilities 
to enable the associated power feeding 
terminal or repeater station to determine at which 
power fed repeater a fault has occurred.

Everything for Telecommunications

Transmission Division

G.E.G. (TELECOMMUNICATIONS) LTD - TELEPHONE WORKS - COVENTTR • ENGLAND
Works at : Coventry - Middlesbrough and Treforesl

Smeei I57x

G
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SHELF UNIT CONSTRRJCTIOO/FLEXIBILITY IN EQUIPMENT LAYOUT
The shelf unit construction of the 62-type transmission multiplex equipment combines the compactness 
of modern equipment design with ease of installation and maintenance. The 450 mm deep racks are 
compatible with double-sided racks in existing installations which have the T.T.hT.T. recommended 
depth. The design, which has been accepted as standard by the Bri^tish G.P.O., gives maximum 
concentration of transistorized units in the rack space, yet with easy access from the rear to all wiring 
connexions. Soldered connexions in the station wiring are reduced to the minimum possible. 
Miniaturized components are mounted on well-screened plug-in printed circuit boards which by a 
simple extension device can be inspected and tested in their working positions. Reduction in 
equipment heat dissipation and improved ventilation avoids high equipment temperatures and gives 
more reliable performance. 62-type shelf units are supplied as factory wired and tested units which 
allow a high degree of flexibility in equipment layout and extensions. For further information write, 
’phone or Telex: Standard Telephones and Tables Limited, Transmission Systems Group, Marketing 
Department. North Wooiwich, London, E16. Telephone ALBert Dock 1401. Telex 21645.

world-wide telecommunications and electronics STC
MOOT
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PITMAN BOOKS
ELECTRIC FILTER CIRCUITS
Professor Emrys Williams. PhD., B.Eng. M.I.E.E.,
M. Brit./.R.E.
A new book by the author of "‘Thermionic Valve Circuits” 
specially designed for students with one year's experience of 
steady-state alternating current theory and who are familiar 
with elementary complex algebra. 25$ net

AUTOMATIC VOLTAGE REGULATORS 
AND STABILIZERS
G. N. Prtc/iett, P/hD.. B.Sc.(Hons.), M.I.E.E.
This book. completely revised in this new edition, deals with 
all types of automatic voltage regulators and stabilizers from 
those designed for use with a few watts in electronic equip
ment to those for use in the largest alternators of 100,000 
megawatts and more. Second Edition £3 5s net

TELEGRAPHY
J. W. Freebody, B.Sc.)Eng), A.CG.l. D.I.C., M.I.E.E.
This book is the successor to T. E. Herbert's “‘Telegraphy”. 
that indispensable work of reference used by engineers and 
telegraphists throughout the world since early in the century.

80s net

RADIO AND ELECTRONIC 
COMPONENTS VOL. III.
C. W. A. Dummer, M.B.E. M.I.E.
The second edition of Vol. III (Fixed Capadtors) in Mr. 
Dummer's weII-known series for electronic engineers. A 
complete revision has been made in the light: of recent: 
developments and sixty new illustrations have been 
incorporated. Second Editton 45s nett
from all bookseHers
Pitman, Parker Street, London, W.C.2

RO OTES TEMPAIR

- - -mmnmn— -raiTOu^r-

AIR at its best, temperature 
controlled and cleaned. Air 
with that natural outdoor 
quality that only RE AL air 
conditioning gives you.

VALUABLE FREE BOOK
Tells You How to Pass Your C & G 

Examination at First Attempt !
AU Posit Office personnel who are anxious to 

obtain early promotion should at once send for a 
copy of our handbook “ENGINEERING OPPOR
TUNITIES” which, among other intensely inter
esting matter, describes our unique methods of 
preparation for the CITY AND GUILDS EXAMI
NATIONS lor the Telecommunication Tecchuciaim’ 
Certificate and for individual subjects—Mathe
matics. Engineering Science, Engineering Drawing, 
Elementary Tetecommunoahon Practice, Tele- 
coimmuucation Principles Radio and Line Trans
mission. Telegappy and Telephony, Line Plant 
Practice. It also contains details of our courses 
covering the G.C.E. subjects required for promotion 
in Assistant Engineerr Telecommunication Traffic 
Superintendent and other grades; and the City 
and Guilds examinations in Electrital Engineering 
Practice, the Grad.Brlt.I.R.E. and A.M.B.E. 
Eïamnaliocn in addition to a wide range of 
non-^xamination courses in all branches of 
onginoeemg—Rudio and Electronics, Eleccricall 
Mechanical.etc

We also provide tuition for the Radio 
Amateurs' Examination and the P)MlG. 
Certificates for Radio Operators, with 
or without Morse training. Details are 
given in the handbook.

FOR CELLARS
Routes Tempair Cellar ■
Cooler maintains an even, ■ 
natural temperature,

BOARDROOMS
.Rootes Tompàir Directorfree-I 
standing unit delivers heated 
or refrigerated air, cleans and 
dehumidifies. Quiet running.

FOR BUSINESS
Routes Tempair Pacific, window 
bewailmodels. Modem styling, 
complete and efficient air-condi
tioning. Freedom from noise 
and dust. ,

ANO INDUSTRY
Routes Tempair ‘5000* industria!
■air-conditioning for laboratories, computer rooms, small 
workshops, etc. High output, water or air cooled, 
economical in floor space.

BRITISH INSTITUTE 
OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 

369 COLLEGE HOUSE, 
29-31 WRIGHT’S LANE, LONDON, W.8

Send this coupon today for details a] range
To: TEMPAIR LIMITED - ROMNEV PLACE - MAIDSTONE

KENT • ENGLAND A Rooes Gtoup Company.

Tick whichever applicable

□ CELLAR COOLER
E DIRECTOR
□ PACIFIC
□ TEMPAIR '5000'

We definitely guarantee
“NO PASSs- NO FEE’”

If you intend to make the most of today’s oppor
tunities, you cannot afford to miss reading “eNgInNe“,-

DfG OPPORTOMTWS.” It tells you eveiything you want
to know to secure advancement, and describes many oppor
tunities you may now be missing through lack of information.

Send for your copy toiaa—FREE and without obligation.

BIET Name________________________________
Address_______________________________

_____________________________________ _ CUPO3
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MICROAMPERES

Ernest Turner Electrical Instruments Ltd
HIGH WYCOMBE - BUCKINGHAMSHIRE . ENGLAND

EeeCrical asuring Instruments
Ideally matching contemporary pane design, 
the Ernest Turner Mode 703, illustrated 
here is enhanced by the flush-fitting surround. 
A high degree of accuracy is adequately sup
ported by the easy-to-read scale and clean 
dial layout:. Full details of the range of rect- 
angular electrical measuring instruments and 
flush mountings are contained in Leaflets 
85/6 and 85/AF, available on request.

4wW1“

DENSO PROTECTION

A Inside an inspection charnmee— the cables are supported by 
steelwork and the ends of the duct sealed with Denso Mastic. 
Denso Mastic is the all-purpose cold applied sealing medium, 
and can be used for plugging. sealing and caulking duties 
be!ow ground, above ground or underwater.

B Underground cables in ducts. Denso Tape is used to protect
the cables where they pass over lead linings at the edge of the
pipe in case the cable sinks onto the hard edges.

DENSO MAST/C and DENSO TAPE are used by the Central Electricity 
Generating Soard, who also supplied the photographs.

FOR CABLES AND PIPES

WINN & COALES LTD
Denso House, Chapel Road, London, S.E.27. 

Tel: GIPsy Hill 751 i 
Also at Manchestee, Belfast and Dublin. 

Agents throughout the Commonweahh.
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A COMPLETELY SEMI-CONDUCTORED

7 Ge s RADIO EQUIPMENT
JOINS THE

MICROWAVE RANGE
9K Fully semi-conductored givvng:—

low power consumption, less maintenance, battery operation.
9 Transmitters and Receivers are duplicated in a "twin-path" arrangement 

with I.F. switching at each terminal and repeater station.
9+6 A single rack, 7' 6" high, accommodates the duplicate Transmitters and 

Receivers, Modulators and Demodulators and is complete with the Automatic 
Switching, Service Channel and Supervisory Equipment.

9 A capacity of up to 300 4 kc/s high quality telephony circuits.
9 Meets all C.C.I.R. recommendations for broadband radio equipment 

operating in the 7 Gc/s frequency bands.
% Circuits may be dropped and inserted at intermediate repeater stations 

without demodulating the through circuits.

EVERYTH//NG FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS

TRANSMISSION DIVISION

G.E.C. (TELECOMMUNICATIONS) LTD
Telephone Works - Coventry - England
Works at Coventry, Middlesbrough and Treforest

Smee's lash
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4 TYPE 375 OOflXlAL CABLE
For television circuits and multichannel telephony, 
BICC manufacture cables containing coaxxal pairs 
meeting the C.C.I.T.T. recommendation 0334. These 
can be combined with symmetrical pairs for audio 
frequency or short-haul carrier circuits.

BICC

BRITISH INSULATED CALLENDER'S CABLES LIMITED
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QUAD TRUNK CABLE
This cable, manufactured to a British Post 
Office specificatton, is produced in large 
quantities for audio frequency junction 
circuits. In common with other types of 
cable, they can be made to comply with any 
national or private specification.

UNIT TWIN CABLE
Large cables of unit construction are speci
ally suited to the systematic arrangement of 
a dense telephone subscriber network. Units 
of 50 or 100 pairs are first assembled, then 
the required number of units are combined 
and sheathed to form the complete cable.

POLYTHENE INSULATED DISTRIBUTION CABLE
Because of their ease of installation, reli
ability and low cost, polythene insulated 
distribution cables are widely user!, particu
larly in sizes up to 100 pairs. They may be 
installed underground or, as in the case of 
the type illustrated, used with an integral 
suspension strand wherever aerial installa« 
tion is preferred.

TELEPHONE CABLES
are designed and manufactured to meet C.C.I.T.T. recommenda
tions or any other specific requirements. They are the products of 
modern plant, specîalist engineers and over sixty years of experience 
—aacked by extensive research and development facilities. BICC 
undertake the manufacture and installation of cables for every type 
of telecommunication system anywhere in the World.
Technical information on BICCTelephone Cables is contained in our

■■ publications-—freely available to Telephone Administrations.

International Sales Office: 21 BLOOMSBURY STREET LONDON WC1 ENGLAND Branches and Agents throughout the World
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R NO MAN

... and time is the essence
of the fast tide of modern events. With time
a premium, G.E.C. Telecommunications systems 
set the pace with advanced electronic exchanges 
that form the basis for modern
networks. For fully integrated networks plan 
nowwith G.E.C.

EVERYTHING FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Exchange Division:

6.EC (TELECOMMUNICATIONS) ITD' TELEPHONE WORKK' COOVNNTY • ENGLAND
Works af Coventry, Middlesbrough and Trefomst

G.E.C.169
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WESTINGHOUSE

binistor

SILICO

1 500m A
250 A

25-7OOV
Full range of gate drive and controller 

units readily available

Please wr/te for full details to :—
Dept. PO.S4/64 Rectifier Division, Semiconductor Department,

WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE AND SIGNAL CO. LTD., 82 YORK WAY, KING'S CROSS, LONDON, N.1. 

Tel : TERminus 6432. Telex No. 2-3225.
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Marconi Self-Tuning H.F System
—the first in the world to be station
planned from inputto output

breakthrough

MST 7%kW transmitter
H1100 series
An h.f linear amplifier transmitter for high-grade telecommunications.
Frequency range: H1100 and H1101.4—27.5 Mc/s

H1102 and H1103, 2-27.5 Mc/s
Output power: 7—8 kW p.e.p. 5—6 kW c.w.
The H1100 series meets all CCIR Recommendations.

saves 85% 
floor space
Transmitters can be mounted side by side 
and back to back or against a wall; built-in 
cooling fan; no external air-ducts. These 
features lead to smaller. simpler. cheaper 
buildings or more services in existing 
buildings.

simplicity
RFcircuits have onlythree tuning controls 
and two range switches. Final valve can be 
replaced in 30 seconds. Miniature circuit 
breakers (used instead of fuses through
out) can be reset instantly. All sub
assemblies are easily tested because they 
are eiectrically complete units.

rugged 
reliability
Stainless steel shafts ln ball-bearings in 
rigid machined castings; stainless steel 
spur gears meshing with silicon bronze; 
heavy r.f coil contacts with high contact 
pressurre-some examples of design feat
ures giving long term endurance and 
operational reliabiilty. Specified perform
ance achieved with ample margins.

self-tuning
Types H1101 and H1103. used with MST 
drive equipment. give one-man control of 
an entire transmitting station and continu
ous automatic aerial loading.

MANUAL TUNING
Manually tuned versions, types H1100 and 
H1102, are available which, when fitted with 
built-in drive units, become entirely self
contained transmitters for four spot fre
quencies and all types of modulatton.
Manual tuning takes less than 60 seconds.

Marconi telecommunications systems
The Marconi Company Limited, Communications Division, Chelmsford, Essex, England LTD/H5O
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FUR LEVEL MEASUREMENTS IN TRAFFIC Selective Level Measuring Equipment and 

the 74195-A Oscillator Equipment have the frequency accuracy and selectivity necessary for makkng 
measurements at intersupergroup and intermastergroup frequencies without interference with or from 
traffic. Low-level signals in voice channels can also be measured with no disturbance to or from 
adjacent channels. Their frequency range is 10 kc/s to 20 Mc/s with a frequency accuracy of ± (400 c/s 
+1 part in 105) after internal calibration. The frequency stability with ±5% mains voltage variation and 
± 10°C ambient temperature variation is ± (200 c/s + 2 parts in 106, and the short-term stability is 
7:10 c/s with constant mains voltage and ambient temperature.

74-94-A S-L-M.E. . 74-95.A oscifiator
Measuring range +-- to --00 dbm output levels 0 to dbm
Bandwidths 4 kc/s and 200 c/s Harmonic margin 50 db

Each equipment includes a power unit for operation from 90-265V, 45-66 0/s, a.c. mains. Write, 'phone 
or Telex for further information to Standard Telephones and Cables Limited, Testing Apparatus 
Division, Corporation Road, Newport, Mon. Telephone Newport 72281. (S.T.D. ONE S). Telex 49367. 
London Office: Telephone ALBert Dock 1401 (Ext. 758).

world-wide telecommunications and electronics STC
64/5CT
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COMBINED TAPE AND
EDGE CARD READER

5, 6, 7, 8 unit: reading of O 
tape and edge card

Tight tape, tape out, 0 
tape latch alarms

Unlimited manual forward U 
and back-spacing of 

tape and card

Free standing or flush O 
mounting in a desk unit:

Signal contacts made for O 
95% of each reading cycle

GREAT NORTHERN TELEGRAPH WORKS
SYDHAVN’S PLADS 4, COPENHAGEN S.V. DENMARK

LONDON OFFICE: 5 ST. HELENS PLACE, LONDON, E.C.3

DRITAN”
SOLID TANTALUM 
ELECTROLYTIC 
CAPACITORS

The range has been designed 
in line with Spec. MIL. C-26655/2

T.C.C. offer hermetically sealed solid electrolyte “Dritan” capacitors made 
to the most stringent performance characteristics.
Previous low leakage current Hmks have been cut in half and surge 
voltage Emus mcreased, whde the mmtaturisation of thiese capacctors makes 
them ideal for use in such transistorised equipment as R.F. timing, inte
grating and ^fferentiatmg circuits, and servo systems where targe value of 
capacitance m smaU physicaa size is an essential requirement.

In “Dr.han” Electrolytics there is no sacrifice of quality or reliabiilty, 
and these capacctors are rated for operation over the temperature range 
of —5>°C. to + p5°C. With appropriate vohage derating, they may be 
operated at temperatures as high as +i25°C. AU T.C.C. “Dritan” 
Electrolytics are fitted with ‘Melinex’ insulating sleeving.

THE TELEGRAWH
NORTH ACTON - LONDON - W.3

TEL: LONdon Wall 4567

$emp. range: —550C.toDI250C(withvolttgedertting)
Voltajje: Upto 50 V.D.C. '
Cap. range: 0.0047 pF to 350 pF.
Cap. Tolerance: ±20% standard

±10% ±5% to specia! order
Polarized
types only: • Smtzered sbg or wire anode and

5olid eleccrolyte conssruction.
^ax.imum ............. .. .........leakage current: l (pA)=0.22CtLF).V(volts)ttroomtemp.

I (pA)=o.2 C(gF).V(volts) at +85°C.

Telephone: ACOrn 0061 Telex: 261383
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A typical $.H.F. lwin-path terminal 
comprising one modulator/demodulator rack 
and two tlansmittpr|rptpivpr racks

The Bell Telephone Company of Canada has awarded a contract to 
Canadian General Electric Co. Ltd., for the supply of equipment for 
a new microwave system to link Quebec and Riviere-du-Loup with 
existing Bell Telephone microwave routes. The equipment, which 
will be manufactured by G.E.C. (Telecommunications) Ltd. in 
England, includes radioi multi-channel I.F. switching, and ancillary 
items for the system, and will be delivered in the fall of 1964.
Theinitial system will be 'twin-path', butwill be capable of expansion 
to its maximum capacity (six working and two protection channels). 
ltisdesignedtooperateinthefrequencyband5925-6422megacycles. 

The radio equipment to be used is type SPO.5556, with a capacity of 
1800 channels. It will meetall requirements ofthe CCIR 'circuitfictif', 
when carrying 1800 voice channels or a monochrome or colour TV 
picture on each radio channel.
The radio-protection switchingequipmentistypeSPO.5325,capable 
of switching one protection channel for three working channels. 
This equipment provvdes protection for the working channels by 
means of baseband and quick-acting contactless lF switches. 
Baseband switching will be required only when future radio channels 
terminate at Quebec and Rivvere-du-Loup.
The overall equipment for the system will be similar to that ordered 
by the British Post Office for new microwave links between 
Southampton, London, Birmingham, Manchester and Cadisle.
For further information please write for Standard Speeificattons SPO 
5556 and SPO 5325.

EVERYTHING FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS
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GRAND FONDS

SWITCHING TERMINAL

REPEATER

TRANSMISSION DIVISION

Smee'

SCALE OF MILES 
0 10 20

LAC LAVOIE

QUEBEC

RIVIERE nu 
LOUP
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IMPROVED

Modern styling in light 
gray with legible black 
engraving.

Constructed to withstand 
advene climatic condi
tion.

Ever ready case, including 
leads, prods and clips.

Improved internal 
assemblies.

Re-stylod scale plate for 
easy rapid reading. 2 basic 
scale“, each 2.5 inches in 
length.

New standards of 
ecceracy, using an indi - 
vidually calibrated scale 
plate: d.c. ranges 2.15% 
of full scale deflection, 
a.c. ranges 2.75% of full 
scale daflection.

Avnilnble accessories in
clude a ZSOOV d.c. multi - 
pllbr and 5, 10 and 15A 
shunts for d.c. current 
muauurement.

ACCURACY
AND

RELIABILITY
The Mk.4 MULTIMINOR is an 
entirely new verson of this famous 
Avo instrument and supersedes all 
previous models. It is styled on 
modern lines, with new high stan
dards of accuracy, improved internal 
assemblies, and incorporating pan - 
climatic properties.
The instrument is supplied in an attractive 
black carrying case, which also houses a pair 
of leads with interchangeable mods and clips, 
and an instruction booklet. It is packed in an 
attractive display carton. Robust real leather 
cases are available, if required, in two sizes, 
one to take the instrument with leads, clips 
and prods, and the other to house these and 
also a high voltage multiplier and a d.c. shunt.

MULTI MI NOR
Dimensions (including c«s):— 

7|x4x1| ins. (197x102x41 mm.) approx. 
Weight (including caue))—

1} lbs. (0.675 kg.) approx.

D.C. Current: 100oU A.s.d.—1A f.s.d. in 5 ranges.
D.C. Voltage: 10V f.s.d. —1,000f.s.d. in 5 ranges.
D.C. Voltrage: 2°V .ss.d. -10»0 fc «.. m 6 ranges.
D.C. Millivolt 2anges 0 —100mV f.s.d.

RESISTANCE: 0-2M n in ranges, using 1.5V cell. 
SENSITIVITY: 10,000i5/V on d.c. Voltage ranges. 

1,000 Î2/V on a.c. Voltage ranges.

For full details of this greet new packet size instrument, write for desc/ptiva leaflet.

N^y® X.TD AVOCET HOUSE, 92-96 VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD, LONDON, SW.L Telephone: VCto^a 3404 (12 lines)

MM 17

Published by The P01I Office Eleclrlcaa Engineers’ Jolirnall. G.f.O.i 2-12 GreshamjSíieer1 Lonado^'^'S W.9
and printed in Great Britain al The Baynard Press by Sanders Phillips and Co., Ltd., Chryssell Ra. .
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qnilNO RFMSITIVITV STC Transmitter and Receiver capsules bring greater definition to both uUUmJ SEINjI lIVIlY ends of the line; extra sensitivity that makes a noticeable improvement: 
to any sound communication system. STC Capsules are the means of up-grading audio reproduction 
and making the best of fine equipment.
Type 4041 Rocking Armature Receiver 
A small lightweight receiver capsule suitable 
for telephone operators' headsets, telephone 
handsets and similar equipment.
Overall dimensions 154" x 062" (39 mm x 16 mm). 
Weight 075 oz. (21 g). Available with impedance 
of 300 ohms, and in multiples and sub-multiples.
Type 4042 Rocking Armature Receiver 
The standard receiver capsule adopted by the 
British Post Office and other administrations 
throughout the world for use in telephone sets 
and handsets. Also used by services.1-83" x 076" 
(47 mm x 19 mm).1-25 oz. (35 g). Available in 
standard or tropical finish with impedance of 
300 ohms, and in multiples and sub-multiples.
Type 4039 Carbon Transmitter
A small sensitive lightweight transmitter capsule 
for use in headsets, and handsets.
1-42" x 0-59" (36 mm x 15 mm). 0-5 oz. (15 g).
Type 4103 Rocking Armature Transmitter 
For use in conjunction with an amplifier, in 

handsets, hand-held microphones, pedestal 
mountings, loud speaking telephones, 
loud hailers, etc. used extensively by armed 
forces, police, ambulance and fire services, 
etc. 1-83" x 077" (47 mm x 20 mm). 1-25 02. (35 9). 
Available in standard or tropical finish.
Type 4125 Rocking Armature Transmitter 
A small lightweight transmitter capsule for use 
in conjunction with an Amplifier, in aircrew 
headsets, and headsets used in radio and 
television studios.1-54" x 078” (39 mm x 20 mm). 
075 oz. (21 g).
Type 4050 Carbon Transmitter
The standard transmitter capsule adopted by the 
British Post Office and other administrations 
throughout the world for use in telephone sets 
and handsets. 2-29" x 0'95" (58 mm x 24 mm). 
12 oz. (32 9).
Write, 'phone or Telex: Telephone Switching 
Division, Standard Telephones and Cables 
Limited, Oakieigh Road, New Southgate, London, 
N.11. Telephone ENTerprise 1234. Telex 21612.

world-wide telecommunications and electronics STC6460



GOOD COMMUNICATION facilities in an industrial organization are now recognized as a UUUU uUIVIIVIUlllun I IUIi necessity at all administrative ievels. Time saved by obtaining 
immediate contact with other members of the staff is of inestimable value to all, from the Managing 
Director to the junior clerk, and the capital cost of providing a properly planned system is small 
compared with the incaiculable losses sustained by having inefficient communications. For many 
years STC has designed, manufactured and installed Private Automatic Branch Exchanges of 
various types. As a result of this experience, a large fund of expert knowledge is available, and any 
technical advice that may be required will be furnished gladly on request.

New light-weight high performance handset E B.P.O. type “long life” components E Transistorized 
ringing and tone circuits □ All “plug-in” type equipment E Quick and easy expansion to full capacity 
□ Simple installation and maintenance E Full tropical finish.

Details from Standard Telephones and Cables Limited, Telephone Switching Division, Oakleigh Road, 
New Southgate, N.11. Telephone ENTerprise 1234. Telex 21612.

world-wide telecommunications and electronics STC
6430
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